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The Polk Revolution Continues!

"Polk reinvents the loudspeaker".
HoPiokillipilawszbee

II early six years ago the audio world was stunned by

Matthew Polk's introduction of revoutionary SDA tech-

nology. While other designers had been concentrating en

small refinements to existing loudspeaker technology

Matthew Polk opened the door to n_. -w frontiers of

exciting realism in sound.

Due Stereo SDA technology mairtains stereo separa-

tion all the way to your ears, something which no

conventional speaker can achieve. Conventional speakers

make it sound like the musicians are trapped in the

speaker boxes or in the small space between them. Polk's

patented SDA speakers fill the entire width of your

listening room with sonic images so breathtakingly real

that its just like haying the musician_; in the room with

you. They must be experienced to be believed!

Introducing the SDA SRS 2.3
Introduced two years ago, the flagship SDA Signature

Reference System (SDA SRS) is the Lltimate expression of

loudspeaker technology. A two-time winner of the pres-

tigious Audio Video Grand Prix Award, the SDA SRS was

recently chosen by the editors of Stereo Review magazine

for their ultimate dream system.

Now being introduced, the SDA SRS 2.3 offers all of the

benefits of third generation SDA technology in a slightly

more modest package. It is the perfect speaker for those

listeners who demand the best and nost exciting listenirg

experience but who cannot accommodate the larger

SDA SRS.

Words can never fully express the thrilling experience

of listening to the new SDA SRS 2.3. Effortless reproduc-

tion at live concert levels, distortion free, body -tingling

bass and room -filling stereo imaging are executed so

flawlessly that when you close your eyes you'll forget

that you are listening to speakers at all: Visit your local

Polk dealer and experience them for yourself

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

¶601 Melft, Baltimore, Md. 21213
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Matthew POIMS award winning aUA SRS 1.:.:.
SDASRS 2.3.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dea er, see page ' .



"Polk HasTriumphed"
CAR SIEREO REVIEW

Introducing Matthew Polk's New SDA Mobile Monitor Systems

Matthew Polk has a passion for perfection in the cars he drives, and the
speakers he creates. His astonishing new SDA Mobile Monitor Speaker

Systems combine the awesome sonic benefits of his revolutionary SDA True
Stereo technology with the superior sound of his Grand Prix award winning

Mobile Monitor loudspeakers. Car Stereo Review, the defini-
tive authority on the state-of-the-art in autosound, raved, "It's
like jumping into hyperspace:'
Complete systems (tront and
rear speakers plus an SDA
Automotive Crossover Matrix)
begin under $500.
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The Ultimate Audio/Video Marriage
The First Receiver to Combine AM/FM Stereo,

MTS and Programmable Cable/FM Simulcast Tuning
With a Control Center for an Entire A/V System!

Engineered and manufactured by Radio Shack,
the Realistic' AV -900 has everyhing t takes to be
the heart of your sophisticated audio/video system.
It provides convenient remote control while elimira--
ing tie expense of switchboxes. mu tiple compo-
nents and a tangle of patch cords. It makes even The
most complex operations easy.

Features include a 140 -channel cat le-compati le
TV tuner that receives MTS stereo, SAP and VHF -
UHF broadcasts, plus an exclus Ye system that -tct
only delivers TV/FM simulcast programs, but also
stores four cable channel/FM stereo frequency
"pairs" in memory so you don't have to tune FM and
cable separately. You also get a cigita':-synthesized
AM/FM tuner with search mode and presets for 16
stations, and a powerful amplifier rated 35 watts per
channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz, with no more than 0.3% THD.

The AV -900 is also a complete stereo audio/video
control center with connections for two VCRs, sur-
round sounc and video processors, tape deck, CD,
turntable, TV, baseband monitor, speakers, plus
FM, cable and broadcast TV antennas. Di..b from
VCR to VCP, CD to VCR, turntable to cassette, or
out your favorite music from any source onto the
soundtrack of a video. A fluorescent display shows
mode and status at a glance.

Come in to see and hear the ultimate audio/video
receiver. The Realistic AV -900. Only $599.95

VCR, speakers and TV/monitor not included

Radio Iliac*
The Technology Store

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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LETTERS

Stopping Traffic
Concerning Jack Hancey's letter in

July, where he said that when he
stopped at a traffic light in Salt Lake
City last summer he heard the guy in
the car next to him listening to Beetho-
ven-I would like to learn what kind of
a stereo system the other guy had in his
car. I have been in Salt Lake City in
summer, and while nothing is certain,
most folks enjoy air conditioning in
their cars. So if both had their windows
shut, that other guy's system must have
been out of sight.

NEWELL E. COX, JR.
Enoree, SC

Speaking the Language
The section on "Speaking the Lan-

guage" in Bryan Harrell's July report on
Japanese audio reminded me of my
experience fifteen years ago in a techni-
cal seminar put on by a Japanese com-
pany for users of their television cam-
eras. As we were being taught the daily
setup procedure, the Japanese engineer
made repeated reference to "my nice
screwdriver" and something he called a
"Prussia screwdriver."

Now, I also had some nice screwdriv-
ers and felt that wouldn't be a problem,
but I had no idea where or how to
obtain a Prussia 'driver, or even just
what it was. After the training session
buttonholed the instructor and asked
him to elaborate. His first reaction was
disbelief at my ignorance of such an ele-
mentary fact. After being convinced of
both my intelligence and sincerity, he
laughed and, pulling the instruments in
question from his tool kit, showed me
how to tell the "Prussia" ( + ) screwdriv-
er from the commoner "my nice" ( - )
variety by noting the shape of the tip!

GARY FISHER
Allendale, MI

Record Re -Makers
Two minor points regarding your lit-

tle blurb on Leslie West in July's "Rec-
ord Makers": First, you say that on
West's new album guest artist Jack
Bruce "for the first time on record gets
to sing his own Theme from an Imagi-
nary Western." I believe that Bruce
sang it on his 1969 solo album, "Songs
for a Tailor." Also, as witty as West
may seem, his comment that "Rock and
roll is like high school with money" is a
direct steal of Martin Mull's quip that
"Show business is high school with
money."

ARMANDO DAVIS
New Preston, CT

Many readers wrote to us about Jack
Bruce's earlier recording of the song,

which is correctly titled Theme for an
Imaginary Western, not Theme from.

Record Groove Wear
I hale to upset Ian Masters's theory

regarding record groove wear in the
"Crackling Vinyl" item in July's "Au-
dio Q&A," but the inside wall of the
groove is not the right channel-it's the
left. This, in effect, reverses his line of
reasoning: Instead of too little antiskat-
ing force causing left -channel noise, it is
too much force, which makes the stylus
favor the right groove wall while bounc-
ing destructively along the left.

MACON STEPHENSON
Richmond, VA

You're right, and Mr. Masters regrets
the error. Thanks for the correction.

The Byrds
As a long-time fan of the original

Byrds, I felt compelled to express my
appreciation for Steve Simels's excel-
lent feature review in June of the Byrds
collection "Never Before." I agree with
him on almost all counts, particularly
that the Byrds were the "premier Amer-
ican band" of their day.

Like Mr. Simels, I hope that a second
volume of previously unreleased Byrds
cuts can be made, but I've heard rumors
that some of the songs that could have
been issued have already been vetoed
by the Byrds.

DON RICHMOND
Smyrna, GA

Errata
In "Magic Space" (August), the article

on digital sound processors from Lexi-
con and Yamaha, two lines at the end of
page 60 were dropped during the print-
ing process. The first sentence of the
paragraph continuing on page 63 should
read: "From an engineering point of
view, however, doing A/D or D/A con-
version merely to store and retrieve
data constitutes technological over-
kill."

In the same article, on page 66, it was
stated that "Both of the Yamaha com-
ponents [the DSP-3000 and the DSR-
100] have rotating volume controls
with motor drives." The DSR-I00 has
two level knobs, one for each channel,
but the DSP-3000 has none. Finally, the
article mentioned that the DSP-3000's
subprograms have names that "are well
chosen to evoke specific visual images";
we should have pointed out that the
subprograms using proper names of
particular performance locales, such as
the Anaheim Stadium and the Village
Gate, are, in fact, based on acoustic
measurements taken at those locales. 0
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Finally. A
that reproduces

notjust bits a
ADCOM

GCD-575
01017/01. OUP°

176.4 kHz sampling rate dual D/A converters analog frequency/phase contouring

dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc
Player has been worth waiting for. Now
there's a CD player with analog audio

circuits as technically advanced as its digital stages.
Since the human ear can only appreciate musical

sounds in their analog format, Adcom began with the
objective of producing the first affordable CD player
whose direct -coupled audio output would deliver the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound.

Class "A" Makes A Difference
Designers and engineers usually use Class "A"

audio circuits where price is no object. In its purest
form, Class "A" offers a highly sophisticated level of
audio amplification, often demanded by those who
can distinguish outstanding sonic performance from
the merely average. Adcom's GCD-575 employs a
no -compromise, Class "A" analog audio amplifier
section which provides superior resolution by more
clearly defining low-level information.

op
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This higher resolution makes an audibly dramatic
difference in the musicality of CD reproduction. To
achieve this result, the analog audio circuits in the
GCD-575 were based on the same proprietary high
speed linear amplifiers used in Adcom's GFF-555
preamplifier, universally recognized for its outstanding
musical integrity.

No other CD player at any price uses these superb
audio components.

Digital Sound At Its Best
Adcom's selectable analog frequency/phase contour

circuit enhances the musicality of CD's which have
been poorly mixed, or digitally over equalized. Subtly
contoured by the AFPC, many of these CDs become
more listenable, with much of the fatiguing harshness
and "glare" reduced. Ir addition, the stereo image and
sound stage becomes more focused allowing for a
more natural sonic presentation.

(Over please)



The Adcom GCD-575
Details You Can Hear

Importantly, Adcom's CD player is
designed with a low output impedance
(100 Ohms) so that it can operate up to
its maximum capability with a wide
variety of associated equipment. It is
not only compatible with virtually all
input stages of amplifiers, preamplifiers,
tuner/preamplifiers, etc., but also
permits the use of longer interconnect-
ing audio cables, when required, with
minimal signal deterioration.

Additionally the GCD-575 is
supplied with a high quality, low -loss
audio cable to prevent the sonic smear
that conventional audio cables tend to
cause. The use of this special cable and
the 100 Ohm output impedance permits
the GCD-575 to be used with Adcom's
SLC-505 passive straight line controller.
If no other source equipment will be
used, the variable output (front panel
controlled) can be used directly into
your power amplifier, bypassing the
preamplifier circuits normally required
by other CD players.

A multi -winding power transformer,
connected to three separate tightly
regulated power supplies for the audio,
digital and display circuitry, insures
isolation of the different functions and
optimal operation of each without
interference.

The four special heavy feet installed
on the GCD-575 are reversible metal
castings. On one side, the flat surface
insures a wide contact area. The reverse
side is cast with built-in "Iso-points"
which, when used in a three-foot
configuration, operates as a "tripod"
support system.

A special polarity -inverting switch
permits you to reverse the normal
positive polarity to negative (inverted)
polarity. This corrects playback of CDs
in which the polarity was incorrectly
recorded (inverted), or for use in systems
in which one of the components causes a
reversal of correct polarity.

II.

Full Function Remote Control

Specifications
Frequency Response: 5Hz - 20kHz,
+ 0.1, -0.5dB
Signal-to-noise Ratio: 105dB

Dynamic Range: 98dB

THD: 0.0025%
IMD (70Hz difference): @ 5kHz
0.00018%

Channel Separation (1kHz): 95dB

Interchannel Phase Shift:
@ 20kHz Less than 1.8°

Output Impedance: Fixed 10012/
Variable 10052/Digital 750

Output Level: Fixed 2.5V RMS
Variable Greater Than 4.5V RMS
Digital 0.5V peak -to -peak

Sampling Rate: 176.4kHz

Quantized Bits: 16 -bit linear

Power: 120VAC/60Hz
(Available in 220/240V, 50Hz)

Dimensions: 17" (430rnm)W x
11-1/4" (285mm)D x
3-7/16" (87mm)H

Weight: 12 lbs. (5.5 kg.)

Optional: Model RM-3 rack mount
adaptors. Available with white front
panel.

Specifications subject to change
without notice.

©1988 ADCOM

More Features For Better Value
Other features include a full function

remote -control system with random
access track capability; low group-delay
digital and analog filters; triple -beam
laser format; a direct digital output;
playback of 3 -inch discs without an
adaptor; and a very -high -quality
headphone output.

The GCD-575's advanced facilities
include:
 Programming of up to 24 tracks
 Programming of any phrase
 Audible fast forward and reverse
 Adjustable introscan
 Auto space

Display functions include:
 Elapsed time on track or disc
 Time remaining on track or disc
 Programmed tracks
 Track being played
 Number of tracks up to 20

Why Should You Listen 'lb Us?
Over the years, Adcom has earned a

reputation for delivering superb perfor-
mance at a modest price. The GCD-575
keeps faith with this tradition.

Once again, Adcom clears an
innovative path through the jungle of
confusing claims about "digital" sound,
and provides a logical and direct path
to musical purity.

If you've been waiting for a CD player
which faithfully reproduces all of the
music, not just bits and bytes of it, you'll
want to visit your nearest authorized
Adcom dealer right now...because while
it may be true that all good things come
to those who wait, you've waited long
enough for a CD player this good.

ADCOM®
fine stereo components

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
CIRCLE NO 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BULLETIN

by Christie Barter
and Michael Smolen

JACKSON THE BADDEST
Michael Jackson's "Bad" is the

first album in the history of pop
music to generate five No. 1 hits
on Billboard's Hot 100 chart. The
latest is Dirty Diana, which
climbed to the top in its ninth
charted week. Jackson's other
four best-selling singles off the
album were I Just Can't Stop
Loving You, Bad, The Way You
Make Me Feel, and Man in the
Mirror.

DAT UPDATE
Threats by the Recording

Industry Association of America
to sue any company that sells
digital audio tape recorders in
this country before the issue of
home copying is resolved have
made Japanese companies
reluctant to market DAT recorders
here. The Consumer Electronics
Group of the Electronic Industries
Association has established a
six -figure legal defense fund to be
made available to the first
member company sued for selling
DAT recorders.... Ford is market -
testing its optional DAT player
($1,540) for 1988 Lincoln
Continentals in New York,
Chicago, Dallas, Miami, and Los
Angeles.... Fuji has made its
digital audio tape available in this
country, and Shape Inc. has
become the first U.S. company to
make blank DAT cassettes.

NO -NOISE CLASSICS
Philips Classics is one of the

first labels to make extensive
commercial use of a new digital
noise reduction system called
NoNOISE. Developed by Sonic
Solutions, a San Francisco -based
company, the new system
removes unwanted surface noise
such as tape hiss, clicks, and pops
from analog recordings being
transferred to compact disc, and it
does so, according to Philips,
"while completely preserving the
original sound."

The NoNOISE restoration
process has also been used by
RCA Victor in CD reissues of jazz
classics in its Bluebird series, by

MCA in reissues of recordings by
the Doors and the Andrews
Sisters, and by Disneyland/Vista
in a compilation of music taken
from Disney film tracks.

EQUIPMENT NOTES
Sharp's tubeless LCD projection

Tv, previewed at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show, will
be available next spring ...
Canon has introduced a compact
8mm VCR with PCM digital stereo
sound; the ES -100 will 1:st for
$1,000 ... Mitsubishi has begun
testing home -automation systems
in ten states. The system can
control audio and video
equipment and security, lighting,
energy and communications
devices as well as many home
appliances.... To promote its CD
cleaning products designed for
both 5- and 3 -inch CD'S, all
Discwasher CD cleaners will be
packed with a free 3 -inch modern
jazz disc while supplies last.

NEW BOOKS
Behind Closed Doors: Talking

with the Legends of Country
Music by STEREO REVIEW
Contributing Editor Alanna Nash
is due for September publication
by Alfred A. Knopf. The book is a
compilation of over two dozen
conversations with top country
artists, from Roy Acuff to Tammy
Wynette. Nash is also the author
of Golden Girl, the Story of Jessica
Savitch, a biography of the late
network -news anchorwoman
being published in September by
E. P. Dutton.... Music -trade
journalist Roman Kozak and
photographer Ebet Roberts have
collaborated on This Ain't No
Disco-The Story of CBGB,
published under the Faber &
Faber imprint, to mark the
fifteenth anniversary of the lower
Manhattan rock club.

CONSUMER AIDS
Three free pamphlets designed

to help consumers enjoy and use
their home electronics products
have been made available by the
Consumer Electronics Group of
the Electronic Industries
Association. The first discusses
the care and maintenance of TV

sets, home computers, audio
equipment, and similar products.
Another deals with such
accessories as audio cartridges,
mikes, and remote controls. The
third explains how to hook up
audio and video systems as well
as telephones and TV sets. To
order single copies, send a
self-addressed No. 10 envelope
with appropriate postage to
Electronic Industries Association,
[Name of Pamphlet], P.O. Box
19100, Washington, DC 20036.
The required postage is: Care
Products, 250; Accesscry
Products, 450; Hookup and
Expansion, 650.

MUSIC NOTES
Bruce Springsteen, Sting, and

Peter Gabriel head the artist
roster for Amnesty
International's worldwide Human
Rights Now! tour beginning
September 2 in London. The two
American concerts are set for
September 19 in Philadelphia and
September 21 in Los Angeles....
Early this summer teen star
Deobie Gibson became the
youngest artist to write, produce,
and perform a No. 1 single when
Foolish Beat, from her Top 10
debut album, "Out of the Blue,"
went to the top of Billboard's June
25 Hot 100 chart. On June 26
Gibson graduated from high
school.... Cyndi Lauper officially
graduated from New York City's
Richmond Hill High School,
where she started her secondary
education some years ago.
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The New Sony ES Series:
Superior Audio Components To Which We Proudly Entrust

The Reproduction Of Digital Sound.
As the inventor of the Compact Disc format, Sony con-

tinues to expand the limits of digital reproduction. Yet, while
proudly leading this revolution, the Sony ES engineers have
been equally conscientious about designing analog compo-
nents that fully realize the potential of the digital era. This
uncompromising commitment defines the entire ES Series.

The CDP-707ESD:
Simply stated..."the reference against which to judge"

others.-Len Feldman, Audio Magazine.

Historically, Sony ES Compact Disc players have been
the benchmark for advancing the state-of-the-art. The
CDP-707ESD is no exception. As the world's first CD player to
incorporate dual 18 bit linear D/A converters, along with a pro-
prietary 8X oversampling digital filter, it brings the listener
closer to the theoretical limits of Compact Disc performance.
This advanced technology provides greater low level signal
resolution and improved linearity, for more faithful reproduc-
tion of musical depth and detail.

And there's more to the ES Series than the CDP-707ESD,
and its host of sophisticated features. You'll find our advanced
8X oversampling filter technology in the less costly
CDP-507ESD, as well as the CDP-CI5ESD, which combines 18
bit linear D/A converter performance with 10 -disc changer con-
venience for the very first time.

The STR-GX1OES:
The quality of separate components

in a fully integrated design.

Traditionally, few receivers have offered the performance
necessary to meet the demands of digital sources. These
demands on receiver technology come at a time when the
requirements for total audio and video integration have created
more compromises than ever before.

To avoid those compromises, Sony created the
STR-GX1OES, with 150 watts -per -channel. It, along with our

full line of receivers, achieves unsurpassed musicality, thanks
to a unique Spontaneous Twin -Drive amplifier stage that
eliminates power supply fluctuations, regardless of current
demand. Add to this such refinements as discrete outputs and
a non -resonating G-ChassisTM design, and you have accurate
reproduction of music detail and dynamics even under the
most demanding speaker load conditions.

Yet the STR-GXIOES also brings you the convenience of
total integration with a supplied Remote CommanderTM unit
that allows for control of virtually any infrared audio or video
component, regardless of brand. And with its special high
resolution S -Video circuitry, the STR-GX1OES is compatible
with components you might buy in the future.

The TC-WR11ES:
Finally, a level of performance never before

achieved in a dual -deck design.

Accurate reproduction of digital source material has
placed a heavy burden on the finest analog cassette decks. A
burden compounded in dual -well designs, where compromises
are often made for operating convenience.

The uncompromising new Sony TC-WRIIES is a magnetic
and mechanical accomplishment that rises to the digital chal-
lenge by combining superb music reproduction with ultra -

sophisticated operations. A unique 210 kHz Super Bias' circuit
extends frequency response, without the beat frequency noise
that's typical of high speed dubbing decks. Even at normal
speed, the TC-WRIIES, like all ES cassette decks, achieves
clean, transparent recordings, plus an astoundingly uniform
20-20,000Hz (+/- 3dB) frequency response. Add to this the
patented Laser Amorphous heads and 4 -motor transport, and
the TC-WRIIES indisputably demonstrates the technical
refinement needed to triumph in the digital age.

The Sony ES Commitment.
The Sony ES Series is a skillfully crafted line that not only

includes the finest Compact Disc players, but superb analog
components as well, all doing full justice to the ES engineers'
exceedingly high standards. Further expression of this excel-
lence is reflected in the 3 year limited warranty that backs each
and every model (see your authorized Sony ES dealer for
details).

For more information on where you can audition the full
line of Sony ES components, call 201-930-7156.

ES SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO



The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The Mc nt3sh X.3T 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers

sendeavors. It is the one
lg'it coma nation of component
:karts that lhas eluded the diligent
marcher for the loudspeaker
=ridge to =be dominion of
-eproduced musical reality. The
--.13h-frecuency radiator column is

illustiait on cf the -fight
3crnbineicn. The 23 tweeter
elemens can reproduce 300 watts
Ari . wave input pow& at 20 kHz,
with the lowest measured
mermodt_latior distortion.

3ecause each tweeter mechanism
-Eddies a small quantity of the
:3E31 power, extremely low
-:.:Lantit es of distortion are
cewloped. The total column
-aliates the energy it- a half

ndrizal :ime co-ordinated sound
eld. The ow distortion,

:-aisparency of sound, coherence
cf sound images. definition of

r.struments, and musical
`_glance ssimp y a revelation that
-you must exper ence.

BaNdcraf:ed witi- pride in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

Extra Realism
Extra Depth

Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD
For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS and
other McIntosh products write:

McINT0511 LABORATORY INC.
P.O. B3x 96 EAST SIDE STATION. DEPT. SR 127
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904.0096



NEW PRODUCTS

Carver
Carver's Model 6250 AM/FM stereo

receiver employs the company's Mag-
netic Field Amplifier circuitry, which
provides high dynamic headroom by
modulating rather than storing power,
in effect driving speakers directly from
the AC power source. The preamplifier
section contains the company's re-
nowned Sonic Holography ambience -
enhancement circuitry, and the tuner's
Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM De-
tection circuitry is said to reduce noise

and distortion greatly. The tuner's FM
signal-to-noise ratio is given as 78 dB,
capture ratio as 1.5 dB, and AM suppres-
sion as 62 dB. The amplifier is rated
125 watts per channel into 8 ohms from
20 to 20,000 Hz with nc more than 0.1
percent total harmonic distortion. Oth-
er features include video -input switch-
ing, tape -dubbing facilities, jacks for
two pairs of loudspeakers, twelve sta-
tion presets, and a remote control.
Price: $899. Carver, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046.
Circle 121 on reader service card

NEC
NEC's CD -720 compact disc player

features twin 16 -bit, quadruple -over -
sampling, high-speed digital -to -analog
converters and optical coupling be-
tween the digital and analog circuitry.
Other features include programming for
up to twenty-four tracks, favorite -track
memory for up to ten discs, scanning of
up to 60 seconds of each track, and a
three-way edit function. The player has
digital output terminals and both vari-
able- and fixed -level analog outputs, all
gold-plated. Other functions include re-
peal play of an entire disc, individual
track(s), or a selected portion and two -
speed forward and reverse search. Fre-
quency response is rated as 5 to 20,000
Hz +0.1, -0.3 dB, dynamic range as 98
dB, and total harmonic distortion as
0.0025 percent. A remote control with
direct track access is supplied. Price:
$579. NEC, Dept. SR, 1255 Michael
Dr.. Wood Dale, IL 60191.
Circle 120 on reader service card

1

Aiwa
Aiwa claims that its HS -J800 is the

first portable autoreverse cassette re-
corder and AM/FM tuner to feature digi-
tal -synthesis tuning and an LCD func-
tion readout. The HS -J800 records in
stereo and comes with a detachable one -
point microphone. Other features in-
clude Dolby B noise reduction, metal/
normal tape selection, a built-in clock, a
1 -hour quick -charge battery (3 hours
playing time), and an AC adaptor. A car-
rying case and headphones are supplied.
Price: $240. Aiwa, Dept. SR., 35 Oxford
Dr., Moonachie, NJ 07074.
Circle 122 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

Akai
Akai's AM -93-B integrated amplifier

has four digital inputs for the direct dig-
ital outputs of CD players and DAT
decks. The amplifier incorporates dual
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters and
linear 18 -bit, eight-times-oversampling
digital filters. It also employs a Super
Active low -impedance power supply
and oversized filter capacitors to handle
the wide dynamic range of digital
sources. The Zero Drive DC Servo cir-
cuit is said to aid in bass reproduction
by maintaining an effective output im-
pedance of zero.

The AM -93-B is rated to deliver 120
watts continuous output per channel
from 20 to 20,000 Hz into 8 ohms with
no more than 0.05 percent total har-
monic distortion. Other features in-
clude three analog tape loops, record -
out selectors, Source Direct switching to
bypass all tone and tape -monitor cir-
cuitry, a moving -coil phono input, and
a switchable subsonic filter. Price:
$1,099. Akai, Dept. SR, 225 Old New
Brunswick Rd., Piscataway, NJ 08854.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Hitachi
Hitachi's CLU-4901R Intelligent Re-

mote Control can memorize the in-
frared commands of other wireless re-
motes, allowing it to operate a VCR, a
videodisc player, a CD player, a cable -Tv
decoder, and a Tv set. Its twenty-two
buttons are coded in two colors and can
each control two different functions.
The CLU-490 I R is included with cer-
tain high -end Hitachi Tv sets and is also
available separately for $99.50. Hitachi,
Dept. SR, P.O. Box 92232, Los Angeles,
CA 90009.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Hyman Products
Inflatable speakers from Hyman

Products, called Airwaves, come in nu-
merous shapes and in sizes said to be
suitable for use with sources ranging
from personal portable stereo players to
full home music systems. The Micro
Airwaves, shown in the jukebox -shaped
version, use single full -range drivers
and are sold in pairs for $30. Other
styles include miniature palm trees, gui-
tars, and geometric shapes-cones,
spheres, and cubes; most are no more

than 12 inches tall or wide, but the
spheres are 16 inches in diameter. The
larger Max Airwaves also use full -range
drivers and are rated for 25 watts input.
Geometric shapes and a 5 -foot -tall palm
tree are available for $30 per speaker.
The Ultra Max Airwaves are two-way
speakers also rated for 25 watts. There
are two styles, a 4 x 3 -foot replica of a
conventional speaker and a 3112 -foot -tall
jukebox. Price is $80 each. Hyman
Products, Dept. SR, 2932 Grissom Dr.,
St. Louis, MO 63146.
Circle 125 on reader service card
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Investing in sound?
Here's how to make it pay off.

Mereo

Great buys at a great bug:
SAVE UP TO 57%!

Stereo Review is written for people wh3 want to make
smart buying decisions. We'll help you find the right
stereo equipment-the first time you tuy-and show
you how to use it the right way. Because sound informa-
tion is the key to getting an audio system that gives you
what you really want.

We test over 70 stereo products in all price ranges
each year. Stereo Review's product eva uations tell you
how the components sound... identify unique features
...compare models to others in the same price bracket.
We warn you about design quirks, distortion, potential
problems. We make the components suffer-so you
don't have to.

You'll appreciate our straightforward explanations
of audio technology. Telling you how t3 get more out of
your equipment. Announcing important breakthroughs.
Clueing you in on professional maintenance tips. The
kind of inexpensive know-how that can make a million -
dollar difference in how your system sounds.

Even if you already have the perfect system, you'll
value Stereo Review's record reviews. An average of 30 a
month, in all categories of music. They'll insure that
your system's power isn't wasted on inferior recordings.
Use this coupon to subscribe to Stereo Review at UP TO
57% OFF. It's one of the best sound investments you'll
ever make!

P.O. Bom 55627
Boulder, CO 8322-5627
YES! I want superior stereo sound.
Please enter my subscription to Stereo
Review fcr the term checked below:

0 One year (1: issues) $13.94
O Two years (:4 issues) $24.94
O Three years (36 issues) $34.94

CHECK ONE: 0 Pamela enclosed. 0 Bill me later.

Mr.
Mrs.
Ms.

(please print full name)

Address

City

State lip

Annual news -mud cost s $27.00. The full one-year subscripa
tion price is 83.94.

Foreign postage: Addl8S a year for Canada. $8 a year
(payment in ' currency must accompany order) for oils --
countries outside U.S. and possessions. Please allow 30 to 63

of firs issue. 8H51Ldays for delisery

N' ","./0.

,%!.



NEW PRODUCTS

AudioSource
The AudioSource EQ Ten is a twelve -

band graphic equalizer that uses soft -
touch controls instead of the usual slid-
ers for greater adjustment precision. It
comes with a calibrated electret conden-
sor microphone and has a built-in pink -
noise generator and a microcomputer to
calculate the optimal equalization curve
for flattest response in a given listening
room. Alternative curves can be manu-
ally set by the user, and up to four

curves can be stored in memory. A
Reverse-EQ function enables equalized
tape recordings to be played back with-
out equalization for A/B comparisons
of the effects of different curves.

The EQ Ten's center frequencies are
25, 40, 63, 100, 160, 250, 500, 1,000,
2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000 Hz. A
full -function wireless remote control is
included. Price: $399.95. AudioSource,
Dept. SR, 1327 N. Carolan Ave., Bur-
lingame, CA 94010.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Luxman
Luxman's D-112 compact disc player

features a double-oversampling digital
filter and a 16 -bit digital -to -analog (D/A)
converter, and it also has a coaxial digi-
tal output for connection to amplifiers
having digital inputs and their own D/A
converters. The three -beam laser pick-
up is isolated from shock and vibration

by what is described as a unique vis-
cous -elastic, resin -bonded steel sub -
chassis with special dampers. Up to six-
teen tracks can be programmed, and the
player can be operated by a Luxman
unified remote control (not supplied).
Dimensions are 171/4 x 343x 12A's inches.
Price: $550. Luxman, Dept. SR, 19145
Gramercy Place, Torrance, CA 90501.
Circle 128 on reader service card

Revox
The Revox Power Cube active woofer

incorporates a 150 -watt amplifier for its
121/2 -inch bass driver and two addition-
al 100 -watt amplifiers for a pair of satel-
lite speakers. The woofer, mounted in a
rigid die-cast chassis, has a rated fre-
quency response of 35 to 90 Hz ± 3 dB.
A panel at the rear of the Power Cube
contains rotary switches for regulating
bass output and power mode, including
manual on/off, automatic power on
when a signal is present, and bypass of
the subwoofer's own amplifier. The cab-
inet dimensions are 141/2 x 151/2 x 161/4
inches. Price: $1,600. Studer Revox,
Dept. SR, 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nash-
ville, TN 37210.
Circle 127 on reader service card

/0"n`7611,,,,TMITO,StAVNIMW2SEANAV.A..30,/r.d.r.ftli,:

Marantz
The CDC -320 remote -controlled

compact disc changer from Marantz
can be programmed to play up to fifteen
selections in any order from a maxi-
mum of six cam's. Repeat of one disc or
the entire six -disc magazine can also be
programmed. The changer has a three -
beam laser pickup and utilizes full 16 -
bit linear digital -to -analog conversion.
Frequency response is rated as 5 to
20,000 Hz, and total harmonic distor-
tion is given as 0.008 percent at 1,000
Hz. Dimensions are 161/2 x 31/2 x 13
inches. Price: $369.95. Marantz, Dept.
SR, 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth,
CA 91311.
Circle 129 on reader service card
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Now that the picture on our
big screen televisions is

just about perfect,we decided to
work on something else.



Our 35" direct -view
monitor/receiver has our exclusive
Diamond Vision 110aure tube

and a wide band video
amplifier capable of560 lints of

resolution, compared to the normal
340 lines.

The Home Theater System speakers
have a 12" cast frame woofer,

5" midrange and a
titanium dome tweeter. And

individual controls let you vary the
midrange and tweeter levels.

It's not the easiest thing
being perfectionists.

Just when yotive developed
a 35 -inch television that's every
bit as clear and sharp as conven-
tional size sets, you see some-
thing else that could stand
some improvement.

Or, in this case, you hear it.

Introducing Mitsubishi
Home Theater Systems. Our
new series of integrated com-
ponents that does for sound
what weve always done for
sight: Make it larger than life.

Now, along with a pano-
ramic picture, our Home
Theater components can give

your favorite movies, sporting
events and programs the kind
of fidelity a television alone
could never produce.

Thanks largely to our new
M-AV1 audio/video receiver.
Not only does it produce a wall -
shaking 125 watts of power*
but it comes equipped with the



111

same kind of Dolby
Surround" sound you
hear in theaters.

On -screen displays
give you simple instruc-
tions for switching from
theVCR to the CD

One remote controls everything in this ad.

player to the cassette deck and
so on. And a single illuminated
remote lets you control every-
thing from the comfort of your
own recliner.

For a demonstration,
minus the recliner, visit an
authorized Mitsubishi Home
Theater Systems dealer.

Our new M-AV1
audio/video meeker delivers

125 W/Ch.7 with 25 iV/Ch. rear
Dolby Surround:"

The connectors are gold plated,
and all functions are dis*yedon

screen in an easy -to -read menu.

Our M-C35:COCJ player
features 8-timz otesampling

and 18 -bit digital anabg come-ters.
And our M -T5100

dual cassette deck canes with.
both Do/by" B c.nd C.

With horizontal resolution
greater than 4C0 lows, our

S-VHS/Hi-Fi VCR can generate
an image thats 67'0'

sharper than ordincry VCR's.

And see with your own
ears how great it sounds.
For the name of your authorized Mitsubishi Hone Theater
Systems dealer, call (8001556-1234 ext. 145.In California,
(8001441-2345 ext 145 Cabinet colon and finishes may vary.
Doeby and Dolby Surround are trademarks of Dolby Libos a-
tones Licensing Corp. Diamond Vision list a registered trade-
mark of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation  125 watts/channel,
min. RMS. both channels driven mto 8 OHMSfrom 20Hz -
20t Hz with no more than 0.05% THD ©1988 Mitsubishi
Electric Sales America. Inc

J.mrrsumsiii.
CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AU DIO O&A

by Ian G. Masters

Bad AM Sound
QThe AM section of every tuner I

have listened to is mediocre, hardly
better than a pocket radio. Even the
advent of stereo AM hasn't changed this.
Why aren't AM tuners better?

THOMAS W. ENGLAND II
Richmond, IN

ASome are not bad, in fact, but I
agree that most are atrocious. To

some extent this is a result of the broad-
cast system's inherent limitations: At its
best, AM is noisy and limited to a
decidedly narrow bandwidth. The prob-
lem has been compounded by the
broadcasters, who typically cram as
much into the signal as possible by lim-
iting the bandwidth even further and
compressing the signal sharply-an AM
rock station usually has a dynamic
range of about 3 dB!

Faced with this situation, audio man-
ufacturers have never considered AM to
be high fidelity, so they have lavished
almost no attention on the AM sections
they include in their receivers and tun-
ers (they almost always do include them
as a convenience). Since the component
makers don't think there is a demand
for good AM performance, and since
broadcasters operate in the knowledge
that virtually all of their audience lis-
tens on terrible radios, there doesn't
seem to be much hope for improve-
ment. The advent of AM stereo might
help matters eventually, but the contin-
ued existence of several incompatible
systems has made for slow progress.

Peak Recording Levels
QWhen I set the recording levels on
my cassette deck so that the signal

peaks at 0 de, the output is very low and
very noisy. To achieve a level approxi-
mately the same as the source, I have to
set it to peak at + 7 to + 10 dB. This
doesn't seem to result in high distortion
levels, but something is obviously wrong.
Is it my deck, my ears, or something
else?

ROE E. WALKER
Eden, UT

Al suspect that miscalibrated meters
are at fault. If so, you could simply

continue to make recordings that peak
at +7 dB, but I wouldn't advise it. The
cassette system works within fairly close
tolerances, and ideal recordings require
levels to be set as high as possible to
achieve maximum signal-to-noise per-
formance, but not so high as to intro-
duce gross distortion. It's a delicate bal-
ance at the best of times; in your case,
reliance on guesswork and "earballing"
may produce recordings that are accept-
able, but they're unlikely to take full
advantage of your deck's capabilities. A
trip back to the manufacturer may be
necessary, but it should pay dividends
in better recordings in the future.

Unbalanced Phono Output
QWhen I installed my new phono
cartridge, I immediately noticed a

major level difference between the left
and right channels. When I fed the sig-
nal to my tape deck, I could see by the
meters that the left channel was about 6
dB higher than the right. I substituted
the old cartridge, and everything was
fine. When I called the store where I
bought the new one, the owner said
"that's what balance controls are for."
What do I do?

C. TODD BRASHEAR
Bloomington, IN

AFirst, try to get your money back.
Second, find a dealer who knows

what he's talking about. If the first
proves to be difficult (which sounds like
a real possibility under the circum-
stances), at least send the cartridge back
to its manufacturer for repair or re-
placement. No cartridge should exhibit
this sort of imbalance; there is definitely
something wrong with it.

As for your soon -to -be ex -dealer's
comment about balance controls, they
are certainly not provided to compen-
sate for gross misbehavior of source
components but rather for making fine
adjustments to overcome slight acoustic
anomalies in listening rooms. In any
event, even if you were to use your bal-
ance control to offset the cartridge's

imbalance when listening directly, it
would have no effect when you are dub-
bing to cassettes; your tapes would still
have that 6 -dB channel imbalance.

Volume -Control Settings
QWith most preamplifier/amplifier
combinations I have ever tried,

turning the preamp's volume control up
more than a third of the way drives the
power amplifier into clipping. Why are
such controls designed so that only the
lower portion of their range is useful?

BERNIE GALLAGHER
Middletown, NY

ASuch settings are arbitrary and can
be inconvenient in some systems,

but the manufacturers of preamplifiers
have no way of knowing what sort of
sensitivity a system's power amplifier
or speakers will have, so they provide a
considerable range of adjustment to
take care of most eventualities. Many
power amplifiers have their own input -
level controls, however, and these can
be set so that the normal operating
range of the preamplifier's volume con-
trol is in a convenient part of the con-
trol's total range. Failing this, you might
consider wiring a second level control
between the preamplifier outputs and
the power -amplifier inputs. The possi-
ble ill effects of having another circuit
element in the audio path may well be
offset by the increase in operating con-
venience.

Linear Stereo
QI am considering buying a VCR that
has mrs stereo but not hi-fi sound.

Since the machine has only two heads, I
am worried that I may not obtain stereo
sound from the linear audio tracks of
commercial videotapes that contain hi-fi
audio. Do such tapes have stereo only on
the hi-fi tracks and mono on the regular
track, or will I be able to hear stereo?

MARC SHECHTMAN
Belmont, MA

AFear not. The "two heads" you
mention are for video only. The

VCR manufacturers often add extra vid-
eo heads to improve special -effects per-
formance, and designating their ma-
chines as, say, "four -head" units is sim-
ply a convenient way of alerting buyers
to the features the extra heads provide.
Such terminology ignores the audio re-
cord/play and erase heads. Producers of
prerecorded videocassettes with hi-fi
soundtracks know that many of their
customers own machines that only con-
tain conventional (or linear) audio ca-
pability, so the hi-fi sound is basically
duplicated on the linear track-stereo,
Dolby Surround, and all.
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Let's not beat around the bush. Flavor is what
Merit's all about. Real, satisfying flavor. Take -a -puff, rewarding,

down -to -your -toes flavor. It's what you love about smoking. It's what you
get from Merit. And because of Enriched Flavor,'" Merit delivers
all this taste with even less tar than other leading lights. If that

sounds like your kind of cigarette, just say the word.

Enriched Flavor;" low tar. A solution with Merit.

ttMe WORz Q*8.10... *ED

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide. 0 Philip Morris Inc. 1988

Kings 8 mg "tar,' 0.6 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.



Yamaha just solved the
industry's biggest problem.

All those little capacitors, resistors and
semiconductors?

They make up what's known as a CD
player's analog filter.

A necessary evil designed to remove
unwanted digital noise.
While unfortunately
distorting otherwise
crystal-clear sound with
phase shift.

Ahem.
Presenting Yama-

ha's exclusive Hi -Bit
direct output technology.

A revolutionary technology we've incor-
porated into our CDX-910U, giving you the
option of completely eliminating the analog
filter with the touch of a button.

Allowing you, in turn, to enjoy improve-
ment in music you thought couldn't be
improved.

Hi -Bit DIRECT U
 ON/OFF

s_amaha's exclusive Ili -Bit direct out
technology bypasses the analog filter,
twinkling in pure, crystal -dear sound.

1988, linnaha Electronics Corporation. T A. O. 'Box

Use the 46 -key
wireless remote, or
use a Yamaha RS
integrated amp,
preamp or receiver
remote.

You'll also find 8 times oversampling.
Giving you incredibly accurate waveform
resolution and unbelievably
natural sound.

Hi -Bit twin D/A converters
to improve dynamic resolution
and eliminate interchannel phase
distortion.

And a host of features that
add up to the most pleasurable
listening experience yet.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha
dealer today and hear the re-
markable new CDX-910U CD
player for yourself.

We think you'll come away sharing our
philosophy that anything that comes between
you and your music is definitely a big
problem.

No matter how YAMAHA'small it may be.

Ilmna Park. CA 90622 SI the dealer nearest you. call 1-800-662-680



TECHNICAL TALK

byJulian Hirsch

Guessing Games

THE subject of this month's
column has long been a
source of annoyance to me,
but it is likely to be even

more of a problem to most readers
and the public at large. I refer to
inadequate or incorrect technical in-
formation or instruction manuals,
skimpy or erroneous performance
specifications (or none at all), and
similar examples of a communica-
tions gap between a manufacturer
and his customers.

I am specifically referring to con-
sumer electronic products, although
this is a universal problem. A few
instruction manuals I have seen
were models of clarity-written in
plain English, organized logically,
and leaving no loose ends to con-
found the user. When I encounter
such a manual in the process of test-
ing a product, I tend to give more
weight to it than to the mere meas-
urements or the technical sophisti-
cation of the product. I do this
because I believe that the most
advanced, "state-of-the-art" prod-
uct, if its operation cannot be un-

derstood by the buyer, is less desir-
able than a simpler one with less
impressive specs and features that
deliver its full performance to the
greatest number of users.

Most manuals achieve a moder-
ate level of success in telling the user
what a product does and how to
make it do it. Sometimes, however,
things are left to the imagination, or
hidden away in an unexpected por-
tion of the text, or even described
incorrectly, all of which can cause
endless confusion. Until a few years
ago such problems were rare in
audio, since there was little about a
typical integrated amplifier or re-
ceiver that exceeded the technical or
linguistic understanding of the aver-
age informed user. A minor difficul-
ty might arise from the use of
unfamiliar acronyms such as SEPP,
OCL, OTL, MOSFET, and others, but
since these were used in engineering
circles, they were not entirely arbi-
trary, and in any case they rarely
had much practical significance to
the user (as opposed to the designer)
of the equipment.

In recent years the proliferation of
such complex products as comput-
ers, audio -video receivers, and digi-
tal signal processors, combined with
a much broader and less knowledge-
able user base, has raised the issue
of "user -friendliness" (a term I
loathe, though it is probably the best
available for this purpose). To me,
"user-friendly" products are simply
those that are easy to use; unneces-
sary difficulty in use is associated
with "user -unfriendliness." User -
friendliness has little to do with
complexity per se. A logically de-
signed control system can make the
most complex instrument easy and

Tested This Month

Kenwood KR -V 127R
Receiver

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble Speaker

Soundcraftsmen Pro-
CD7 50 CD Player

Boston Acoustics
Model 360 Speaker

straightforward to use. Conversely,
an illogical control layout, poor
markings, excessive use of unfamil-
iar acronyms, and similar design
gaffes can result in a product that
gives no pleasure to the user.

A good part of the problem-but
by no means all of it-arises from
translation difficulties. An operat-
ing instruction that might make per-
fect sense as originally written in
Japanese can become hopelessly
garbled when it is translated into
English unskillfully. I think it is
important that the translator actual-
ly perform the indicated operations
on the equipment as he follows the
original text. I have no idea whether
the better manuals are translated in
this way, but I suspect that they are.
Unfortunately, a poorly designed
control layout or procedure cannot
be improved much, if at all, even by
the most skillful translation.

My own problem is rarely one of
inability to use a product, although
that does happen from time to time.
I am sure I have had much more
experience with all kinds of hi-fi
equipment than most people, and
unless a product is truly revolution-
ary, the chances are good that I can
operate it with reasonable success.
Nevertheless, there is always the
chance that some features, either
unique to the product or mislead-
ingly labeled, will defy my under-
standing. It is important that I use
all the features of a product under
review in order to verify their func-
tion and potential value, but from
time to time I find something whose
purpose evades me.

When, as happens too frequently,
I receive a new product for testing
with little or no "documentation"
(an impressive bit of jargon mean-
ing "specifications and instruc-
tions"), I know that I am about to
waste a lot of time trying to deduce
the meaning of some of its features.
In other words, I am playing a
guessing game with the manufactur-
er, and I really do not enjoy that
pastime. It is difficult to wax enthu-
siastic about something whose full
function is effectively an enigma
wrapped in a riddle, even if it is
worthwhile once you figure it out.

One of the worst -offending prod-
uct categories is the loudspeaker. I
can obtain little or no useful infor-
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For Compact Disc, Computer, Video, Cassette and D.A.T. all in one unit!
Jessrls storad vertical's or honsontally to your own impeccshle taste. our rich colored Fray shelves are removable

to adapt Illarqcollection. r rotatinl Benjamin and Saniaatha line allows for mu Iii.mtragr in tight quartets.
The Elintheti hoe is SIM kAle wall mounted or desk top suttable. All cabinets amaable n choke of 5 colors.
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 Finger touch bronze
glass doors

 Acrylite adjustable
shelves

 Solid bras hardware

 100% solid oak casing

I year warranty

 Satisfacuon Guaranteed

Call or write for lovelier information
Call 1.800.458-1312 for easy ordering! 147 Columbia Avenue  Holland, MI 49423

CIRCLE NO. 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Headphones that work with your ears,
not against them.

DT 990 heed -
phones use "eiCuse
sound field erpoclization,' base!, on
new studies or haw the human ear do-
fects sound. ?his design vnici icescigat
frequency respoise, accurate!; rcreatii
the experience or the lieening ?nvircninent.

Hostaphan'diaphreg.ms ana Nexhine" magnets crc two more reasons
DT 990s have won technical cne errical acclaim in Europe and America.
They ". . delivered a superb siatari- mil were ". . . remarkably comfortable
to wear" according to Stereo Amine:

So if you en jicy losing youriel( in -he music, start by finding the Beyer
dealer in your a -"ea. Call the rtrieer isponse number bcdaw, or write -
beyerdynamdc US, 5-05 Bu-ns Aikeride, Hicksville. NY 11801.

ACCURACY IN AUC40 beyerdynamkn
caaada: ELNOV/i 41-30 rue Sem, St. Lau -20, Qu-be c 114IT1A6 Tel. (514)3 469 33 Te ex: 5824086
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TECHNICAL

mation from an external examina-
tion of a speaker cabinet and its
drivers (assuming they are visible,
which not all are). Unlike electronic
components, a speaker's real value
and novelty (if any) cannot be de-
duced from external measurements
alone. Listening is the ultimate test,
but unfortunately it may not be very
useful to anyone but the listener.

You might be surprised to learn
how many speaker systems reach
me without a shred of information
about their design, special driver
characteristics, size, weight, cost, or
anything else. The percentage is
large, and it seems to be growing. I
can measure the dimensions and
usually weigh a speaker unit (if it is
not unreasonably large or heavy),
but everything else I learn about an
undocumented speaker system
must come from my own electrical
and acoustical measurements and
listening experience. Some of these
speakers may have novel design fea-
tures that would be of interest to
some readers, but if the manufactur-
er does not see fit to tell me about
them, they must go unmentioned.

One of the most important speci-
fications of any product-but most
especially of a speaker-is its sug-
gested retail price. Price is not a
minor consideration when you at-
tempt to judge the value of some-
thing. A speaker that is a reasonable
value for $500 a pair would be
below consideraton at five times
that price-and a fantastic bargain
at half the price. My own reaction to
any product is based in good meas-
ure on its price, its value per dollar
spent. Lacking that information, I
can only guess, and although I am
fairly adept at judging the price of
many standard components, speak-
ers are much more difficult.

There is sometimes a good reason
for the lack of price information.
Many of the products we test are
newly introduced to the market,
and their prices have not yet been
set when I receive them. The price is
added before the review is printed,
but that does not help me in my
appraisal. The result is sometimes a
bland, lukewarm conclusion to my
report, unless the product is so good
that I feel it would be a good value
at almost any price. Not many rate
that judgment.

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMPROMISING WITH YOUR VIDEOTAPE IS LIKE COMPROMISING
WITH ANY OTHER COMPONENT IN YOUR SYSTEM.

Even the most advanced system is only as good as the
tape you put into it. That's why Maxell has created XL HiFi.

Its superfine Epitaxial particles and unique binder
technology have brought about dramatic improvements
in signal-to-noise ratios. As well as a sharp reduction in
dropout activity. And thanks to Maxell's rigid quality
control, this unsurpassed performance level is guar-
anteed in every cassette.

So match your tape to the other components
in your system and use only XL HiFi from Maxell.
Anything less and you could miss the big picture.

19104Mmll Oirp. oration of A Perlt 2211$ Houle 2.014. Fair Lawn. NJ. 11711)1

The lax -Mat Delivers
Higher Performance.
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Quality Time. Your moments together are too precious to waste. That's why Pioneer
created the PD -M700 6 -disc CD player. Now you can enjoy up to s x hours of digital music
without interruption, at the touch of a single button.

Pioneer invented the 6 -disc CD magazine system. This innovative format offers
you multiple programming options, cataloging capability and is designed to work in both
Pioneer home and car multi -CD players. Simply put, no other CD format offers you so
many features and is so easy to use.

Pioneer offers a complete line of 6 disc CD players, all with Non -Repeating Random
Play. Now you can spend less time changing your music and more time enjoying it.
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"The opportunities presented by the T1000 were
the most interesting of my entire career. For one
thing, the tower shape was ideal for the three-way,
four -driver system we had in mind. For another,
since the T1000 was to be our top model, we had
more design flexibility than with our other systems.

"For the best possible stereo imaging in real -

world conditions, it's important to place the mid
and high -frequency radiators at the ear level of a
seated listener. The 42 -inch height of the tower-

shaped T1000 cabinet does this very effectively.
"Our best tweeter, the ferrofluid-cooled one -inch

soft dome CFT 5, was perfect for the upper frequen-
cies. A subtle but important touch: the tweeter is
mounted flush with the baffle (not even a screw
head projects). This insures that the smooth
frequency response of the tweeter is not degraded
by the effects of diffraction.

"The middle frequencies are most critical,
because they contain the human voice-the range
in which the ear is most discriminating. We kept
this in mind when designing the new 61/2 -inch mid-

frequency driver for the T1000. Among its spe-
cial qualities: lower distortion than possible with
smaller units, and the ability to deliver very high
transient levels without the slightest strain. The
internal frequency -dividing network uses this
driver down to 300 Hz, to take full advantage of its
strengths. To our knowledge, there isn't another
mid -frequency speaker designed like it, or
used like it.

"For the bass, we designed a new 8 -inch woofer
system, with a 11/2 -inch diameter long -throw voice
coil operating in a high -flux magnetic field. Each
T1000 uses two of these special drivers, each in
its own subenclosure, for a total radiating surface
equal to a 12 -inch woofer. This dual woofer system
delivers superior power handling capability and
faster, tighter response than a single larger woofer.

"All the elements of the T1000 combine to pro-
vide uniform frequency response throughout the
audible spectrum, with bass that is full, clean and
solid, down to the lowest frequencies of musical
interest.

"What's more, the T1000 occupies less than one
square foot of floor space-less than most 'book-
shelf speakers require. And its tall and slender
shape contrasts handsomely with the usual bulk of
conventionally designed cabinets.

"To sum up, the T1000 is our best speaker sys-
tem, and we believe it is the best speaker available
for the serious music enthusiast. Ask to hear it at a
Boston Acoustics dealer, and see if you agree:'

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960 (617) 532-2111

"There's more
to the new

11000 than meets the eye ...
much more:'
Andy Petite, chief designer, Boston Acoustics

The T1000 Series II.
Available in hand -finished
furniture -grade oak and wal-
nut veneers, or black ebony
vinyl veneer. Even the back is
finished, allowing the cabinet
to be placed where all four
sides might be visible. The
wiring connections are
hidden beneath the cabinet to
keep them inconspicuous.
Dimensions: 421/2 x 1014
x 121 inches (H x W x D).

To ensure optimum loading
and balance of this three-
way system with four active
drivers, each of the two
woofers and the midrange
operate from their own sealed
subenclosures.



TEST REPORTS

KENWOOD KR -V 127R
RECEIVER

1611.111111111,

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Houck Laboratories

THE Kenwood KR-V127R is
a relatively compact, pow-
erful stereo receiver with
video switching capability

and built-in amplifiers for driving
surround -sound speakers. It in-
cludes audio matrixing and time -
delay circuits for decoding Dolby
Surround soundtracks or enhancing
ordinary stereo programs.

The feature -laden KR-V127R
also has a seven -band graphic equal-
izer in lieu of conventional tone
controls, and its display serves as a
real-time spectrum analyzer during
normal operation. Five equalization
curves of the user's choice can be
entered into memory in addition to
five factory -set curves. The equaliz-
er can be used either to modify a
program signal before it is recorded

or to modify the playback from any
signal source.

The digital -synthesis AM/FM tuner
can be manually stepped in single -
channel increments or scan contin-
uously. Up to twenty station fre-
quencies can be stored, in two banks
of ten, for instant recall. The same
ten pushbuttons can also be used to
key in any frequency directly.

The input source is selected by a
row of buttons along the bottom of
the front panel. The selection is
identified in large characters in the
fluorescent display window. In tun-
er mode, the frequency and preset
channel number are also shown,
and up to four call letters can be
memorized for display with each
preset frequency.

When one of the volume buttons

is pressed, the relative gain of the
amplifier section (in 2 -dB steps from
0 to - 76 dB) temporarily replaces
the call letters or source identifica-
tion in the display. The level is also
displayed as a series of lighted verti-
cal bars of different lengths. Other
indications in the display window
show the operating status of the var-
ious front -panel controls, including
balance and 20 -dB muting.

The audio inputs of the Kenwood
KR-V127R include phono (MM or
MC), CD, tape 1, and tape 2 (moni-
tor). It can also control the record-
ing and playback functions of two
VCR's, including dubbing in either
direction, and playback from a third
video source (a VCR or videodisc
player). The surround -sound func-
tion is controlled by two buttons,
which turn it on and off and select
one of its three operating modes:
Dolby, Theater, and Stadium. The
volume of the surround channels
can be varied in 2 -dB steps over a
range of ± 20 dB.

The KR-V127R's audio section is
rated for 130 watts per channel, in
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TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

 Digital -synthesis AM/FM tuner
with twenty presets

O Up to four call letters storable
with each preset frequency

CI Auto -scan or manual- tuning
(switchable threshold level for
auto scan)

Cl Direct keypad access to any FM
frequency

Cl Connections and dubbing
facilities for two audio tape
recorders and up to three video
recorders

CI Can control compatible
Kenwood source components

CI Input for MM or MC phono
cartridge

CI Fluorescent display window for
program source, operating
status, and control settings

O Seven -band graphic equalizer
with center frequencies of 60,
150, 400, 1,000, 2,400, 6,000,
and 15,000 Hz, adjustment range
of ± 12 dB

CI Equalizer display usable as

spectrum analyzer with peak
hold
Five user -programmable and five
factory -set EQ curves

O Equalizer switchable for tape
recording or playback only

O Inputs for 75 -ohm FM antenna,
75 -ohm CATV source, furnished
AM loop antenna or wire

 20 -dB audio mute
O Connections for two pairs of

front speakers, one pair of rear
(surround) speakers
Main amplifier rated for 130
watts per channel into 8 ohms,
surround amplifier 10 watts into
8 ohms

 Dolby Surround decoding,
additional surround modes for
Theater and Stadium acoustics

O Wireless remote control for most
front -panel functions; can also
operate compatible Kenwood
components and be programmed
to replace other remote units

O Three switched AC outlets

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

CI Tuner Section (all figures for FM
only except frequency response;
measurements in microvolts, or
07, referred to 75 -ohm input)

Usable sensitivity (mono): 11 dBf
(1 µv)

50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,
14 dBf (1.4 µY); stereo. 37 dBf
(19.5 0)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 85 dBf:
mono, 83 dB; stereo, 75 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD +
noise) at 65 dBf: mono, 0.057%;
stereo, 0.071%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 0.9 dB
AM rejection at 65 dBf: 60 dB
Image rejection: 39 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 60

dB; adjacent -channel, 4.5 dB
Stereo threshold: 16 to 21 dBf

(1.75 to 3.1 AY)
19 -kHz pilot -carrier leakage:

-68 dB
Hum: -80 dB
Stereo channel separation at 100,

1,000, and 10,000 Hz: 43.5, 51,
and 46 dB

Frequency response: FM, 30 to
15,000 Hz +0.3, -0.6 dB; AM,
25 to 2,500 Hz +1.2, -6 dB.

Cl Amplifier Section
1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:

front channels, 162 watts into 8 -
ohms, 150 watts into 4 ohms,
206 watts into 2 ohms; rear
channels, 15 watts into 8 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output, 8 ohms): front,
0.96 dB; rear, 1.76 dB

Dynamic power output (front
channels): 196 watts into 8
ohms, 145 watts into 4 ohms,
162 watts into 2 ohms '

Dynamic headroom (front
channels, 8 ohms): 2.38 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD +
noise) at 1,000 Hz into 8 ohms:
front, 0.026% at 1 watt,
0.0086% at 10 watts, 0.0087% at
130 watts

Maximum distortion (20 to 20,000
Hz into 8 ohms): 0.069% at 130
watts, 20,000 Hz

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output into
8 ohms): CD, 20.7 my; phono
(MM), 0.29 my; phono (MC),
0.028 my

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt ouptut): CD, -76.5 dB;
phono (MM), -79.2 dB; phono
(Mc), -70 dB

Phono-input overload: 84 to 92
my, 20 to 20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance (MM):
49,000 ohms in parallel with
183 pF

RIAA equalization error: +0.3,
-0.05 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Surround -channel frequency
response (relative to 100 Hz):
Dolby, -3 da at 30 and 7,500
Hz; Theater, -3 dB at 20 and
7,500 Hz; Stadium, -3 dB at 20
and 1,100 Hz

Slew factor: greater than 25

normal stereo two -channel opera-
tion, into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000
Hz with no more than 0.008 percent
total harmonic distortion. In four -
channel (surround) operation, the
front channels are rated for 140
watts per channel into 8 ohms at
1,000 Hz with no more than 0.008
percent distortion, and the sur-
round (rear) outputs are rated for 10
watts per channel into 8 ohms from
70 to 20,000 Hz with no more than
0.9 percent distortion.

The rear apron of the KR-V127R
contains the audio and video input
and output jacks, an output for a
video monitor, inputs for a 75 -ohm
FM antenna and for an AM wire
antenna or the furnished loop, and
coaxial input and output jacks for a
cable TV source, which can be select-
ed by a front -panel button, replac-
ing the regular FM antenna. A Sys-
tem Control jack is used to connect
the receiver with compatible Ken -
wood turntables, cassette decks, and
CD players so that the input buttons
on the receiver also switch the pow-
er to the other components. A rear -
apron switch sets the amplifier's
operating voltage according to the
speaker impedance: for 8 ohms and
higher or for lower than 8 ohms.
There are spring -loaded output con-
nectors for two pairs of front speak-
ers (they are connected in series
when both are selected) and the rear
speakers. The receiver is equipped
with three switched AC outlets.

A wireless remote control dupli-
cates almost all of the KR-V127R's
front -panel functions as well as
many controls specific to the TV,
CD, and tape sources that might be
used in the system. The remote also
switches the AC power for the stereo
system and an associated TV set,
and it has thirty unmarked keys that
can be programmed to duplicate the
controls of other remote units.

For all its complexity and power,
the Kenwood KR -V I 27R is surpris-
ingly compact, measuring 16 it2

inches wide, 141/2 inches deep, and
51/4 inches high. It weighs about 251/2
pounds. Price: $699. Kenwood,
Dept. SR, 2201 E. Dominguez,
Long Beach, CA 90810.

Lab Tests
Although the top of the receiver

became quite hot during its 1 -hour
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TEST REPORTS

preconditioning period, it was no
more than mildly warm during nor-
mal operation. Into 8 -ohm loads,
the front outputs clipped at 162
watts per channel. The 4- and 2 -
ohm clipping outputs (with the rear -
apron switch set to 4 ohms) were
150 and 206 watts, respectively. The
surround -channel outputs clipped
at 15 watts into 8 -ohm loads. The
slew factor exceeded 25, and the
amplifier was stable with reactive
simulated speaker loads.

With the receiver driving 8 -ohm
loads at maximum rated power, the
distortion of the front channels was
just under 0.01 percent from 20 to
1,000 Hz, increasing smoothly to
0.07 percent at 20,000 Hz. At half
power and one -tenth power the
characteristic was similar, with gen-
erally lower distortion readings. At
1,000 Hz into 8 ohms, the distortion
decreased from 0.02 percent at 1

watt to 0.0055 percent at 50 watts
before rising to 0.009 percent at 150
watts. Into loads of 4 and 2 ohms
the curves were similar, with some-
what higher readings.

The built-in graphic equalizer
performed as expected, although
each of its individual controls af-
fected the response over a three -
octave range. Nevertheless, with a
moderate amount of patience and
practice it should be possible to
obtain almost any response modifi-
cation that would be required from
a tone control. In the Dolby mode,
the frequency response of the sur-
round outputs conformed to the
general requirements of Dolby Sur-
round, dropping to -3 dB at 30 and
7,500 Hz. The Theater mode yielded
similar results, with slightly less
low -frequency rolloff. Response in
the Stadium mode was at its maxi-
mum between 50 and 500 HZ, falling
off at higher frequencies to - 10 dB
at 5,000 Hz.

The RIAA equalization error was
less than 0.1 dB from 20 to 2,000 Hz,
reaching a maximum of +0.3 dB at
8,000 Hz and returning to zero at
20,000 Hz. The phono input (MM)
termination was 49,000 ohms in
parallel with 183 picofarads. The
phono input overloaded at levels
from 84 to 92 millivolts (mv) be-
tween 20 and 20,000 Hz. The high-
level input sensitivity, for a refer-
ence output of 1 watt, was 20.7 my,

and the phono sensitivities were
0.29 my (MM) and 0.028 my (Mc).
The respective A -weighted input
noise levels, referred to a 1 -watt
output, were - 76.5, - 79.2, and
- 70 dB.

The FM tuner section was quite
sensitive, with a usable sensitivity
of 11 dBf in mono and 50 -dB quiet-
ing sensitivities of 14 and 37 dBf in
mono and stereo, respectively. Ex-
cept for image rejection, which was
rated as 43 dB and measured 39 dB,
all of the FM measurements we
made matched or surpassed the
manufacturer's ratings. The AM tun-
er section's frequency response was
+1.2, -6 dB from 25 to 2,500 Hz.

Comments
Like most products, the Kenwood

KR-V127R has a number of strong
points mixed with a few weak-
nesses. Unlike most others we have
tested, however, in the KR-V127R
the gap between the two extremes is
considerable.

First, the good news! The KR-
V127R was a topnotch performer,
one of the very few receivers in our
experience to meet or surpass vir-
tually all of its tuner specifications.
In contrast with the many FM tuners
whose antenna inputs are a poor
match for our signal generator's out-
put impedance, which leads to
"hot" coaxial cables and poor re-
peatability of measurements, the
KR -V 1 27R was totally unfussy and
gave the same excellent readings no
matter how the cables were
dressed.

The amplifier section was also
very good, with a remarkable power
capability for its size and weight.
Even if its noise and distortion did
not approach unmeasurable levels,
they were well below audibility.
And, like the tuner, the amplifier
had a rock -steady output and never
showed any instability, regardless of
the input and output signal grounds.
Its protection relay acted when we
tried to drive it to clipping into 2
ohms (which is specifically not rec-
ommended), and after a period of
high -power testing the thermal -pro-
tection circuit shut the whole re-
ceiver off for about half an hour
while it cooled down. But nothing
blew-not even a fuse-or suffered
any other damage.

We could only judge the sur-
round -sound operation of the re-
ceiver subjectively. We felt that the
circuits did enhance the overall
sound to a worthwhile degree,
though not as much as we have
experienced from Dolby Pro Logic
decoders or digital ambience syn-
thesizers. In general, the Theater
mode sounded best to us; the Sta-
dium mode sounded worst because
of its lack of high frequencies in the
rear speakers.

Now for the "not so good" news.
The receiver's relatively small front
panel contains some seventy (!)
pushbuttons, which are mostly
quite small, close to their neighbors,
and nearly the same color as the
panel. All are identified by mark-
ings, some in white but many in a
light gray against a darker gray
background. The crowded panel ne-
cessitates small lettering for these
markings, and, frankly, it was a
challenge even to find certain con-
trols! A strong light and eye -level
placement are needed for this re-
ceiver to be fully usable.

The supplied remote control
could-and should-have been an
ideal solution to the ergonomic
problem, since it can be viewed
under more ideal conditions. Un-
fortunately, the unit, about twice
the size of most wireless remotes,
contains no fewer than ninety-three
buttons! And, what is worse, all
ninety-three are identical in size and
shape, and most of them are the
same color as well. Doing some-
thing as basic as turning the radio
on or off, or adjusting the volume,
took real study of the controls to
achieve.

What it comes down to is that the
Kenwood KR -V 1 27R is a first-class
receiver, with more features, power,
and just plain good performance
than most of us will ever need, at a
very reasonable price. But it also
has the most complex control sys-
tem I have encountered in a stereo
component. I never did figure out
how to use several of its features,
and the manual's instructions
sometimes seemed to have little re-
lation to what happened on the
receiver itself. If you enjoy puzzles,
however, the KR-V127R might be a
challenge worth accepting.
Circle 140 on reader service card
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Deceptive Engineering
Obvious but very deceptive...
You'll probably notice our 50 -watt RX-533

offers obvious features such as Digital AM FM
cassette/radio with Dolby' B & C no se reduc-
tion, 24 -preset stations, preset scan, tape pro-
gram search, separate bass & treble tone
controls, etc., and of course, it's removable!

But you'll probably overlook the not -so -visible
but specially engineered features such as FM
optimizer II circuitry designed for superior FM
reception and built-in Automatic Racio Monitor
for filling the void with music while ycu are fid-
geting with your tape. Special cassette features
such as "Auto Azimuth Correction System"
rotates the tape head 180 degrees nhenever
tape direction changes to keep perfect azimuth
alignment, Keyoff Pinch Roller Release mini-
mizes wear and tear of tape pinch rcller and DC
servo motor accurately controls tape movement
thus minimizing wow
and flutter.

EJECT

Plus pre -amp output and CD AUX input
capability designed for flexible system expa-l-
sion, two-tone illuminated control panel gua-an-
tees easy viewing and identification and
replaceable Lithium back-up battery helps pro-
tect and store informat on in the
microprocessor.

Though not in plain view, these state-of-ll-e-
art engineering innovaions are obviously what
you have come to expect from a compEny with
over 11 years of manufacturing expe-ience.

Coustic...a sound investment.

imllu cou.c®
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596
(213) 582-2832
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CIRCLE NO 68 ON READER SERVICE CARD
c Coustic 1987

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratoi les
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TEST REPORTS

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
ENSEMBLE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Julian I iirsch, Hirsch -Houck ',ohm-atmles

CAMBRIDGE Sound Works is a
recently established speaker
company, but it actually
provides a direct link to the

earliest days of the high-fidelity in-
dustry. One of its principals is Hen-
ry Kloss, who was a co-founder
some thirty-five years ago of Acous-
tic Research and later went on to
found such well-known companies
as KLH, Advent, and, most recent-
ly, Kloss Video.

Given Kloss's technical expertise
and distinguished record in design-
ing high -quality speakers that could

be sold at affordable prices, we were
especially interested in hearing and
evaluating CSW's initial product,
the Ensemble. It is a four -piece sys-
tem in which two small satellite
speakers reproduce the frequencies
above approximately 100 Hz and a
pair of separate bass modules
roughly cover the octave from 120
to 50 Hz. Since each module con-
tains its own crossover components,
system wiring requires only simple
parallel connections from each sat-
ellite to its bass section and from
each bass module to the amplifier.

The satellites measure only 81/4
inches high, 51/4 inches wide, and 4
inches deep and weigh 5 pounds.
Each contains a 31/4 -inch low -/mid-
dle -frequency driver and a 11/2 -inch
cone tweeter (these dimensions are
approximate). Heavy-duty multi -
way binding posts are recessed into
the rear of the fully sealed enclo-
sure, which also has a keyhole slot
for wall mounting and a threaded
bushing compatible with camera tri-
pods and related devices. These fea-
tures make the Ensemble satellites
adaptable to a wide variety of
mounting requirements. The cabi-
net is covered in a dark -gray flocked
material (Nextal) and has a black
metal grille.

Each bass module contains an 8 -
inch acoustic -suspension woofer
protected by a metal grille. The
enclosures measure 21 x 113/4 x 41/2
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Prism Effect
What has prism effect, a refractive phenome-

non, to do with audio equipment?
Nothing, except that it is the simplest analogy to

describe what our sophisticated XM-3* Mobile
Electronic Crossover does to audio signals.

When an ordinary ray of white light passes
through a prism, it is systematically separated into
the primary colors of the spectrum-optically
much more aesthetic than the original light.

Similarly, when an audio signal enters. the XM-3,
the original signal is then separated, via various
controls, to the front and or rear tweeters, mid-
ranges and sub -woofers, creating distinctive
bands of the audio frequency spectrum that are
space and user -specific.

Specially engineered features such as Front
and Rear Pre -Amp Inputs and Front and Rear
Outputs as well as a constant Sub -Woofer
Output, Asymmetrical Electronic
Crossover which has two
high-pass (32-400 Hz
variable)

'Paten) pending

(t) 1987 Coustic

"P

N\
4e) (.404_

O ,9

sG

crossover points for the front and rear outputs and
a low-pass (32-400 Hz variable) crossover poirt
for the sub -woofer output, Woofer Enclost.re
Equalization engineered for optimizing bass
response, Phase Inverter allowing the sub -woofer
output to be shifted 180 degrees out -of -phase b
compensate for in -vehicle acoustical abnormali-
ties and Frequency Multiplier Switch which. by
multiplying crossover points for the front channel,
transforms the XM-3 from a BI -AMP SYSTEM to a
TRI-AMP SYSTEM, etc., all contributed to create
the PRISM EFFECT and make the XM-3 the most
versatile electronic crossover ever manufactured
for automotive use.

Coustic . a sound investment
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COUStit
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596



TEST REPORTS

inches and weigh 16 pounds. They
are finished in flat black. Multiway
binding posts are recessed in one of
the narrow sides of each module,
near a corner. The bass modules can
be mounted in any position or loca-
tion as long as there is at least 1 inch
of clearance in front of the grilles.
Their shallow depth allows them to
be placed under furniture or other-
wise concealed from view. Short
rubber mounting feet are supplied
to raise the grille about an inch from
the floor if the box is mounted with
the speaker facing down. Smaller
rubber feet are supplied with the
satellites to protect furniture.

Because of the Ensemble system's
low bass crossover frequency (about
120 Hz), the bass modules cannot be
localized by a listener and can there-
fore be placed almost anywhere in
the room. To facilitate installation
and experimentation with speaker
placement, CSW provides 20- and
30 -foot lengths of 18 -gauge speaker
cable with the system.

The extensive owner's manual for
the Ensemble provides considerable
guidance for the nontechnical user
in placing the system components
as well as in connecting them to an
amplifier or receiver. The manual
includes few performance specifica-
tions, which are rarely of much val-
ue in judging the worth of a speaker
system. CSW also has toll -free
phone lines in the United States and
Canada, with knowledgeable ex-
perts available to answer customers'
questions and help solve any prob-
lems that might arise.

The somewhat unusual design
features of the CSW Ensemble are
matched in novelty by the manner
in which it is sold. The Ensemble is
not available from dealers and must
be ordered directly from the factory.
Direct distribution contributes to
the speaker's low price-only $499
complete. The Ensemble system
carries a five-year limited warranty
covering parts and labor. Cam-
bridge SoundWorks, Dept. SR, 154
California St., Newton, MA 02158;
(800) 252-4434.

Lab Tests
The room -response curve for the

Ensemble system was unusually
smooth and uniform over its entire
frequency range. We made this

measurement with the satellites
placed about 4 feet from the floor, 6
feet apart, and 2 feet from the wall
behind them. The bass modules
were placed upright on the floor,
close to the wall, with the drivers
near the bottom.

The close-miked response of a
single bass module resembled a
tuned circuit's resonance curve with
its maximum output centered at 75
to 80 Hz. The output at lower fre-
quencies fell off at about 15 dB per
octave and at about half that rate at
higher frequencies. The bass curve
spliced easily to the room curve,
resulting in a composite frequency
response that varied only about -± 3
dB from 50 to 20,000 Hz. Close-
miked measurements of a satellite
unit indicated that its larger driver
operated from approximately 120
Hz (the crossover frequency from
the bass module) to 1,200 Hz, where
the crossover to the tweeter took
place.

Our quasi-anechoic FFT response
measurements confirmed the close-
miked characteristics. The on -axis
tweeter response was very flat from
2,000 to 10,000 Hz, with a moderate
irregularity at higher frequencies

.T \

-e".

.
)r".4....N r.

(which is typical of small -cone driv-
ers in that frequency range). The
horizontal dispersion was excellent
up to about 6,000 Hz, above which
the response measurements on -axis
and 45 degrees off -axis began to
diverge (though not severely under
15,000 Hz). The group delay of the
satellite varied less than 0.1
millisecond overall from 4,000 Hz
to over 20,000 Hz and was less than
0.4 millisecond down to 200 Hz.

The system's sensitivity, meas-
ured I meter from the satellite with
a 2.83 -volt input of pink noise, was
a rather low 83 dB sound -pressure
level (sPL). Its impedance was about
3 ohms from 80 to 150 Hz, consider-
ably below the rated 6 ohms, and
reached a high of 13 ohms at about
5,000 Hz. With the bass module dis-
connected, the satellite's impedance
increased below 250 Hz, rising from
6 ohms at 120 Hz to 50 ohms at 20
Hz because of the high-pass cross-
over within the satellite.

The distortion of the bass module
at a constant drive level of 6.3 volts
(equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL at I

meter) decreased from 1.7 percent
at 100 Hz to 0.6 percent at 65 Hz,
and it rose to only 2 percent at 50 Hz

1.0x.

4- e've
-\

". . . So you're Joseph Paul Carruthers and you were president of Audivex
speakers. You 'wide many claims for your speakers. Tell me. Joseph. what

is :flux impulse driver? And 'no -lag midrange crossover'? What about
'vectored ubiquitous maxi -woofer.' what is that. Joseph?"
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You11 find the most helpful shopping infor-
mation in the 116 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE
Stereo

Catalog
Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product
 116 pages of helpful articles, consumer

tips, charts, and installation guides.
 Color photos, complete descriptions

and technical specifications on
hundreds of the finest brand name
products.

Your get more value shopping
Ctchfield:
 Ibll-free product advice, ordering, and

customer service.
 24 hour shipping.
 Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
 Full 30 -day return privileges.
 Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC,

leac, Proton, Advent, Clarion,
Kenwood, Canon, AR, Infinity, Bose,
and many more!

Call or send this coupon now
for your FREE Catalog

800-336-5566
Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling

Name

Address Apt.

City State Zip

CRUTCHFIELD

TEST REPORTS

and 4.5 percent at 40 Hz. High -pow-
er pulse tests showed that the woof-
er cone began to rattle with a 100 -Hz
input of 1,900 watts into its 3.2 -
ohm impedance. At 1,000 and
10,000 Hz, our amplifier clipped, at
900 and 500 watts, respectively, be-
fore there was evidence of speaker
overload.

Comments
Although systems combining

minispeaker satellites with separate
bass modules are not new, and are
currently enjoying renewed popu-
larity, the CSW Ensemble is an
exceptionally effective execution of
the basic concept. The most ob-
vious departure from similar prod-
ucts is the use of two separate bass
modules. More commonly, two
bass drivers are combined in a sin-
gle enclosure or the low frequencies
are electrically combined and used
to drive a single woofer. Aside from
any acoustic advantages it might
have, the Ensemble's configuration
does provide more options for in-
stallation, since its shallow bass
units can be located in places where
thicker modules might not fit.

From our first hearing of this sys-
tem, we had no doubt of its quality.
There were no auditory clues to the
locations of the woofers, whose out-
put was subjectively linked firmly
to that of the satellites. The effective
lower limit of the bass Speakers'
response is not much below 50 Hz,
but it was sufficient to provide a
good "floor" for the very smooth
and balanced output of the satel-
lites. Over most of the audible fre-
quency range, the Ensemble satel-
lites delivered a smoother output
than many larger and more expen-
sive speakers. Although nowadays
small -cone drivers have been large-
ly supplanted by dome radiators,
these speakers provide convincing
evidence of the capabilities of a
well -designed cone. We noted a ten-
dency toward a slight brightness at
times, compared with some other
speakers, but that may simply re-
flect the Ensemble's very flat, ex-
tended high -frequency response.

We did not pamper the Ensemble
speakers in our tests, driving them
from a high -power amplifier and
sometimes playing them at unrea-
sonably high volume levels. Neither

the speakers nor the listeners suf-
fered unduly from the experience.
Overall, the speaker system acquit-
ted itself admirably. Few speakers
we have seen in the Ensemble's
price range can offer it any serious
competition. One of the only criti-
cisms that might be leveled at the
system concerns its low sensitivity,
which is not uncommon in very
small speakers. On the other hand,
these are not the sort of speakers
that most people will use to simu-
late jet planes or cannon shots; they
were designed to play music-and
to make it sound like music. This
they do very well, in a most unob-
trusive way, and at a bargain price.

The CSW Ensemble's
four -piece conAuration
provides many installation
options, since its shallow bass
units can be located where
thicker modules might not fit.

The only mention of power re-
quirements in the owner's manual
for the Ensemble indicates that am-
plifiers rated from 25 to 120 watts
per channel have been found to be
satisfactory. Our own experience
confirms this advice, as well as
CSW's statement that the system is
unlikely to be damaged by any high-
er -powered amplifier designed for
home use (we used a 350 -watts -per -
channel amp without problems).

Normally, we recommend that a
speaker be auditioned before pur-
chase, preferably in your own home.
Obviously, this is not possible in the
case of the CSW Ensemble unless
you have the opportunity to hear it
at a friend's home. On the other
hand, Cambridge SoundWorks of-
fers a thirty -day trial period during
which the speakers can be returned
for a full refund. Moreover, toll -free
customer -support phone lines and
the modular design of the system,
together with the many suggestions
in the manual for optimizing its
installation, greatly improve the
likelihood of satisfaction. It is hard
to imagine going wrong with the
Ensemble system.
Circle 141 on reader service card

1 Crutchfield l'ark. Dr -pt SR. Charlottesville. VA 22906
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Old Records,
New Life

Iwanted a better cassette deck.
So one Saturday I dropped by a
hi- fi store. The salesman took me
into one of the sound rooms for a
demonstration. Racks of equipment
were everywhere. He started to
make a recording and I immediately
fell in love with the music. It was
so clean, so rich, so dynamic.

"What CD is that?" I asked.
He didn't hear me over the

music but it didn't matter because I
quickly saw that I wasn't listening
to a CD at all. It was a record.

I made quick mental notes
cf the system
over to the wall of speakers and
discovered that KLIPSCH® kg4s®
were playing. That was the first time
I had truly heard wide dynamic
range.

I didn't buy a cassette deck
that day. I spent less money and
bought a new pair of kg4s. They've
put new life in my old record
collection. My CDs sound simply
awesome. I never heard music so
clearly.

For your nearest KL1PSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow Pages or call toll
free, 1-800-223 - 3527.

A LEGEND IN SOUND '

P.O. BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
CIRCLE NO 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



"Because I wanted to have the world's finest
amplifier and the world's greatest transfer function,

I built the astonishing Silver Seven"

By, ore yod Ui. tJ toc u.11- 1."11. B

Il'arver Vic( -1 impiiclie
lie v orel-is-noot?,Cit h.'er

lbe.Siker Seven,finest
amplifier in the world $8.7iC eacim

rim required for stereo. Tithe
(-mailers note:T*15th KN8,6550A

is a voltage regulator

One of Illy impotant tiip
that power amplifiers shilild t-Iansily a ord-

able but last year when ] )eg,-ai designing a

powerful new amplifier. I tenmorarily set aside

that precept of ittfOrdability. The result is the

Carer Silver Sev..I llic 0 Power Amplifier. -

Destined to redefine ultra, -high -end

values forever, the Sile.7 Sec -In is truly a

'money -is -no -object" deskm In fact, just

a single pair of its Itiurtem 1, ,8 6550A

Ileam Power outlitt tubes cost more

than some but* amplifiers.
The Silver ..,even employs classic,

fully balanced circa't topology and the

nest components in eKis/ence

A-4 CO t tra Linear oAtput transformers

with oxygoi-lree prima leads and pure silver

secondaries.

Ntrerfu,

evolution
Distributed in ,:.utatla by. technoiogy.

 I litrrcon nects arc I tr det.1 ul
 Internal uiring iipumssilter
 Winder Sokier throwhoul

input connectors a mi high cuirettt
.;old output connecton.

The Silver Seven's polished granite anti -

vibration base floats On four Sinnis vibration

daknpers. The separate power supply's power

transformer end -hells are machined from a

solid block of hig)-ilensiy al amiiium.
Capable of an askti- ishi fig 300 jot:les

tergy storage. t17 e Seven delivers

a conservatively ra;ed375 milts into
8 ohms front 2011z to 20kilz with no more
than 0.5% distortion. On the 1 -ohm lap,

peak current is in excess of 35 amps!

Sonically, a par ( for stereo) of the flaw-

less Silver Sevens almost defies description.



IT/hat doe. 1:.)43 /)a1.c to (10 a the
neu ' Ot?

Everything. Because the M -4.0t precisely

tduplicates the transfer function of the
- ',Silver Seven.

Ever wondered why two amplifiers of iden-

tical wattage can sound different? Or why two

designs with different output ratings can sound

much the same? In many cases, it's because

each power amplifier exhibits a unique rela-

tionship between its input and output signals.

Like human fingerprints, this tranafer finction
is subtly distinct, defining much of the sonic

character of the design. Bob has not only
perfected the art of measuring an amplifiers

transfer function. but is able to duplicate it in a

completely dissimilar amplifier design! That s
how he invested his solid state M -10i with the

411;=- incion 012 set of
w

SC,00 .oteNi
amps several years ago.

This tin- e he's gone one better. Or t, 0.

lies used this powerful scientific method

to duplicate the transfer function of the Silver

Seven in the new M -4.0t (now you know what
the "t signifies). Mind you, we are not saying

the M -4.0t is identical to a Or of Silver Sevens.

An M -4.0t weighs 23 pounds versus the Silver

Seven at 300 pounds a pair. The Silver Seven

stores 390 joules of energy while the M-4.01

stores none. As a Magnetic Field Power Ampli-

fier the M -4.0t instantly draws the power it

needs directly from the AC line.

Though in choosing the M -4.0t you nray

miss the warm g.'! OW of the Silver Sevens silver

tipped vacuum tubes reflecting in polished black

lacquer, be assured both amplifiers are the most

musical, effortless, and open guiding you have

"Because I wanted to share
its magnificent sound with you we built

the new Carver M -4.0t:'

77x -M-4. Plaice! tran,0,042.7ohn
arc/ 375 .ve ;IL.: rims/ eh. at 8 altPu

20-21kilz frith r-) more than (1 51 ad.
7c tat ma. '!ruin tu Out currez: is
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detailed, treble is pure and transparent.

Each can float a full symplion), orchestra

across the hemisphere of your living room with

striking realism.

Bob Carver developed this incredible design

for one reason: to bring you the best the world

has to offer and the best amplifier value ever,

and he has succeeded handsomely.

Listen to the new, incredibly affordable

M -4.0t at your nearest Carver dealer. Or write

us for more information. We'll even send you

data on the Silver Seven. After all, if you ever

want to move up from the M -40.t, there's only

one possible alternative.

CARVER
Musical

CIRCLE NO 3 CN READER SEAVICE CARD

Accurate

P O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98096



TEST REPORTS

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PRO-CD750
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

'01111Mg .411111111.11111R

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Houck Laboratories

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN.S Pro Se-
ries audio components are in-
tended for use in high -quality
home systems, but their con-

struction standards are closer to
those of professional equipment
than of typical consumer products.
In styling and finish, the Pro-
CD750 compact disc player resem-
bles its companion preamplifier, the
Pro -Control Four, which we re-
viewed in July, and it has several
operating and control features not
usually found in CD players.

Most of the controls on the Pro-
CD750's satin -gray panel are soft -
touch pushbuttons; two small knobs
control headphone volume and
"Spectral Gradient." The latter fea-
ture is actually a specialized treble
control designed to compensate for
some of the qualities of CD sound
that have aroused objections among
some listeners. Specifically, some
CD's, especially early releases, occa-
sionally have harsh, unpleasant

high -frequency characteristics. Al-
though such qualities probably re-
sult from less -than -optimum re-
cording techniques, they have often
been cited as weaknesses of the dig-
ital recording/playback system it-
self.

Most conventional tone controls
are unable to correct the so-called
"CD sound." The Spectral Gradient
control provides just that function,
leaving the amplifier's tone controls
to deal with more general frequen-
cy -balance problems. With its knob
at the clockwise limit, the control is
effectively out of the circuit. Coun-
terclockwise rotation modifies the
high frequencies in a subtle manner,
removing the harsh "edge" from the
sound without audibly affecting the
overall quality of the program.

The second unusual control of the
CD750 is a button marked DIFFER-
ENTIAL COMPANDER. The compan-
der is designed to fit the extended
dynamic range of the Cb medium

into the limits of "real -world"
home listening conditions. It is also
extremely useful when taping a CD
for playback in a car audio system,
where the high noise "floor" of the
mobile environment makes it im-
possible to appreciate the full dy-
namic range of most CD's. The Dif-
ferential Compander reduces the
level of loud program passages and
raises the level of soft passages,
leaving the average level nearly un-
changed.

The basic controls of the CD750
are quite conventional, including
play/pause, forward and reverse
track skipping, fast search with au-
dible sound, and repeat and pro-
gramming controls. The machine
can be programmed to play back up
to fifteen selections in any order,
and the repeat button can be used to
repeat the programmed sequence,
the entire disc, or any selected por-
tion of it.

The small display window pro-
vides only the most basic informa-
tion. Normally it shows the current
track and index numbers, and the
TIME button switches it to a display
of the elapsed time in the current
track. While the search functions
are in use, the display automatically
switches to its time mode. When the
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
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Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
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ULTRA TASTE PERFORMANCE
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369371. Van Haien -
OU812. (Warner Bros

Pet Shop Boys-Actually

Natalie Cole-Everlasting

Talking Heads-Naked
369397

George Howard-
Reflections (MCA) 369314

Bobby McFerrin-Simple
Pleasures (EMI -Manhattan)

369306

Murray Perahla, Piano-
Schubert: Sonata, Op.
Posth., D. 959 Schumann:
Sonata, Op. 22
(CBS Masterworks) 369207
Prince-Love Sexy
(Paisley Park) 369124
Poison-Open Up And
Say . Ahh!(Enigma)368688
Johnny Mathis-Once In
A While (COIllrilbai 368639
Boz Scaggs-Other
Roads (Columbia) 368563

Lynyrd Skynyrd Band-
Southern By The Grace Of
God (MCA) 368357

Joan Jett And The
Blackhearts-Up Your
Alley (CBS Associated!
Blackheart) 368340
Mozart-Violin Concerti
Nos. 1 & 4; Rondo, K. 269.
Cho-Liang Lin; Leopard &
English Chamber Orch.
(CBS Masterworks) 368274
Cheap hick-Lap Of
Luxury (Epic) 368050

Orchestral Manoeuvres
In The Dark-Best Of
OM.D. (A&M) 367755

Irving Berlin-A Hundred
Years. Various artists
(Columbia) 367722
Brahms: Double
Concerto.
Isaac Stern, Yo Yo Ma;-
Abbado, Chicago Sym.
(CBS Masterworks) 367250
The Church-Starfish
(Arista) 367235

Art Garfunkel-Lefty
(Columbia) 367011

Sinead O'Connor-The
Lion and The Cobra
(Chrysalis) 367086

Kirk Whalum-And You
Know That! (Columba)

367037

Gregory Abbott-I'll
Prove It To You (Columbia)

367029

George Strait-If You Ain't
Lovin' (You Ain't Levin')
(MCA) 366906

Tina Armor-Live In
Europe (Capitol)

366898-396895

Philip Glass-Powaqqatsi
(Nonesuch) 366757

368027 Sade-Stronger
Than Pride. (Epic)

Canadian Brass-Bach:
An Of The Fugue
(CBS Master) 366740

Mozart-Symphonies
Nos. 31 & 36; Don Giovanni
Overture. E. Batiz, con.
(Varese Sarabande) 366708
Good Morning Vietnam-
original motion picture
soundtrack (A&M) 366443

Joni Mitchell-Chalk
Marks In A Rainstorm
(Geffen) 366419

Rimsky-Korsakov:-
Scheherazade. Borodin:
Polovtsian Dances. Ozawa.
Chicago Symphony Orch.
(Angel) 366377
AC/DC-Blow Up Your
Video (Atlantic) 366161

Midnight Oil-Diesel And
Dust (Columbia) 366153

Toto-The Seventh One
(Columba) 366138

Billy Ocean-Tear Down
These Walls (Jive)Arista)

166;175

Beethoven-Symphony
No. 9. Norrington, The
London Classical Players
(Angel) 365619

Neville Marriner-The
Academy Plays Opera.
Academy Of St. Martin -in -
the -Fields (Angel) 365601

George Harrison-Cloud
Nine (Dark Horse) 365494

Placido Domingo-A
Love Until the End of Time
(CBS) 365262

Vladimir Feltsman-
American "Live" Debut
(CBS Masterworks)

365254-395251

Verdi-Requiem. Muti,
Pavarotti; Chorus & Orch. of
Teatro Alla Scala (Angel)

365247-395244

James Taylor-Never Die
Young (Columba) 365189

David Lee Roth-
Skyscraper (Warner Bros )

365130

Arthur Fiedler & The
Boston Pops-Capriccio
!taken -Capriccio Espagnol
(Orinda) 364257

Foreigner-Inside
Information (Mantic) 364018

Branford Marsalis-
Renaissance (Columbia)

363739

Barry Manilow-Swing
Street (Arista) 38'1855

The Manhattan Transfer
-Brasil (Atlantic) 363648

Pretenders-The Singles
(Sire) 362541

Steve Winwood-
Chronicles (Island) 362525

Stevie Wonder-
Characters (Motown)

362343

Andres Segovia
Collection, Vol.1 Music
By Bach I MCA Classics)

362293

Neil Diamond-Hot
August Night II (Columbia)

362277

Belinda Carlisle-Heaven
On Earth (MCA) 362129

Diane Schuur And Count
Basle Orch. )6HP) 361048
Billy Idol-Vital Idol

360107

Debbie Gibson-Out Of
The Blue (A)larir)c) 359927

Kid Te Kanawa-Sings
Gershwin (Angel) 359745

Aerosmith-Permanent
Vacation (Geffen) 359075

Pat Metheny Group-Still
Life (Talking) (Geffen)

359018

Tchalkovsky Waltzes-
Comissiona. Houston Sym.
(Pro Ariel 357871

Beethoven-Piano Conc.
No. 5. Pemba; Hastink,
Concengebouw Orch.
(CBS Masters) 357657

Wynton Marsalis-
Marsalis Standard Time
(Columbia) 357640

Grateful Dead-In The
Dark (Arista) 357087

Heart-Bad Animals
(Capitol) 356667

Classics of the 50's, 60
Joni Mitchell-Court and
Spark (Asylum) 367102

Traffic-John Barleycorn
Must Die (Island) 364935

Stevie Wonder -
Innervisions (Tamla) 362368

Grateful Dead-
Workingman's Dead
(Warner Bros) 358887

Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357616-397612

The Who-Who's Next
(MCA) 357277

JimI Hendrix-Are You
Experienced? (Reprise)

353102

Bob Dylan-Blood On The
Tracks (Columbia) 353094

Yes-Fragile (Atlantic)
351957

Rolling Stones-Exile On
Main Street
(Rolling Stones Records)

350652
Van Morrison-
Moondance (Warner Bros.)

349803

Buddy Holly-From The
Orig. Master Tapes (MCA)

348110

Best Of The Monkees-
Then And Now (Arista)

346536

The Beach Boys-Made
In U.S.A. (Capitol)

346445

Jethro Aril-Aqualung
(Chrysalis) 345157

Chuck Berry-The Great
Twenty -Eight (Chess)

343657

The Byrds-Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 342501

Best Of Kansas,
(CBS Assoc ) 327742
Motown's 25 In Hits
(Motown) 319996-399998
Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 308049
Linda Ronstadt-Greatest
Hits. Vol 2 (Asylum) 306589
Jackson Browne-The
Pretender (Asylum) 292243
Woodstock-Orig.
Soundtrack (Atlantic)

291864-391882

Emerson, Lake & Palmer
-Brain Salad Surgery
(Atlantic) 291526

Led Zeppelin-Led
Zeppelin IV (Atlantic) 291435

Best Of The Dooble Bros.
(Warner Bros) 291278

The Steve Miller Band-
Greatest Hits 1974-78
(Capitol) 290171

Steely Dan-Aja (MCA)
277954

Billy Joel-The Stranger
(Columbia) 277491

Best Of The Band (Capitol)
269365

Boston (Epic) 269209

Chicago* IX-Greatest
Hits Chicago Is A
Registered Trademark.
(Columbia) 260638
Bruce Springsteen-Born
To Run (Columbia) 257279

's & 70's
Jim Croce-Photographs
& Memories. His Greatest
Hits (Sala) 246868

Janis Joplin-Greatest
Hits (Columba) 231670

Simon & Garfunkel-
Greatest Hits (Columbia)

219477

Cat Stevens-Teaser And
The Firecat (A&M) 209973
Don Mclean Greatest Hits
-Then & Now
(EMI America) 361337

Grand Funk Railroad-
Grand Funk Hits
(Capitol) 359828
Grateful Dead-
Workingman's Dead
(Warner Bros.) 358887
Aretha Franklin -30
Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 350793-390799
Rolling Stones-Sticky
Fingers (Rolling
Stones Rec ) 350645
The Dooble Brothers-
Minute By Minute
(Warner Bros.) 347526
Joe Cocker-Greatest
Hits (A&M) 320911

Led Zeppelin-Physical
Graffiti (Swan
Song) 291682-391680
Loggins & Messina-The
Best Of Friends
(Columbia) 269605

Cat Stevens-Greatest
Hits (A&M) 256560

Sting- Nothing Like The
Sun (AMA) 361675

Introducing The Hard line
According To Terence
Went D'Arby

361618

10,000 Maniacs, In My
Tribe (Elektra) 361600
INXS-Kick (Atlantic)361519
Tiffany (MCA) 361402

Handel-Music For The
Royal Fireworks. Menuhin.
Royal Philharmonic
(MCA Classics)Roo) 358937
Sibelius:-Symphony No.
5 Esa-Pekka Salonen cond.
Philharmonia Orchestra
(CBS Master) 358135

Kronos Quartet-White
Man Sleeps. (Nonesuch)

358127

Randy Travis-Always &
Forever (Warner Bros)

356329
Gloria Estefan & Miami
Sound Machine-Let It
Loose (Epic) 356279
Whitney Houston-
Whitney (Arista) 356154

David Bowie-Never Let
Me Down (EMI Amer)

-4csFLI4

Whitesnake )i),r)n)
355362

Vladimir Horowitz-
Favorite Chopin
(CBS Masters) 355156

Fleetwood Mac-Tango In
The Night (Warner Bros )

354902

U2-The Joshua Tree
(Island) 354449
Bolling-Suite No. 2 For
Flute & Jazz Piano Trio.
Rampal, Flute (CBS) 353771

D. Parton/L. RonstadUE.
Harris-Trio (Warner Bros )

352633

Hoist -The Planets. A
Davis, Toronto Sym. (Angel)

352534

Kathleen Battle-Sings
Mozart. Previn, Royal Phil.
(Angel) 350587

Pachelbel Canon-Other
Digital Delights. Davis,
Toronto Chamber Orch.
(Fanfare) 348649

The Police-Every Breath
You Take... The Singles
(MM) 348318

Glenn Miller Orchestra-
In The Digital Mood (GRP)

347492
Dvorak-New World
Symph. Batiz, London Phil.
(Varese Sarab ) 346809
Peter Gabriel-So (Geffen)

345777

B ranford Margolis-
Romances For Saxophone
(CBS Master) 345553
Anita Baker-Rapture
(Elektra) 344622

Copland-Rodeo, Billy
The Kid. Slatkrn. St. Louis
Sym. (Angel) 344184

Bach:-Goldberg
Variations Glenn Gould.
Piano (CBS Master) 343251

Tchalkovsky-Eugene
Onegin. Seiji Ozawa. Berlin
P hil. (Angel) 343244

Barbra Streisand-The
Broadway Album
(Columbia) 342097
Puccini Heroines.-Kin Te
Kanawa, Eva Marton, etc.
(CBS Master) 339242

Gershwin- Rhapsody In
Blue; etc. Tilson Thomas.
L.A. Philharmonic
(CBS Masters) 339226

Billy Joel-Greatest Hits
Vols. 1 & 2 (Columbia)

336396-396390
Brahms- Symphony No. 1
In C Minor Klaus Tennstedt,
London Philharmonic
Orchestra i Angell 332668

Wagner-Orchestral
Music. Mehta. N.Y. Phil.
(CBS Master) 323733

Squeeze-Singles-45s
And Under .A&M) 317974

365775. Daryl Hall/
John Oates -ooh yeah!

(Aristo(

364695. Wynton Marsolis
-Baroque Music For

Trumpets. (CBS Masterworks)

362228. George Michael
-Faith. (Columbia

362079. Michael Jackson
-Bad (pin

360115. Bruce Spring-
steen -Tunnel Of
Love. (Columbia)



warm AL hrla

366716. Robert Plant-
Now And Zen. (Es Poronzo

smaso-vNINS
Ziggy Marley 8 The
Melody Makers-
Conscious Party

369512

Michael Feinstein-
Remember Michael
Feinstein Sings Irving Berlin

369322

Beethoven-Sonatas
"Moonlight" and
"Appassionata " Andre
Watts (Angel) 366815

Robert Plant-Now and
Zen (Es Paranza) 366716

Spyro Gyra-Stones
Without Words
(MCA) 360016

Gilbert 8 Sullivan-
Highlights from "The
Mikado" Robinson. English
National Opera
(MCA Classics) 359968

Wynton Maroons-
Camaval
(CBS Masters) 352948

Johnny Mathls/Henry
Manclni-The Hollywood
Musicals (Columba) 349985
Buddy Holly-From The
Orig. Master Tapes
(MCA) 348110
Michael Jackson-Thnller
(Epic) 318089
Julio Iglesias-Non-Stop
(Columbia) 367094

c 1988 CBS Records Inc

S

The greatest music is on CD -and
here's your chance to pick six favorites
listed in this ad. As a special introductory
offer to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can
select any six CDs for lc. All you do is fill
in and mail the application-we'll send your
six CDs and bill you IC, plus shipping and
handling. You simply agree to buy four more
CDs (at regular Club prices) in the next twO
years-and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.
How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times o year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest ..plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
at a discount off regular Club prices for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.

If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing-it will be
shipped automatically, If you prefer an alter-
nate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response cord always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have at

CBS CONIIACT DISC CIA

'act

least 10 days in which to make your decision.
If you ever receive any Selection without
having 10 days to decide, you may return it
at our expense.

The CDs you order during your member-
ship will be billed of regular Club prices,
which currently are $12.98 to $15.98 -plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as o member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory ship-
ment. If you ore not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, iust return everything within 10
days and you will hove no further obligation.
So why not choose 6 CDs for lc right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one addi'ional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $695.
It's a chance to get 3 seventh selection at a
super low price!

B: Haute, I \ -17811

The Beach Boys-Made
In Li S.A. (Capitol) 346445
Viraldl-The 4 Seasons.
M iazel, Members Of The
French Nat'l Orch.
(CBS Masters) 343715

Kid Te Kanawa-Verdi
Puccini Arias
(CBS Master) 343269
A Decade Of
Safely Dan (MCA) 341073
Mozart-Symphony No 40
In G Minor. Kubelik,
Bavarian Radio Sym
(CBS Master) 339044
Debussy-La MerlThree
Nocturnes, Andre Previn,
London Symphony
(Angel) 335679
Berlioz-Symphome
Fantastique. Daniel
Barenboim, Berlin Phil.
(CBS Masters) 335547
Tchalkovsky- Suites
Front The Ballets Swan
Lake 8 Sleeping Beauty.
Muti, Philadelphia Orch
(Angel) 334680
Ravel-Bolero. Etc
Maazel, Orch. Nat'l De
France
(CBS Masters) 324822
Chuck Mangione-Eyes
of the Veiled Temptress
(Columbia) 368373

C
Thoanorr

Be Bad
rogood-

(Eft,11-Manhattan) 365502

366872. Nadia Salerno-
Sonnenberg -Mendelssohn,

Violin Concerto. (Angel)

Taylor Dayne-Tell It To My
Heart (Arista) 364711

Linda Ronstadt-
Canciones De MI Padre
'Asylum) 362640
Tony Bennett-Bennett/
Berlin (Columbia) 362236
Yes-Big Generator
(ATCO) 361170

R.E.M.-Document
(I R S ) 361139

Elton John-Live In
Australia, Melbourne
Symphony Orch.
MCA) 358929

Suzanne Vega-Solitude
Standing (A& M) 356287

Motley Crue-Girls, Girls,
Girls (Elektra) 355990
Prince-Sign '0' The
Times (Paisley Park)

355115-395111

Huey Lewis And The
News-Fore!
(Chrysalis) 347955
Steve Wlnwood-Back In
The High Life
(Island) 346957
BillyJoisl-Greatest Hits
Vols. 18 2
(Columba) 336396-396390
Dire Stralts-Brothers In
Arms (Warner Bros) 336222
Barbra Streisand-
Greatest Hits, Vol 2
(Columbia) 321380

SEND NO MONEY- JUST MAIL COUPON
CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400N. Fruitridge
P.O. Bon 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811.1129
Please oc cep, mya ember ship oppl.r r nder the teens c.olined e this odverfiserner
Send me the 6 Compocl D.scr I ved Oil me IC, ply, shipping and handling for
sin 'agree to buy four more se ections at regular Club Dices ,n the c dm.np inc years orb
may c arc el my rnembershb won y nine oi,e, clomp so

022/188

My main musical interest is (che k one/.

 Hard Rock

Si'

Pop/Eosy listening

, sob Rock 1:1 Jazz
(yeorge How°, I
Bobby MrF,

' Classical'

Mr.
Mrs
Miss Pr.ra Trs. Nor,. tnyr Norne

Address Apt.

City

State
Do you have o YCV 104 0 Yes 0 No
Do you haste o credo card= 1031 0 Yes 0 No

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
one more CD 'Art now at the super low price
of just $6.95, which will be billed tome.

Zip

BZ8/XK BZ9/XM

Note Are nowt, tne ,got to tied any appl.canCn C, cancel any reemberang Offers not evaded., al
APO FPO Masts Hawaii P.M %co pease vole fOr detail of alternators one, Canarfian reagent
servbced iron, Torontc Appecable sales toe amen to ail orders 'Classical member, sernceo by the
CEIS Oasscai Club



TEST REPORTS

pickup is between tracks, a blinking
triangle appears in the display.

The player is supplied with a
compact wireless remote control
that duplicates most of its front -
panel functions as well as providing
direct access to any track through its
numbered keys (not present on the
front panel).

The Soundcraftsmen Pro-CD750
uses double oversampling at a fre-
quency of 88.2 kHz and 16 -bit linear
quantization. Its ratings include a
dynamic range of 95 dB, a signal-to-
noise ratio (s/N) of 99 dB, and a fre-
quency response of 5 to 20,000 Hz
± 1 dB. The channel separation, at
an unspecified frequency, is rated as
86 dB. The player measures 19
inches wide, 113/4 inches deep, and
3413 inches high, and it weighs 12
pounds. Price: $599. Soundcrafts-
men, Dept. SR, 2200 S. Ritchey St.,
Santa Ana, CA 92705.

Lab Tests
Although the open -circuit output

voltage of the Soundcraftsmen Pro-
CD750 was exactly 2 volts, it de-
creased to 1.69 volts when the
player was terminated with the EIA
standard load of 10,000 ohms in
parallel with 1,000 picofarads. The
outputs of the two channels were

identical. The frequency response
was well within the ratings, varying
only +1.5, -0.3 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. The 1,000 -Hz distortion
was somewhat higher than rated,
ranging between 0.045 and 0.09 per-
cent at outputs from 0 to -20 dB; it
consisted almost entirely of second
and third harmonics.

The measured S/N of 107 dB
handily surpassed the rating, as did
the dynamic range of 96.8 dB. Chan-
nel separation was not as great as
that of most home CD players, vary-
ing from 84 dB at 100 Hz to 48 du at
20,000 Hz. The interchannel phase
shift at 20,000 Hz was 40 degrees,
indicating the use of a single dou-
ble-oversampling digital -to -analog
(D/A) converter for both channels.
The low-level linearity of the D/A
converter was better than average,
with a maximum error of 2.7 dB at a
-90 -dB level.

The player's cueing accuracy was
excellent, and it was not affected by
any of the calibrated defects on the
Philips TS5A test disc. A strong slap
on the top of the cabinet was needed
to induce momentary mistracking.
Its slewing time and general track -
to -track access times were consider-
ably slower than we have seen in
many current CD players, however;

FEATURES

O Double oversampling with 16 -bit
quantization

O Programmable for playback of
up to fifteen tracks in any order

O Track skipping in either
direction

O Fast search with audible sound
O Repeat function for entire disc,

programmed sequence, or any
selected portion

O Wireless remote control;
includes keypad for direct access
to any track or index point

O Headphone jack with volume
control

O Spectral Gradient control to
modify high -frequency response
for reduced harshness in some
recordings

O Differential Compander to
reduce dynamic range for
background listening or taping

 Display switchable between
track/index numbers and
elapsed time in current track

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 1.69 volts
Total harmonic distortion at

1,000 Hz: 0.45% referred to 0
dB, 0.09% referred to -10 dB,
0.047% referred to -20 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
107 dB

Channel separation: 73 dB at
1,000 Hz, 48 dB at 20,000 Hz

Frequency response: +1.5, -0.3
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range: 96.8 dB
Maximum phase shift (from 100

to 20,000 Hz): 40 degrees at
20,000 Hz

Cueing time: 4.5 seconds
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top, B;

sides, B+
Defect tracking: tracked

maximum -level defects on
Philips TS5A test disc

several seconds elapsed between se-
lecting a track and hearing the first
sounds from it.

We were especially interested in
the effects of the Spectral Gradient
and Differential Compander fea-
tures. The former had a very subtle
action over most of its control
range, although a moderate reduc-
tion in highs was plainly audible

The Soundcra ftsinen Pro-
CD750's Spectral Gradient
Control was surprisingly
e ective in to some of

harsher compact discs
we tried playing on it.

when the knob was fully counter-
clockwise. Our test measurements
showed a slightly sway -backed high -
frequency response dip, about 0.7
dB with the control almost fully
clockwise, that deepened gradually
to a maximum depth of only 2.5 dB
at 7,000 to 8,000 Hz when the con-
trol was nearly at its counterclock-
wise limit. At the limit, however-
which, strangely, was marked "+"
on the panel-the entire shape of
the response curve changed, drop-
ping off steeply about 2,000 Hz. But
since the response was down only 3
dB at 8,000 Hz, the audible effect
was very mild even at the control's
limit.

The Differential Compander ef-
fectively tilted the input/output
transfer function of the player
around its -24 -dB point. In normal
operation, playing test tones whose
level decreased from 0 to -90 dB
produced output signals with corre-
sponding levels. With the compan-
der on, a 0 -dB signal was reproduced
at -10 dB, and the output from a
-90 -dB tone was boosted to -70
dB, leaving the levels between -20
and -30 dB almost unaffected.
Thus, a 90 -du dynamic range on the
disc was effectively reduced to a 60 -
dB range, which is fully compatible
with any home or car components
and probably easier to live with in
most home environments. There
were no deleterious effects on the
sound. Finally, we found the head-
phone volume to be very good. suf-
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Jensen kicks.
The sound of a Jensen' car stereo doesn't just come
out of your dash. It explodes. It screams. It roars
with power and high-tech muscle to turn your car
into a beast that
kicks up dust and
dominates the
highway.

JENSEN. ..

Pi9 3
MI El IIma.

SJS-9000 RECEIVER. 60 watts of power. Instaloe
tuning. 24 presets. Dolby:" CD ready. Pull-out
anti -theft chassis. JS -6400 RECEIVER. 40 watts

system power. CD
ready. Dolby7 Auto
reverse. Scan tuning.
12 presets.

.0
II MIL,

INI

JENSEN*
CIRCLE NO 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The most thrilling sound on wheels.

I. 11.411 lw I. rim... th. Inc



You Need Protection!

he Super Sales Package
1 Compact Disc Player
with remote control
3 Beam laser pickup
3 Inch.
20 programms
Front loading
One touch selection
Index search
Manual search
Skip selection
Repeat playing
High speed access

. .

Buy 60 DDD
classic discs -
for only $

(Regular value 599.- S) and get
1 Compact Disc Player with
remote control for Free!
PILZ presents for your enjoyment the new
'U .V. Longlife Compact Disc's of the
Vienna Master Series *Ultra Violet sealed
longlife compact discs are exclusively
manufactured by PILZ COMPACT DISC.
made in Germany.

Other item to protect:

1 Remote control CD -Player
plus 10 DDD classic CD's from Vienna
Master Series for only

UFL-2R comr.e.r-r rmac PLAYER

To place your C.O.D. order now!
Call: Toll Free 115:.1.1II..:.;INTIAI

IfiCL I Nt, ON to ADE n GFn. F

0. *I

111111111.1.1111111

saillas maim imam maim

IL
COMPACT DISC Ltd.
Partnership
3505 Cadillac Avenue
Building G 1
Costa Mesa CA 92626
Phone (714) 549 4811



TEST REPORTS

ficient for serious listening even
with moderately high -impedance
phones.

Comments
The sound quality of the Sound -

craftsmen Pro-CD750, with or with-
out using its special features, was
excellent. The Spectral Gradient
control was surprisingly effective in
taming some of the harsher CD'S we
tried; it took the unpleasant high -
frequency hardness away with no
detectable loss of music content or
subjective balance. Best of all, per-
haps, the feature cannot be mis-
used-there is no way it can make a
recording sound dull or otherwise
unlistenable.

The Differential Compander also
worked well. Its name accurately
describes its function: It compresses
the high-level signals and expands
the low-level signals, retaining a lin-
ear overall input/output character-
istic while substantially reducing
the dynamic range.

For the most part the CD750 was
very easy to use, and certainly en-
joyable to hear, but I found some of
its human -engineering features less
impressive. Surely there is a happy
middle ground between its minimal
display and the garish, "tell them
more than they want to know" dis-
plays of some other players. I would
prefer to see both the track number
and the playing time without having
to push a button to select only one
of them. I would also prefer a faster
response to track -selection com-
mands. Incidentally, track selection
with the remote control has its own
peculiarity. After the player has
cued the right point, it switches into
pause without any indication except
the absence of the triangular play/
pause symbol on the display. In fair-
ness, I must say that the manual
does state that direct track and
index selections can be made only
in the stop mode.

Nevertheless, the CD750 is a fine
CD player, and my criticisms should
be assessed in the context of its
overall performance. In practical
terms, the useful and well -executed
Differential Compander and Spec-
tral Gradient features more than
compensate for the player's minor
quirks.
Circle 142 on reader service card

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
MODEL 360 SPEAKER

intian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

IIILE most dyed-in-
the-wool audiophiles
are willing to accept
the necessity of large,

highly visible, and often expensive
speaker systems for high -quality
home music reproduction, there are
many situations in which such
speakers are unacceptable. Obvi-
ously, many people cannot afford to
spend thousands of dollars for their
speakers, a small room cannot ac-
commodate a pair of bulky speaker
enclosures, and even though a num-
ber of very compact speaker sys-
tems are available, they are not
always compatible with a room's
decor-or capable of the desired
quality of reproduction.

A somewhat similar situation ex-
ists in commercial establishments
such as restaurants and stores. Here,
high fidelity is rarely a requirement,
since the speakers are used only for
background music, but physical un-
obtrusiveness is likely to be even
more important than in a home

environment. The usual solution is
flush -mounted ceiling speakers.
Even reasonably satisfactory listen-
ing quality, let alone a semblance of
high-fidelity sound. is uncommon
in such installations.

In the last couple of years, several
hi-fi speaker manufacturers have
announced "decorator" lines of
speakers designed for flush mount-
ing in walls or ceilings. Though con-
ceptually much like their commer-
cial counterparts, they provide a
sound quality that will not offend
the sensibilities of any but the most
critical listener. The Boston Acous-
tics Model 360, part of the compa-
ny's Designer Series, is a good ex-
ample of the genre.

The Model 360 is a two-way sys-
tem with a 6112 -inch woofer and a 1 -
inch copolymer dome tweeter-a
new version of the tweeter used in
the finest Boston Acoustics systems.
The drivers and crossover are
mounted on a rectangular plate de-
signed to fit into a cutout in a wall
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THE LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM THAT HAS

THE CRITICS PURRING.
"Awesome low end, extraordinarily smooth middles and highs, and
remarkably good depth:" -J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile.

"The audio equivalent of dinner at Le Francais:"
-Rich Warren, North Shore Magazine.

... the cutting edge of technology...left people open mouthed as they
left the listening room:' -Nancy Malitz, Gannett News Service.

" ...the latest industry incarnation of an 'ultimate' listening system:"
-Ron Scibilia, Audio Times.

"It wasn't the size, the contents or even the price that turned heads,
but the knockout sound" -LarryJohnson, Ovation Magazine.

Recently, at a carefully selected
location in Milford, Pennsylvania,
some of the most discerning ears in
the business were invited to hear
something they'd never heard before.
The Altec Lansing Bias'* 550. The
first speakers in the world with
Pentamplified sound.

And as you can see, the response
was overwhelming.

But then the Bias 550 is a system
unlike any other. Discrete ampli-
fiers for each of five bandwidths,

adjustable by remote control. Pro-
viding each speaker cabinet with 750
watts of perfectly sculptured sound.

The Bias 550 is the finest
example yet of our commitment to,
total high fidelity The flagship to
a range of loudspeakers that have
consistently pushed back the fron-
tiers of audio reproduction. For more
information and
an Altec Lansing
catalog, call
1-800-ALTEC 88!* well trained ear.

ALYEC
LANSING

Loudspeakers for the

*Built in Amplification System.** In PA or Canada call 717-296- HIFI Copyright 1988 Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337
© NUT Lansing Consumer Products, Milford. PA.

CIRCLE NO 80 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

or ceiling. Mounting hardware is
supplied. The external trim plate,
which contains a removable perfo-
rated -metal grille, measures 12 x 8
inches and is 5/8 inch deep; the depth
of the woofer behind the wall is only
31/4 inches. The shallowness of the
speaker allows it to be installed in
any standard wall built on 2 x 4 -
inch studs.

The physical characteristics of the
Model 360's woofer were chosen to
provide satisfactory bass perform-
ance when the driver is enclosed in
the volume between the studs of a
typical wall. Of course, the final
bass response will also be affected
by the placement of the speaker on
the wall relative to other room -
boundary surfaces. The diaphragms
of both drivers are waterproof, so
that the speakers can be installed in
moist environments such as kitch-
ens and bathrooms or even on
boats. The grille and trim of the
Model 360 are finished in matte
white, but they can be painted any
color to suit the room decor.

The specifications of the Boston
Acoustics Model 360 include a fre-
quency response of 48 to 20,000 Hz

2 dB, a nominal impedance of 8
ohms, and a sensitivity of 90 dB
sound -pressure level (sm.) at 1 me-
ter with a 2.83 -volt input. It is rec-
ommended for use with amplifiers
rated between 5 and 60 watts per
channel. Price: $350 a pair. Boston
Acoustics, Dept. SR, 247 Lynnfield
St., Peabody, MA 01960.

Lab Tests
For our tests, the Boston Acous-

tics 360's were mounted in simu-
lated walls, each 24 inches wide and
72 inches high, constructed of ply-
wood on both sides of a framework
of 2 x 4 -inch studs. These walls
approximated the acoustic proper-
ties of a room -wall installation.
Each speaker was located 60 inches
from the floor and near the left edge
of its enclosure, and the two enclo-
sures were about 48 inches apart.
The enclosures were built by Boston
Acoustics for its demonstration
room at the 1988 Summer Consum-
er Electronics Show in Chicago.

The averaged room response of
the two speakers was smooth and
flat, with a total variation of ± 5 dB
from 600 to 20,000 Hz. The close-

miked woofer response was flat
within 4 dB from 62 to 1,000 Hz,
and it spliced easily to the room
curve to form a composite frequen-
cy -response curve varying ± 3 dB
from 55 to 20,000 Hz. Although the
crossover frequency is not stated in
the specifications, our measure-
ments suggest that it is in the vicin-
ity of 2,000 Hz.

The minimum system impedance
was 5.5 ohms at 200 Hz, with a max-
imum of 18 ohms at 70 and 2,200
Hz. By the usual criteria, the speak-
er's nominal impedance should be
rated at about 6 ohms instead of 8
ohms. The measured sensitivity was
87 dB SPL at 1 meter. The bass har-
monic distortion with a 4 -volt input
(equivalent to a 90 -dB sm.) was just
over 1 percent at 100 Hz and rose
smoothly to 3.2 percent at 70 Hz
and 9.7 percent at 50 Hz. The distor-
tion was almost entirely third -har-
monic. In our pulse power tests, the
woofer began to emit rattling
sounds with an input of 72 watts (at
100 Hz). Although some waveform

scope when the input reached about
25 watts, the effect was not always
audible.

Our quasi-anechoic Frr response
measurements confirmed the
smoothness and range of the sys-
tem's frequency response. On the
speaker's axis, a sharp 6 -dB dip in
output was evident at 8,000 Hz,
although this was virtually unde-

tectable in the room response. The
group -delay variation was less than
±0.2 millisecond from about 500 to
23,000 Hz.

Comments
The flat, wide -range frequency -

response rating of the Boston
Acoustics Model 360 led us to ex-
pect a musical, reasonably uncol-
ored sound from the test units, and
we were not disappointed. Compar-
isons with conventional speakers,
all of them far more expensive, con-
firmed that the Model 360 is a high -
quality speaker. Granted, it cannot
match the low -bass output of most
good component speakers, but
down to 60 or 70 Hz it holds its own
with many of them. Furthermore,
the flatness of its bass response,
with a rise of only about 2 dB
around 150 Hz, made its sound
pleasantly free of tubbiness or
boominess on voices, one of the
most common speaker aberrations.

The spatial qualities of wall -
mounted (or ceiling -mounted)
speakers are quite different from
those of free-standing models, espe-
cially those designed to be placed
several feet in front of a wall. Nev-
ertheless, these Boston Acoustics
speakers make it possible to have
high-fidelity sound in rooms where
conventional speaker cabinets are
undesirable. Furthermore, their
near invisibility can be a major
advantage in many installations. 0

"In a way I'm glad to see old Warren go. Of the twenty-two salesmen,
he's the only one who still said 'cycles' instead of 'hertz.' "
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Compact disc without musical compromise.

For thirty-five years Harman Kardon has represented the
highest standards of sonic excellence. 0 it long
experience in designing high resolution circuitry,
including such Harman Kardon innovations as Low
Negative Feedback, Ultrawidebandwidth and High Current
Capability, uniquely qualifies us to bring high
performance to the demanding compact disc format.

Although recognized as a true breakthrocgh, most critics
agree that CD technology has not fully translated into
increased musical performance. Two aspects of
conventional CD player design are responsible for this:
integrated circuits (IC's) in the analog section and
excessively steep analog filters. While desirable from a
pure cost consideration, analog IC's have very narrow
bandwidth and require huge amounts of negative
feedback which creates, among other thrigs, the TIM
(Transient InterModulation) distortion responsible for the
harsh, metallic sound that is a common complaint of the
CD format.

The other widely recognized criticism of he CD format is
a lack of spatial perspective ("depth") in the sound field.
This is the result of the very steep filters (typically
60dB/octave or more) required in conventional CD
circuit design.

Harman Kardon both addresses and solves these
problems in the HD200, HD400 and HD8J0. Our analog
section is constructed entirely of precisiol discrete

components (no IC's) and has Ult.awide-
bandwidth of 0-256kHz and no

negative feedback

HEADPHONES

dp

HDBpp

OUTPUT

. .

at all. This all discrete circuit s completely free of tfe
harshness of TIM and does not require he steel filters
which destroy spatial perfpectve. The result is the clear,
clean, stunning musical reatirm lacking in other
CD players.

Taking the ultimate forma; even further, tlarman Kabdon's
HD800 introduces the Charge Coupled 17terface (CCI,
patent pending). This circuit is placed between the niA
converters and the
analog section so that
they are electrically
completely isolated,
preventing noise from
being passed out of the
digital circuitry.
Increased dynamic
range, maximum phase
coherency and greatly
improved small signal
resolution are also
enhanced by dual 16 -bit
linear D/A converters
operating at 176.4kHz (for fries oversanpling).

Harman Kardon's CD players are equally advanced tdhen
it comes to convenience. The 4D400 and HD8OG feature
wireless remote control wth iC-key rancrom access
programming. All models incorporate 36 -track F rogram
memory, track/index search and audible two -speed 3ue/
review, as well as a multifrinoion front panel display

Harman Kardon compact disf.: players. Tie CD promise
fully realged through na-compronise

perfornarre.

COMPACT Dtsc

CLIMI WIC

e unique all di acrete. widebana. zero feedimk
circuit that pronpted critics to eay " Me best
sainding CD Maier horn a najormanufarturet"

".

Fu more irlornation
and your nea-est dealer

call toll fre'3 1.800-525-7000 ext. 1C1 o- write
240 Crossways Park West, BOW 91.):, Woodbury, New York 11797

harman i kardon
A Harman Intornatonal Company



SPEED,
SCIEXCE

OR IS DESIGNING A LOUDSPEAKER REALLY

MORE OF A BLACK ART THAN A SCIENCE?

H..AN G. MASTERS

1-F1 loud speakers are a lot like cars: Most
of us remember, usually fondly, the ones
we grew up with. Unlike cars, however,
many of those early speakers are still
around, relegated now to our family rooms

or simply gathering dust in attics. More for nostal-
gia than for any technical purpose, I recently
delved into my own audio past and set up a group
of speakers that had been important to me at one
time or another.

There were four in all, representing about thirty
years of development. The oldest was custom-
made for my father in about 1954, and it was
designed as much for visual appeal as for sound
quality. It contains a 12 -inch woofer with a truly
massive magnet, a horn midrange, and a horn
tweeter. In a day when 20 watts was considered
high power, speakers had to be efficient, and this
one certainly was. The second speaker I built
myself in about 1960 from plans published by
Wharfedale in Great Britain. It consists of a coax-
ial two-way driver in a vented enclosure. The third
was a true classic, the Acoustic Research AR3a,
circa 1968. Finally, to give a modern perspective, I
included one of my current everyday speakers, a
conventional two-way with a passive radiator,
which happens to put out an exceptionally bal-
anced sound.

When I fired all of these up in sequence, several
things became very apparent. First, while the older
speakers predictably suffered in comparison with
today's model, the difference was not all that great.
In fact, it would be a simple matter to find speak-
ers being sold today that would be outperformed
by even the oldest in my informal sample. Even
more striking was the realization that the basic
techniques used to design these speakers had
changed hardly at all over the thirty-year span.
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Technology and Art
On average, speakers have be-

come better during that time, of
course. Designers in Europe, Japan,
and North America have expended
a lot of effort to improve the state of
the art, and the best products of
today are much closer to a theoreti-
cal ideal than they were even a few
years ago. The areas of concern for
any speaker designer are well
known, but the ways they choose to
solve them vary widely.

Technology is the application of
scientific principles to specific prac-
tical problems, in this case the real-
istic reproduction of sound. Speaker
designers have always been hin-
dered by a lack of agreement as to
what constitutes "realistic" repro-
duction and by the lack of much
hard scientific knowledge about
what actually happens to sound as it
travels from a reproducer to a lis-
tener's ears. Because of these limita-
tions, audio designers have usually
had to take a trial -and -error ap-
proach to speakers, with the result
that no two speakers sound alike.
Hence the idea that speaker design
is a sort of "black art."

The root of the problem, accord-
ing to one industry executive, has
been the small number of scientists
willing to make a career of audio
investigation. "In the 1930's sound
was hot because of the novelty of
radio and sound movies," he ex-
plained. "Considerable effort was
expended to understand some of the
basics of audio at that time, and
much of our scientific understand-
ing of the subject dates from that
period. But after the war, much of
the best talent was directed to nu-
clear and military research; only
now, with the decreasing fashion -
ability of war and weap-
ons, are good brains ap-
plying themselves in any
numbers to peaceful sub-
jects, such as computers
and-more and more-
audio."

All speakers produced
in the past half -century
have thus shared the
same incomplete techno-
logical base. Lacking ade-
quate knowledge, manu-
facturers can hardly be
faulted for producing
speakers "on spec" and
waiting to see what hap-
pens in the marketplace.
By the same token, the

many different ways designers have
found to apply the technology to
particular products, either by using
unusual transducer configurations
or materials or by making different
assumptions about the acoustic ob-
jectives of their products, have re-
sulted in some remarkable speakers.
In seeking to solve some of the well-
known problems, designers have
advanced the state of knowledge to
a considerable extent.

Problems and Solutions
Strictly as a transducer-a device

that takes one form of energy (elec-
trical, in this case) and converts it to
another (mechanical or acousti-
cal)-the loudspeaker has come a
long way. It is rare these days, even
in quite modest speakers, to find the
gross colorations and distortion lev-
els that were common a decade ago.
The ability to develop and combine
drivers that behave themselves
technically has meant that designers
now work from a basic quality
"floor" that is substantially higher
than in the past.

As a result, speaker manufactur-
ers are able to tailor their products
to specific ends without sacrificing
basic performance. An example is in
the area of spectral balance, where it
has become routine for designers to
gain essentially flat response, at
least on -axis. That is a matter of
choice, however, for there is still an
element of the audio community
that rejects on -axis linearity as an
ideal. Just as the Sixties and Seven-
ties saw a proliferation of regional
"sounds"-West Coast, New Eng-
land, British, and the like-a num-
ber of companies today shape the
response of their speakers to suit
specific sonic tastes.

Whether or not a given company

Thirty years of advances in speaker technology have brought
us many outstanding examples of the designer's art,
including (left to right) the Shahinian Obelisk 3, a hybrid

transmission -line system; the a/d/s/ L990, which uses Kapton
voice -coil formers; JBL's Cascade. with the world's first titanium
midrange drivers; the Mirage MI, which has a rear -firing
midrange and tweeter; the electrostatic Martin -Logan CLS; and
Canton's traditional three-way bass -reflex CT 80.

chooses to produce a speaker with a
flat response on -axis, at least that's
fairly easy to achieve, and the ma-
jority of designers do strive for lin-
earity as a starting point. Low color-
ation is another aim of virtually all
designers, and many techniques
have been applied to the task of
taming these physical anomalies. In
the forefront is the use of specialty
materials in the drivers themselves;
metal domes for tweeters and, in a
few cases, midrange drivers; ad-
vanced substances to tame color-
ation in the bass such as the poly-
propylene first used by the British
speaker companies or Altec Lan-
sing's carbon -fiber cloth. Other
manufacturers choose to approach
acoustic problems (and, incidental-
ly, gain distinctive marketing ad-
vantages) by using exotic devices:
Infinity's EMIT tweeter, for in-
stance, or the old ESS Heil air -
motion transformer. Slightly more
orthodox, but still fairly rare, are
ribbon tweeters and flat honeycomb
woofers.

Enclosure resonances have been
attacked in a number of ways as
well, either by elaborate bracing,
such as that used in B&W's Matrix
Series, or simply by making massive
boxes. Edge -diffraction effects are
often dealt with by flush -mounting
drivers and rounding the enclosure
edges. And sometimes the visible
enclosure is completely eliminated,
as in the in -wall speaker systems
available from companies like Bos-
ton Acoustics, Sonance, and KEF.
These "architectural" or "2,r" sys-
tems can provide large amounts of
bass from small drivers by using the
air space within the walls as large
enclosures. And they are unobtru-
sive, a particular advantage in sys-
tems that contain more than the tra-

ditional pair of stereo
speakers.

Phase linearity in two -
or three-way systems
has occasionally been
achieved by electronic de-
lay lines, but it is more
commonly accomplished
by "stepping" the drivers
so that their acoustic cen-
ters are in line. Britain's
KEF has come up with an
ingenious alternative to
stepping by mounting the
tweeter in the dust cap of
the woofer. This design
achieves phase coherence
at virtually all listening
angles, whereas the con-



ew to the Polk Audio
line of Stereo
Dimension Array

(SDA) speakers is the
SDA-SRS 2.3 ($2.200 a
pair). The 55 -inch -high
system features many
design improvements
over its predecessor, the
SRS 2, including a new
Isophase crossover
network that enables
even modestly powered
receivers to drive the
speakers, a ribbon -wire,
edge -wound voice -coil
former for deeper bass
with improved detail.
and a smoother system
impedance.

Ivagnepan's MG-Ilc
is a floor -standing
two-way

electrostatic system with
Magneplanar woofer and
tweeter panels and oak
side rails. Its frequency
response is rated from 40
to 18.000 le: ± 3 dB, and
the crossover points are
at 400 and 1,600 II:
with 6 -dB -per -octave
slopes. Power -handling
range is 40 to 200 watts.
Standing 71 inches high.
the MG-IIc retails for
$1.195 a pair.

Viio - -

ext to the top of
Infinity's renowned

.... Reference Series is
the Beta, a two-piece
tower system with four
12 -inch polypropylene/
graphite woofers, two
upper-bass/lower-
midrange planar drivers
acting as a push-pull
dipole. Infinity's
low -mass EMIT drivers
with neodymium
magnets, for the upper
midrange and lower
treble, and its new
SEMIT driver, which
extends high -end
response beyond 44 kHz.
And all that's for one
channel! The
$10,000 -a -pair Beta
operates in biamp mode
and includes the same
servo -control unit as
Infinity's $45,000 IRS
Series V.
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ventional stepping approach offers
linearity only at certain positions.

One task of speaker manufactur-
ers has always been to extend their
speakers' range, primarily at the low
end. A large enclosure, like Altec
Lansing's huge Model 550, is one
brute -force solution; another, popu-
lar briefly in the Seventies, is mo-
tional feedback, whereby the speak-
er's actual low -end performance is
monitored and any spectral weak-
ness is offset electronically. More
popular today, however, is the sepa-
rate subwoofer (see page 65).

The Main Challenge
All of this effort has been aimed at

creating flatter, cleaner, wider -band-
width speakers, and designers have
achieved notable success in all these
areas. But that's the easy stuff-the
improvements that have been made
over the years have basically been
engineering ones, and their results
have been predictable. The difficul-
ty begins in the listening room.

However good a transducer might
be, it is only half of the electro-
acoustic reproduction system. The
other half is the listening room, and
designers have no way of predicting
where their products will be used.
Room dimensions and construc-
tion, speaker positioning, listener
positioning, room furnishings, and
a host of other factors all affect dra-
matically how a speaker will sound
in any given acoustic environment.
And while everybody accepts that
these factors are important, nobody
really knows the exact nature of
their effects. Consequently, it is in
the area of speaker/room interac-
tion that designers take their most
empirical approach.

The vast majority of speakers sold
are conventional dynamic units in
boxes. Their makers recognize that
the signals a speaker radiates to the
sides, and up and down, can have a
profound effect both on the quality
of sound itself and on the nature of
the sound stage. How any one de-
signer chooses to deal with off -axis
radiation is mostly dependent on
what assumptions he makes about
his speaker's objectives.

For many listeners, imaging-the
ability to locate specific instruments
in the sound field-is of primary
importance. To satisfy this desire
for clear imaging, most speakers are
"point source" systems: They simu-
late as closely as possible a device in
which sounds of all frequencies
emanate from the same point in

space. The difficulty with this ap-
proach in ordinary speakers arises
in controlling the frequency spec-
trum of the off -axis sound, which is
at least as important as the on -axis
response. At the high end of the
price scale, companies like Infinity,
Carver, and JBL have produced col-
umnar speakers that radiate a cylin-
drical wavefront. This not only pro-
motes wide horizontal dispersion
but also inhibits vertical dispersion,
irregularities in which, some ob-
servers feel, are more likely to dis-
turb the apparent overall response.
In the case of JBL's new Cascade
speaker, the midrange column is
equalized to vary its dispersion ac-
cording to frequency.

Manufacturers like dbx and Polk
have taken the quest for proper
imaging a step further. By using a
technique known as "time -intensity
trading," the dbx Soundfield mod-
els manipulate horizontal response
to provide a stable center image
even for off -axis listeners. The Polk
SDA Series speakers use electronic
phase cancellation to offset the blur-
ring effects of left -speaker informa-
tion reaching the right ear, and vice
versa (an effect known as interaural
crosstalk). Carver's Sonic Hologra-
phy preamplifier circuitry achieves
much the same thing.

Other companies-notably Bose,
but also makers of dipole speakers,
such as Magnepan, Carver, Quad,
and Martin -Logan, and makers of
true omnidirectional speakers, such
as Ohm and Magnat-intentionally
bounce sound off the walls to create
a wider sound stage and a more spa-
cious sound. That a sizable number
of listeners desire this effect is
shown not only by the sales of these
speakers but by the increasing popu-
larity of electronic spatial -enhance-
ment and surround -sound devices.

But however strongly the advo-
cates of all these techniques may
defend their design principles, the
truth is that they are all attempting
to hit upon what might sound
"real" in an "average" room. Fail-
ing sure scientific knowledge about
the acoustic properties of small
rooms, and of how they react with
speakers, the manufacturers are
likely to continue experimenting
indefinitely. Fortunately, though,
some answers may be around the
corner.

Enter the Scientists
Laurie Fincham is director of re-

search and development for KEF in

Thiel's new CS3.5
Coherent Source
speaker is a

dynamic, floor -standing
system. 42 inches high,
that achieves time
coherence by having its
drivers positioned along
a sloping baffle. For
phase coherence, a
special crossover network
synthesizes gradual.
first -order acoustic rolloff
slopes for each driver.
Price: $2,450 a pair.
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KEF's 34 -inch -high
C95 occupies less
than a square foot

of floor space. The
$1,290 (a pair) system
features KEF's new
Uni-Q coincident
two-way driver, which
has a I -inch tweeter
mounted on the same
axis and in the same
acoustic plane as an
8 -inch midrange. Bass is
handled by an 8 -inch
woofer mounted
vertically inside the
cabinet and front loaded
by a tuned cavity with a
port below the Uni-Q
driver.

Ohm's Coherent
Audio Monitor
(CAM) 16 speaker

($300 a pair) allows the
listener to adjust the
imaging "sweet spot" by
rotating the egg -shaped
tweeter located on top of
the system's cabinet.
Specifically tuned for
bookshelf and not floor
placement, the three-way
CAM 16 has a rated
frequency response of 46
to 20,000 Hz and a
sensitivity of 89 dn.

The NHT Model II
tower speaker (37
inches high) uses

the company's exclusive
Focused Imaged
Geometry design, which
is claimed to prevent
excessive wall reflections.
maintain the stereo
sound stage as the
listener moves around
between the speakers,
and minimize
"interaural cross -
correlation" for central&
located listeners. Price 1,
$800 a pair.

In its Monitor 9
loudspeaker, retailing
at $660 a pair, Precise

Acoustic Laboratories
uses an 8 -inch woofer
coupled to a 10 -inch
passive radiator for the
bass and midrange
frequencies and a 1 -inch
soft -dome tweeter for the
high frequencies. A layer
of damping material
around the tweeter
reduces reflections from
the enclosure.
Dimensions are 111/2 x
281/2 x 123/4 inches.

.14.10, x
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England. His view is that today's
speakers, at their best, are very good
indeed. "But there's a lot of thrash-
ing around in speaker design be-
cause, at present, there is no truth,"
he told me. "I will defend anyone's
right to produce a speaker and ob-
serve what it does, but what we real-
ly need to do is understand what's
going on. Otherwise, when there are
more than three or four variables, as
there are in speaker/room interac-
tions, we're just guessing."

KEF has joined with Bang &
Olufsen and the Technical Univer-
sity of Denmark in a $3 million
research program to investigate the
specific effects of room reflections
on what a listener hears from his
speakers. The project, nicknamed
Archimedes, is funded by the Euro-
pean Community under the Eureka
banner, a program designed to build
up a fund of technical knowledge
developed in Europe. "Until now,
few companies had the time, mon-
ey, or facilities to undertake such a
project," Fincham said. "More to
the point, the lack of adequate digi-
tal processing equipment made such
efforts almost impossible."

The Archimedes project is ex-
pected to last from three to five
years and should add significantly
to basic audio knowledge. The aim
is to discover precisely what part
room reflections play in overall
sound quality. "We know that side
reflections can affect spatial percep-
tion, and that may be good," Fin-
cham said, "but they can also affect
musical timbre-enough, in some
cases, to change the rank ordering of
a group of speakers-and that's
bad." The ear is less forgiving of
problems from vertical reflections,
according to Fincham, because dis-
similarities between left and right
can be used by the brain to process
out bad sounds, and that won't
work in the vertical plane.

"But beyond such generaliza-
tions, we don't know what really
matters," he said. "We want to find
the thresholds, to find out at what
point the ear no longer cares." To
do so, the group will set up a large
number of speakers in the Technical
University's massive anechoic
chamber at Lingby, Denmark, each
speaker representing one reflection.
"Ideally, we should use something
like ninety-nine identical speakers,"
Fincham said, "but by combining
some functions, we may be able to
reduce this to about thirty." The
project will use matching 5 -inch

coaxial speakers, individually
equalized to be flat within 0.3 dB
from 50 to 15,000 Hz.

Once this array has been set up, a
combination of equalization and
digital delays can be used to simu-
late any acoustic environment. The
intention is to learn enough to be
able to predict the specific reflectiv-
ity of walls, to assess what is impor-
tant in the hearing process, and to
determine the optimum directivity
characteristics of speakers.

Smart Speakers
According to Dr. Floyd Toole of

Canada's government -owned Na-
tional Research Council in Ottawa,
"The Eureka effort is addressing
major questions, and the world is
waiting for the answers." Toole is
watching closely, because he is
spearheading what may be an even
more ambitious Canadian project,
called Athena after the Greek god-
dess of wisdom. The Canadian ef-
fort is a joint venture between the
National Research Council and
eleven Canadian manufacturers, the
majority being makers of audio
products.

Toole agrees that fundamental re-
search into the interrelation of
rooms and speakers has only now
become a practical matter. "Bob
Berkovitz did some landmark work
at Acoustic Research in 1982 with
his Adaptive Digital Signal Proces-
sor," Toole observed, "but the
available technology of the day was
not far enough advanced to let him
solve the equations. And the result-
ing product was not economical."

Athena's purpose is to develop
the basic technology for a "smart"
speaker, one that can assess its
acoustic surroundings and adapt to
them. "The main challenge today,"
Toole said, "is to produce a speaker
that a user can place where it hap-
pens to fit conveniently and still get
good sound. High -end buyers are
often willing to rearrange their
rooms and their lives to accommo-
date their speakers, and often they
achieve very fine sound indeed, but
these people do not make the loud-
speaker market."

The difficulty, as always, is that
all rooms are different, so speaker
designers must build products that
will work acceptably in a wide range
of environments. As Toole pointed
out, "All manufacturers share that
constraint. In spite of the immense
range of products on the market,
everybody's working from the same

technological base. It's the intention
of Athena to move the common
technology one step upwards."

The group is shooting for a truly
adaptive speaker. As Toole ex-
plained it, "First, we must find out,
in order of importance, the signifi-
cance of the sounds that arrive at
our ears after they are radiated from
the speakers and reflected from sur-
faces and objects in the room. Then
we can work backwards to the trans-
ducers to discover the directional
characteristics they must have. But
in reality, rooms are so variable that
the problems can't be solved in the
transducer itself; we must deal ac-
tively with the room after the buyer
takes his speakers home and sets
them up. There must be some way
to interrogate the sound path and
exorcise factors that interfere nega-
tively with the quality of the sound
the listener hears."

Exactly how the Athena consor-
tium will attack this challenge has
not yet been announced. According
to Toole, the scientific motivation
is to gain a thorough understanding
of the importance of the physical
sounds that reach our ears. But
there's a direct commercial applica-
tion as well: "Our group is inter-
ested in more than just science; the
industry members of the consor-
tium are contributing to the pro-
ject's funding, and they are entitled
to the first crack at the results." For
that reason, Toole and the other
Athena participants are being
closed -mouthed about the specifics
of the project.

But the three-year effort is likely
to result in a marketable product
long before the final results are in.
"This might be an entry-level prod-
uct that requires some initial meas-
urement by the user or his dealer in
order to set the system up," Toole
said. "Eventually, however, we can
see a version that continuously
adapts to changing room positions
and conditions-a remote control
containing a microphone that recal-
ibrates the system whenever a but-
ton is pushed is a real possibility."

Simple or complex, a transducer
that is able to adapt to any acoustic
surroundings can safely be consid-
ered a major advance, one that
overcomes the biggest stumbling
block for speaker designers since the
very first dynamic speakers were
produced more than half a century
ago. As Floyd Toole says: "If the
system works well, it will be its own
best spokesman." 0
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What it feels like watching
football on the new Toshiba televisions with

Carver Sonic Holography Sound.
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What it
feels like watching football

on a typical television.
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Introducing television for people
whose sense of hearing is as finely tuned

as their sense of sight.

Introducing Toshiba big screen televisions equipped with Carver Sonic Holography"' Sound.
So intense is the picture you'll be drawn to it. So unbelievably real is the sound you'll be immersed

in it. So astonishing is the combined effect you'll be awed by it.
Toshiba invites you to bring your skepticism and compare. At which time you will be able to judge

our superiority with your eyes closed.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America. Inc .82 Totowa Road, Wayne, NJ 07470
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T'S not just a matter of deep bass," said Michael Goldfield.
"Subwoofers can improve the sound of your entire system
in terms of dynamics and detail." As the owner of
Euphonic Technology, a manufacturer of compact disc
players, Goldfield has a lot to say about subwoofers. That's

not surprising. The recent boom in subwoofers has come about,
in part, because of the digital revolution. It's possible to put
much more deep bass on a compact disc or digital audio tape

A
ltec

Lansing's PSW-10 is
an $800 powered
subwoofer with a
250 -watt amplifier,
selectable crossover
point (50. 80, 100, or
150 Hz) with a choice
of an 18- or a
24 -dB -per -octave
slope, and a volume
control. Other
features include
overdrive protection,
a subsonic filter,
automatic on/off
switching, and a
reverse -phase switch.



base
Technology'sTechnology's PC -SO

subwoofer ($330),
shown here with the
PC -60 two-way
satellite speaker, uses
a 10 -inch woofer to
reproduce frequencies
from 30 to ISO Hz
± 3 dB. Its power -
handling range is 25
to 200 watts_

amo's
$500 SW -SO has a

firing woofer, a
built-in 50 -watt
amplifier, a
continuously
adjustable crossover
(between SO and 150
Hz), and a gain
control. The seamless
laminated cabinets
come in black or
white.

elodyne
Acoustics' powered
ULD-18 (far left) has
an 18 -inch driver and
a 350 -wan amplifier
($1,850); the ULD-I5
has a IS -inch driver
and the same power
($1,350); and the
ULD-12 has a
12 -inch driver and a
100 -watt amp ($950).
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he NEC'
SWO-300BU ($299)
is a magnetically
shielded bass -reflex
subwoofer with a
12 -inch driver, a
built-in 60 -watt
amplifier, and a
choice of three
crossover frequencies
(70. 100, or 150 Hz) 

C anion's
$2,000 Plus Beta
features three discrete
amplifier stages with
digitally control.ed
active filters.
thermal -overload ana
short-circuit
protection, a level
control, an adjurtable
crossover, aad as
input-sensit.vity
control.

than it was ever possible to put on
an LP record.

"One of the things you should
expect from digital sound, com-
pared with analog, is improved dy-
namics," said Goldfield. "Adding a
subwoofer to your system is one
way to be sure you get it. At the
same time, a subwoofer can en-
hance the spatial resolution of your
system-more depth, more air,
more ambience. A subwoofer is not
just a frequency -range extender, it's
a perspective enhancer."

Other manufacturers have a simi-
lar view of subwoofers: It's more
than just a matter of bass, it's a mat-
ter of midrange, too. Richard Van-
dersteen, president of Vandersteen
Audio, sees bass extension as being
only a "slight advantage." More
important, he says, is that with a
separately powered subwoofer "you
alleviate the load on your main am-
plifier." The amplifier no longer has
to deal with the demands of produc-
ing deep bass, so it will tend to
sound better throughout the rest of
the frequency range.

"A lot of good things happen
when you remove low -bass energy
from the main speakers," Vander-

will improve the
sound and allow your mids and
highs to become clearer, crisper,
and cleaner."

Goldfield agrees. "In a speaker
that operates over the full range,
there is a tendency for the low -fre-
quency driver to interfere with the
reproduction of slightly higher fre-
quencies in the critical midrange
area. By isolating the low frequen-
cies in a driver designed to deal with
the range from 80 or 100 Hz on
down-that is, a subwoofer-you
allow the midrange driver to per-
form to the best of its ability."

Tuna It Down

There is a tendency for dealers to
turn up the level of subwoofers
when demonstrating them. "Ask the
dealer to turn it down," suggests
Rudy Kothe, owner of Definitive
Hi-Fi, a retail store in Mamaroneck,
New York. "You want the subwoof-
er to enhance rather than to obscure
detail. If it doesn't, something's
wrong."

Subwoofers are often used with
small speakers, which, because of
their size, are incapable of produc-
ing a great deal of low bass. Kothe,
for instance, frequently sells sub -
woofers in systems with the Wilson

PINAYAMFMMI



A
radio

Pro's B1-45 ($975)
has a 10 -inch driver
and a built-in 40 -watt
amplifier. Frequency
response is rated as
30 to 200 Hz ± 1.5
dB. and the cabinet is
available in walnut,
black ash, and white
lacquer finishes.

iller and
Kreisel's new Video
Subwoofer is a
powered system with
a beautifully sculpted
piano -lacquer base on
which you can place
your television set.

C election
matches the
sensitivity of its
System 6000
subwoofer ($1.500)
with that of the
SL600 two-way
satellite speaker
shown on top. The
System 6000 is based
on a double -dipole
low -frequency array
using two 12 -inch
drivers.
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amaha's

$249 NS -W2 Super
Woofkr, magnetically
shielded for video use,
has a 10 -inch driver
and a built-in 40 -watt
amplifier. Frequency
response is rated as
30 to 100 Hz,
sensitivity as 91 de
SPL with 1 watt at 1
meter.

IAudio Tiny Tots (WATT's)-small,
stand -situated speakers that retail
for what at first seems an immodest
$5,200 a pair. Appearances can be
deceiving.

It's not that the WATT's are
incapable of reproducing deep bass.
As their designer, David Wilson of
Wilson Audio Speciakies, points
out: "Small speakers can produce
small quantities of good bass, but
not large quantities. Meanwhile, ef-
forts to make small speakers appear
to produce large quantities of good -
quality bass have tended to compro-

 mise midrange quality."I Some otherwise fine -sounding
speakers are incapable of producing
loud, deep bass, and these speakers
are ideal candidates for use with
subwoofers. I had a dramatic dem-
onstration of the improvement a
subwoofer can make at the home of
Randy Patton, vice president of
Sumo Products Group.

Patton uses a pair of the classic,
long -discontinued KLH Model 9
electrostatic speakers along with a
pair of Sumo's Samson subwoofers
($650 each) and its Delilah electron-
ic crossover ($550). The KLH
Model 9's are renowned for their
midrange clarity and
notorious for their inability to play
both loud and low. Freed of the
necessity to deal with deep bass, the
KLH 9's could play very loud in-
deed without the slightest hint of
distortion or strain. Other outstand-
ing electrostatic speakers, such as
the Martin -Logan CLS ($2,490 a
pair), also sound better when they
are matched with a single subwoofer
or subwoofer pair.

 Powered or Unpowered? 
Subwoofers come in two basic fla-

vors-powered and unpowered.
Powered subwoofers contain their
own built-in amplification. Unpow-
ered subwoofers, like the Sumo
Samson, require an additional, sep-
arate power amplifier.

The line -level audio signal goes
from your preamplifier, or the pre-
amplifier -out jacks on your inte-
grated amplifier or receiver, to a
crossover, which may be inside the
subwoofer or in an outboard chassis
sold with the speaker or separately.
A low-pass filter sends low frequen-
cies to the subwoofer, while a high-
pass filter sends higher frequencies
to the main speakers, sometimes
called satellites.

But there's more to it than that.

Both the low-pass filter and the
high-pass filter will be sloped. The t
slope can be steep-rolling off at,
say, 12 dB per octave-or it can be I
shallow-rolling off at, say, 6 dB per
octave. Even with a steep slope,
some bass information will be sent
to the main speakers while some
high -frequency information will go
to the subwoofer(s). The steeper the
crossover slope, the less overlap.

"I favor shallow crossovers," said 
Richard Vandersteen, who manu-
factures the Vandersteen 2W pow-
ered subwoofer ($1,200), which has 
a built-in 300 -watt amplifier. With a
shallow crossover, the main speak-
ers produce more low bass than if
the crossover slope were steep. If
you have a single-subwoofer sys-
tem, a shallow slope means you'll
lose less stereo bass localization-a
real benefit.

 One Subwoofer or Two? 
Why should you want to buy a

pair of subwoofers when "everyone
knows" that there is little localized
deep -bass information in most re-
cordings?

It is true that with LP records,
most bass below 80 Hz, if there is
much deep bass, is mixed down into
mono-it has to be in order to cut
the record! But with digital sources
such as compact discs, there can be
stereo bass down as far as you can
go. Therefore, with these sources a
stereo pair of subwoofers will give
you more bass localization than a
single subwoofer. And a stereo pair
will give you more overall output:
Two speakers can play louder than
one. Many buyers start with a single
subwoofer and later upgrade to a
pair.

"It is not just a matter of repro-
ducing musical information," ac-
cording to David Wilson, whose
own subwoofers-the WHOW
(Wilson High Output Woofer) and
the POW-WHOW (powered ver-
sion)-will shortly be available,
retailing at $10,250 and $13,250,
respectively. "Musical information
from acoustical instruments stops at
32 Hz," he pointed out, "but synthe-
sized music, of which there is more
and more, can go much lower.

"But even with acoustical instru-
ments, there can be information on
a recording below 32 Hz-room
rumbles and the like-that psycho -
acoustically conveys to the listener
something about the size of the
room or the hall where the record -

I



ing was made." Such audible "cues"
can make reproduced sound seem
more lifelike, and this is a good part
of what serious, high -end audio is
about-spatial realism.

 Bass for Every Budget 
If the WHOW and the POW-

WHOW, with their rosewood ve-
neers, marble tops, and built-in 400 -
watt Rowland Research amplifiers,
represent the top of the line and the
state of the art in subwoofers, more
modestly priced options are also
available. Powered subwoofers are
available for as little as $269, the
price of the Yamaha NS -W2, which
has a built-in 40 -watt amplifier.
And Velodyne Acoustics' 100 -watt
ULD-12 is $950. Manufacturers
such as Velodyne, Audio -Pro, En-
tec, and Miller & Kreisel specialize
in subwoofers and offer a wide
range of models. M&K offers satel-
lite speakers, too.

More money will get you more
power, or higher power -handling ca-
pability in unpowered models, and
consequently the ability to play the
speakers louder without strain or
distortion. More money will also
generally get you better sound qual-
ity overall-tighter, better -defined
bass. It is particularly important in
listening evaluations to check how
well the subwoofer "lets go" of the
notes-this is what is meant by
"tight" bass. In addition, you
should listen for how well the tim-
bres of different bass instruments
are differentiated.

The consumer today has a far
wider choice of subwoofer models
than ever before, not only because
of digital source material but also
because of the popularity of high -
quality video sound. Some sub -
woofers are marketed primarily for
video systems-the Miller & Kreis-
el Video Woofer, for instance, with
a built-in 200 -watt amplifier-but
there is no reason why they cannot
be used in audio -only systems as
well.

If you're choosing a subwoofer for
an audio/video system, there is one
thing to watch out for-the sub -
woofer's powerful driver magnet
can interfere with your video moni-
tor or television set, particularly if
the monitor or set is placed on top
of the subwoofer, using its cabinet
as a base. Models designed for video
applications, such as the M&K Vid-
eo Woofer and the Yamaha NS -W2,
incorporate magnetic shielding to

eliminate this potential problem.
It may not be a trend-yet-but

subwoofers are finding their way
into some very modestly priced sys-
tems. For instance, the speaker
company NHT (Now Hear This) is
offering a $230 "bass extension
model," called the Octave, for use
with a pair of its Model 1 speakers.
The Octave is said to augment bass
output in the 40- to 80 -Hz range
while preserving a precise stereo
image and proper tonal integrity.
Even though NHT isn't calling the
Octave a "subwoofer," the compa-
ny's executive vice president, Ken
Kantor, said that "The Octave puts
out just that, an octave of energy,
which blends acoustically with the
natural response of our Model 1."
The three-piece system retails for
just $530.

Hooking It Up

It is much easier now to add a
subwoofer to a surround -sound sys-
tem, thanks to surround decoders,
which generally provide an extra
line -level mono output especially
designed for use with a powered
subwoofer. Meanwhile, amplifier
manufacturers are also doing their
part to give us more flexibility. An
increasing number of mono ampli-
fiers are available, such as the Den -
on POA-4400, as well as stereo am-
plifiers that can be easily bridged for
mono operation, such as the entire
line of power amplifiers made by
Rotel.

Most high -quality integrated am-
plifiers and receivers today have
preamplifier output jacks. If yours
does not, you will be limited to sub -
woofers that can work from the
powered signal to your regular
speakers-such as the Velodyne
ULD-12, which can work either
from the speaker output or from the
lower -level, preamp-out signal. "If
you own an older receiver or ampli-
fier without preamplifier -output
jacks, it might be appropriate to
upgrade your electronics first," sug-
gests John Alining, vice president,
sales and marketing, of Velodyne
Acoustics. That would give you the
flexibility of being able to choose a
larger subwoofer such as Velodyne's
ULD-15 or ULD-18 ($1,500 and
$1,800, respectively).

 Room Placement 
A knowledgeable dealer can al-

ways help you choose and install

equipment, and that is particularly
true with a subwoofer. For instance,
the crossover frequencies may have
to be adjusted so that the subwoofer
blends smoothly with the main
speakers and there is no dip or
bump in the overall frequency re-
sponse.

Room placement is critical, too.
"I prefer to deliver and set up the
subwoofers myself," said Kothe of
Definitive Hi-Fi. "That way I know
they will be situated properly."

It's often said that you can situate
a single subwoofer virtually any-
where in a room. You can-but
some areas of the room will be
much better than others. For in-
stance, the best spot for a single sub -
woofer is usually between the two
main speakers and close to a wall,
for bass reinforcement. But what if
there's a door or a fireplace between
your two main speakers? That's
when you start running into place-
ment problems.

If you place a single subwoofer off
to the right or left, you tend to
create an imbalance of sound: One
side of your system will sound loud-
er than the other. Difficulties with
placing a single subwoofer often
lead listeners to purchase a sub -
woofer pair. A pair usually sounds
best when each subwoofer is placed
close to a rear wall, behind one of
the two main speakers.

The difficulties of proper place-
ment may lead you to wonder
whether it's worth the bother. But
there is a plus side that's often over-
looked. As David Wilson ex-
plained:

"Each point in a room has its own
sonic signature, its own combina-
tion of standing waves. Some areas
of a room are better for the mid-
range and highs-generally, out in
the open, away from the walls-
while other areas are better for the
bass-close to the walls and to
room boundaries such as floors and
corners. With separate main speak-
ers and subwoofers, you can place
each speaker in its own 'sweet spot,'
the place where it performs best."

Whatever you decide to buy-a
single subwoofer or a pair, powered
or unpowered models-you can be
sure that a carefully selected and
properly installed low -bass system
will enhance your listening pleasure
throughout the audio range. Full,
clean, accurate bass response is no
gimmick-it's the foundation for
any system that deserves to be
called "hi-fi." 0
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The latest example
of "analog

excellence" from
Sota is the Cosmos

turntable ($4,000 as
shown), successor to
the Sapphire. It has
a new acrylic record
mat and redesigned
motor subassembly,
platter block, arm -

support system,
and bearing.

SHOW STOPPERS
AS usual, the Windy City played host to the Summer Con-
sumer Electronics Show in June, and as usual it was an excit-
ing place to be. Audio and video manufacturers large and
small displayed and demonstrated their latest, fanciest equip-
ment to retailers and the press. Nearly every product line
boasted a "high end," and equipment for audio/video instal-
lations abounded, looking and sounding better than ever
thanks to developments in surround sound and advanced tele-
vision technology. Here's a preview of some outstanding
products that were introduced at the show. They should be
showing up on your dealer's shelves this fall, and we'll have
more detailed coverage in the months to come.

For making those
ultimate party
tapes, the
remote -controlled
Vector Research
PCD-650CX
combines a six -disc
CD changer and an
autoreverse tape
deck with full
synchro-dubbing
facilities. Retail list
price Is $599.
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The Eclipse EQZ-200 car
cassette tuner ($1,350) features

a CD/DAT input, a seven -band
equalizer, and a spectrum

analyzer with full -band
automatic compressor. Its

buttonless, knobless "human
tech" panel allows every

function, including EQ, to be
controlled by touch alone.

TOUCH PANEL OPERATOR

nuuuuuunm CIAD 1111111111111111111111I1011111111

Polk Audio has made it easy
to add rear -channel surround
sound to a hi-fi system. Polk's
new Stereo Dimensional
Surround SDS-1 bookshelf
speakers connect directly to a
power source's secondary
stereo outputs and include
circuitry to provide an
ambience -extracting L -R
signal for one speaker and an
R -L signal for the other.
These signals can be
cross -blended through the
midrange while maintaining
true stereo separation below
150 Hz for a strong, smooth
bass response. Price: $300 a
pair.

FIA..1 TUNER EOUALIZER OEM E02-2130

With ten audio and six video
inputs (including S -VHS),
eight digital surround
programs, four amplifier
channels (two 65 -watt and
two 14 -watt), a system remote
control, four tone controls,
A/V mixer functions, video
title editing and enhancement
processing, and on -screen
operational display, the $700
Yamaha AVX-100U is an
unusually complete master
control center for any A/V
system.
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Sony's GV-8 goes beyond
the Watchman by adding
an 8mm VCR to its tiny
color Tv set. Just 5 x 8 x
21/2 inches and only 21/2
pounds, it includes a
telescoping antenna,
high-speed search,
programmable timers,
built-in speaker, and
connections for use with
home equipment. List
price is $1,300.

Audio and video enthusiasts
alike will appreciate the Akai

VS-A77U VHS Hi-Fi VCR
($779), the first such product

with a built-in Do/by
Surround decoder and stereo

amplifier. It has two other
surround -sound modes,

Concert Hall and Ambience
Recovery, and also features

Akai's Quick -Start transport.
video noise -reduction

circuitry, parental lockout,
and dark -screen video mute.

CI 0 0 0 0000
SONY

1111.1.1,

Alpine's Model 7907 Flagship
Reference head unit ($900) is
the first quadruple-
oversampling car CD tuner. It
also features a highly legible
display, a rugged disc and
laser transport system,
twenty -track CD
programming, and
twenty-four tuner presets.

Whether it's audio, video, or
both, and whatever the
diameter-from 3 to 12
inches-if it spins and can be
read by a laser, the Sony
MDP-200 ($950) can play it
without an adaptor. Also
impressive are its dual
quadruple-oversampling
converters and antiwarp disc
support.
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A tower of midrange
drivers is not

uncommon in genuine
high -end speaker

systems, and JBL has
entered these waters

with the unusually
smooth -sounding.

5 -foot -high Cascade
($3,600 a pair).

Between a 1 -inch
titanium tweeter at the

top and a 14 -inch
Aquaplas woofer at the

bottom is a vertical
array offour 3 -inch

titanium midranges,
which are fed staggered

signals to avoid
cancellation effects.

The Cambridge Audio CD1
Series 2 CD player, a
two-piece system that
isolates the laser/disc
transport from the D/A
converter, is the first player
with sixteen -times
oversampling and 32 -bit
digital filtering. It also
features a dual suspension,
multiple isolated power
supplies. and digital polarity
(phase) switching. Price:
approximately $4,000.
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Philips entered the !DTI'
(improved -definition 71)
arena with two monitor
receivers that feature
noninterlaced scanning
(twice the normal rate),
digital noise reduction, and
comb filtering. The 27 -inch
model lists for $1,500, the
31 -inch set for $2,600.

The C35 ($440 a pair) is a
bookshelf speaker featuring
KEF's new "Uni-Q" driver,
which combines an 8 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter
in one chassis for consistent
imaging and time -domain
behavior.

The Monitor 7 from
Precise Acoustic
Laboratories, designed by
recording engineer Keith
Johnson, stands 281/2
inches high and has an
8 -inch polymer -doped
woofer, a tuned port, and
a I -inch soft -dome tweeter.
Price. $460 a pair.

The Hifonics Doubleplay ($90) allows
a removable car stereo unit to be used

as the program and power source for a
secondary home or office system. The
head unit slides into the Doubleplay,

which plugs into a wall outlet and
includes an antenna and built-in

4 -inch speakers.
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DOLBY

I've never treated my listeners like morons.
I've never written an 'Ooh, baby.' Every lyric
has an idea behind it.



BY MARK PEEL

WHAT makes an artist
disappear at the pin-
nacle of success? In
the fall of 1984, twen-

ty -five -year -old Thomas Dolby
stood on top of the pop music
world. He had just completed a
four -continent tour for his album
"The Flat Earth." His EP "Blinded
by Science" had reached No. 5 on
the Billboard chart. His videos were
the brightest on MTV. The whiz kid
of synth was profiled in Down Beat,
hyped in People, trumpeted in the
Times. His music pumped energy
through the heaving PA'S of the hot-
test dance clubs. Thomas Dolby was
riding the crest of a new British
invasion: synth pop.

"The standard industry formula
would have been to crank out a few
more hits and really capitalize on
the publicity," Dolby said on a
recent layover in New York. "But I
didn't need the money and I didn't
want my life style to be invaded any
more than it already was. What I
really wanted to do was stretch out
musically."

It would be four years before he
would record another "Thomas
Dolby album," this year's "Aliens
Ate My Buick." During that time,
he set out on a series of temporary
jobs-as producer, sideman, and
soundtrack composer. As a produc-
er, he worked on recordings for art-
ists as diverse as Joni Mitchell and
the British pop band Prefab Sprout.
Those who listen for a "Dolby
sound" will have to rely on their
imaginations.

"I hope there isn't one," he said.
"I don't really go in for that 'Get me
Dolby' attitude. What I try to do as
a producer is bring out and enhance
the artist's own objective."

With Prefab Sprout, Dolby gave
the band's second album, "Two
Wheels Good," a largely acoustic
sheen rather than an electronic feel-
ing. By contrast, for Joni Mitchell's
"Dog Eat Dog" he produced a range
of synth effects. "When I'm in the
studio, I like someone there to prod
me, someone who'll say, 'Well now,
this isn't so good, is it?' Then I take
a walk around the block until I
come up with something better. As
a producer, I've tried to do the same
for the artists I've worked with."

Stretching out also meant writing
music for the ill-fated George Lucas
film Howard the Duck and Ken
Russell's Gothic. If there isn't an
identifiable Dolby "production
sound," there is even less a Dolby

"soundtrack sound." Howard the
Duck is pure power pop (and the
first hint of the Dolby to come in
"Aliens"). Gothic is another story.
Like Russell's movie, in which
Mary Shelley, John Keats, and Lord
Byron embark on a decadent week-
end of drink, hallucinogens, and de-
bauchery, unleashing a satanic de-
mon in the process, Dolby's music
is sinister and archly melodramatic.
Although both of his soundtracks
contain some of his best music, vir-
tually no one bought the records.

"A lot of good music gets over-
looked in soundtracks," Dolby said.
-One of my favorite composers is
Bernard Herrmann. Now, ask the
man in the street about Bernard
Herrmann, and you're apt to get,
'Who?' But say, 'Well, he did the
music for most of Hitchcock's films,
his first movie was Citizen Kane,
and his last was Taxi Driver, and
people begin to get the idea."

Doing soundtracks forced Dolby
to extend himself technically as well
as artistically: "There are all sorts of
tools of the soundtrack writer's
trade that, as you get experienced,
you learn to apply." He created the
dark, brooding themes of Gothic by
working from visual cues, establish-
ing a leitmotif for each character.
"Mary Shelley has a theme. The
monster has a theme. During the
storm scene, Ken was able to sug-
gest the presence of the monster
without ever showing him, by play-
ing the theme. Of course, the best
example of the technique is [John
Williams's] Jaws. If it weren't for
the music, you'd find that big rub-
ber shark laughable. The music is
more sharklike than the shark."

Dolby's soundtrack work led him
to re-evaluate his approach to pop
music as well. "Film writing was
refreshing. When you make a record
you want to get on radio, you have
to deal with a whole set of restric-
tions that are not very welcome. For
instance, you're almost obligated to
have that snare drum going every
second and fourth beat. Half the
volume on many of today's records
is that snare drum. And it's not
even a real drum. It's on a micro-
chip somewhere. That sound drives
me completely up the wall."

In many respects, "Aliens Ate My
Buick" is a reaction to what Dolby
calls "that digital, turbo -charged
sound" that dominates the air-
waves. "Airhead [the album's sec-
ond track] is a good example. We
kept the sound very, very pure. I sat
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in front of the speakers and said, 'I
want this to sound like a drum, not
a milk bottle crashing.-

The flesh -and -blood funk sound
of "Aliens" is a departure, too, from
the old -model Thomas Dolby. A
contributing factor in Dolby's re-
treat from the pop scene was his
growing concern over his image as
the Nutty Professor of rock. That
character, and the hit single that
launched it, Blinded by Science,
were never really representative of
his larger body of work, which was
more introverted and cerebral. Still,
the image of Dolby as eccentric tin-
kerer stuck. "Once people think of
you in a certain way, it's hard to
change it."

One way to change it, though, is
to wait four years between records,
then release something completely
different from anything you've
done before. "Aliens" finds Dolby
exchanging his white laboratory
smock and vacuum tubes for Cali-
fornia sports cars, leggy blondes,
and a big, decidedly unscientific,
boombox sound. Ironically, the
swaggering, irreverent funk of
"Aliens" is much more like the Dol-
by of Science, a song he has called
"frivolous," than the introspective
Dolby of the earlier Airwaves or
Mulu the Rain Forest. The paradox
isn't lost on him, but the music of
"Aliens," for now anyway, is the
"real" Thomas Dolby.

LAST year, Dolby moved from
his native London to Los An-
geles, which may have had
something to do with the

sound of "Aliens." If "Flat Earth"
was the product of the damp, gray
English city, "Aliens" is a reflection
of the material world of Southern
California-loud, gaudy, obsessed,
and oversexed. "It's sort of a jour-
nal of a Brit in Los Angeles," Dolby
said. He rejects the notion that Brit-
ish pop music is less commercial
than America's or that the British
economy, for all its troubles, pro-
vides a more fertile environment
for rock, one that encourages inno-
vation rather than conformity.

"That's very much a myth. It's
true, the Smiths never would have
happened in America. But England
is an oppressive place to live as an
artist. There's no funding. To be
successful, you've got to pander to
twelve BBC One producers who
control the British music business.
And the music press is savage. Cov-
ering rock music has replaced hunt-
ing grouse as sport. When I started

working with Prefab Sprout, they
were the critics' favorites. 'Oh,
you've never heard of Prefab
Sprout-they're an obscure band
from Newcastle.' Then, when they
made the charts, the same critics
said, 'I never really was into
them.' "

Here in the States, Airhead, the
first single off "Aliens," has gotten a
lot of attention in the music press.
Lyrics like "She thinks the fighting
in Central America's easily solved,
but what to wear to Bel Air pre-
mieres is a problem she could never
resolve," Dolby noted, have led
people to ask if the song isn't "a bit
sexist."

"A friend in England sent me a
version of the song with the lyrics
flipped around called Bonehead,
about a guy who wears tight -fitting
clothes and gold medallions. It had
me in fits. And I thought to myself,
now, is this abusive towards me as a
man? Of course not. It's a stereo-
type. And that's what Airhead is. It's
not about women, it's about air -
heads."

Dolby continued with a persua-
sive defense of his lyrics in general:
"One thing about my songs is that
I've never treated my listeners like
morons. I've never written an 'Ooh,
baby.' Every song has a lyrical point
to it. Every lyric has an idea behind
it. I feel I'm pretty responsible that
way."

Certainly no one can accuse Dol-

by of being predictable. Take his
association with George Clinton.
Dolby helped produce "You
Shouldn't-Nuf Bit Fish." Clinton
reciprocated with Hot Sauce for
"Aliens." The collaboration be-
tween the British, middle-class tech -
no -boy and the Cosmic Patriarch of
Funk is an unlikely one. But Dol-
by's first professional job was tour-
ing with a Jamaican r -&-b band. "I
always enjoyed rhythm-and-blues,"
he said. "But it seemed like the
mainstream devoted all its energies
to finding the perfect groove, while
the lyrics were unambitious-al-
ways about boys and girls, but un-
able to focus on other aspects of liv-
ing on this planet." That wasn't the
case with Clinton, however-
"George doesn't even confine him-
self to this planet."

Working with Clinton gave Dol-
by -the -loner insight into other, freer
ways of recording, and that free-
wheeling style is everywhere in evi-
dence in "Aliens," not just in the
heavy -funk groove and spaced -out
spaghetti -western guitar of Hot
Sauce but in the careening, 90 -mph
squeal of The Key to Her Ferrari,
the loose, reggae shuffle of Pulpcul-
ture, and the cool bop of Ability to
Swing.

Still, with Dolby there's always a
good deal of premeditation. The
guitar in Hot Sauce, for instance,
was no afterthought. "It's from the
video-which I haven't made yet.
In it I'm a correspondent for the
London Times in a tropical coun-
try. It's hot, everybody is sweating,
and I'm covering a rally at which
the Presidente is giving a long,
droning speech. Meanwhile I'm
watching a woman, an Eva Peron
type, and having a fantasy that she's
throwing me around in a tango in a
hot, smoky cafe. That's the gui-
tar."

DOLBY'S approach to music
video is one of the most
sophisticated in the field.
Does that point to a new

career? "My appetite for filmmak-
ing was whetted by videos and by
working on soundtracks. But it was
also dampened by seeing how peo-
ple get beaten up in Hollywood. It
made me appreciate the freedom I
have to record the songs I want with
the musicians I want, to release an
album or not release it, [to decide]
what the cover is going to look like.
The product I put out is entirely my
own. There aren't many filmmakers
who can say that." El

;
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THE FACT IS, YOU

SHOULD LISTEN TO NEC.

Fact: Over 1400 movies on

videotape and laser disc

have been encoded with

Dolby"' Surround Sound.

Fact: Compact discs have

established a new level of

audio realism.

Fact: TV broadcasts in

rich, full-bodied stereo have

become the rule, rather than

the exception.

With all the amazing new

audio source material that's

available these days, it's

understandable that you'd

want to rush right out and

get the equipment you need

to enjoy it.

But the fact is, much of

the equipment that promises

to turn the act of listening

into a big thrill, can actual-

ly turn out to be a big disap-

pointment.

Which is why, when it

comes to the subject of Sur-

round Sound, you really

should listen to NEC.

'NEC HAS MORE EXPERI-

ENCE WITH SURROUND

SOUND THAN ANYONE

ELSE.

And that's not the only

thing that gives us an edge.

You see, we're the leading

maker of semiconductors.

Since the technology of Sur-

round Sound is largely

dependent on microproces-

digital delay, which lets you

fine-tune delay time, in mil-

lisecond increments, to suit

the acoustics of your room.

And all our Surround

Sound components feature

genuine Dolby circuitry, so

you can take full advantage

of the Dolby Surround

Sound information encoded

on sc many tapes and discs.

What's more, our high -end

components offer a level of

BEFORE YOU
SURROUND YOURSELF

WITH SOUND,
SURROUND YOURSELF

WITH FACTS.

sors, we're in a unique posi-

tion to create the exact cir-

cuitry necessary to give you

the most lifelike sound.

For example, only NEC

offers digital delay circuitry

throughout its entire

Surround Sound line.

Many of our compo-

nents have adjustable

Communications For more ,nlormaeon call: (312) 860-9500 x 3210
.75 ON READER SERVICE CARD

,

Surround Sound that is

unsurpassed by anyone in

the industry.

It's called Dolby Pro -

Logic Surround.

PRO -LOGIC. THE BEST

OF THE BEST.

For sheer audio realism,, it

rivals anything you've ever

heard in any movie theater.

Pro -Logic circuitry is

remarkable for its ability to

deliver far better charnel

NEC Home Electroncs (USA). Inc x . . , Gan u

separation than conven-

tional systems can: from 26

to 40dB, as compared to only

about 3dB.

What's more, Pro -Logic

has an active center
channel-a separate, addi-

tional sound track-which

conventional systems lack.

This center channel dra-

matically heightens
realism.

Sound seems to emerge,

not from any given speaker,

but rather from the precise

point in space that it should.

It also mores to follow the

action of whatever's making

the sound, whether it's a bee

buzzing slowly across the

screen, or an F-16 blasting

over your head.

YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT

TO BELIEVE IT.

The feeling you.get from

NEC Surround Sound is

impossible to describe in

words. Which is why you

should ask an NEC dealer

for a demonstration.

It'll help reinforce one

very important fact:

Certain things in life sim-

ply cannot be compromised.

NEC
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FORD JBL AUDIO SYSTEM

BEST SOUND
SYSTEM

PLM730Y MAGAZINE

FORD JBL AUDIO SYSTEM
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

OVERALL
WINNER
AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE

The critics have spoken. They've praised Ford Audio
Systems for superb performance and exacting quality.
And they've honored them with impressive awards.
Here's what ,.he experts said about the Ford JBL Audio
System in the 1987 Lincoln Continental:

".. transcends the normal car stereo experience and
b4.ris to enter the realm of good home equipment...
the sound is exemplary...This is the first factory system
we've heard that could deliver real sock 'em bass
response... the Ford JBL system is simply spectacular"

Automobile Magazine

"...more expensive than concert tickets and probably
beater."

Playboy

"..toe Ford JBL system gives the best
value of the three." (in a comparison
w'th the Delco/Bose and Chrysler/
Infir ity systems)

Popular Mechanics AUDIO SYSTEMS

FORD AUDIOAM FM CASSETTE

DESIGN
EXCELLENCE

COMMENDATION

INOUSTWAL or-siarsSOCIET orAmERigs

PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEMFORD TAURUS MERCURY SABLE

BIGGEST
BANG

FOR THE

BucK
atiMMIOBILE MAGAzINE

Also earning recognition was the Ford Premium Sound
System in the Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable:

"Its purely technical performance is among the
best... The premium sound system's modest price buys
a tremendous jump in performance."

Automobile Magazine

There's good reason for the high marks given to
Ford Audio Systems. Each system is designed

and engineered for the specific acoustic
requirements of Ford, Mercury and

Lincoln vehicles, giving you true
custom-tailored performance.
Ford Audio Systems - the sound of
quality in every car we make.



BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's
critics choose the outstanding
current releases

K.D. LANG'S
ROMANTIC
"SHADOWLAND"

/T is an irony of sorts that the
most androgynous performer in
country music has recorded the
most lushly romantic album to

come out of Nashville this year. The
singer is, of course, k.d. lang, and
the album is "Shadowland," an
Owen Bradley -produced throwback
to the Jo Stafford era of the early
Fifties and the Nashville of the early
Sixties, when Bradley, Patsy Cline,
and others conspired to wed coun-
try and pop with orchestral sweeten-
ing and a rounding off of country's
rougher edges.

A Canadian eccentric who sub-
scribes to the e. e. cummings style of
lower-case proper names, lang is the
same progressive -country artist who
made her debut in the United States
last year with the roots -rock -ori-
ented "Angel with a Lariat," pro-
duced in England by Dave Ed-
munds. While that album reflects
one side of lang-who calls her style
"torch and twang"-she has a num-
ber of other facets to her personali-
ty, including a campy one that in-
spires her to dress in traditional
western garb and look like a cross
between Dale Evans and Keith
Richards. There's another one, too,
that sometimes impels her to lie
prone on stage while she's singing.

No less interesting, however, is
the k.d. lang who believes she's the
reincarnation of Patsy Cline, a theo-
ry that moved her to name her stage
band the reclines (get it?) and to
record an album with Patsy's legen-
dary producer.

All that might be enough to get
lang dismissed as a fruitcake of the
first order were it not for her ex-
traordinary voice-a dazzling com-
bination of emotion, range, and
control that so impressed Owen
Bradley that he came out of semire-
tirement to fulfill lang's dream.

The resulting album is a delightful
oddity, a collection of jazzy stan-
dards and antiques (Black Coffee,
Shadowland) rounded out by a nov-
elty number or two, a little Bob
Wills (Sugar Moon), a little-known
Roger Miller tune (Lock, Stock and
Teardrops), and the first -ever vocal
gathering of Bradley's three other
grande dames-Loretta Lynn,
Brenda Lee (who almost steals the
show), and Kitty Wells-in Honky
Tonk Angels' Medley.

The word most frequently used to
describe lang is "quirky," and that
certainly applies to the program in
"Shadowland," although not to the
performance. She doesn't sing this
material so much as she inhabits it,
especially the anguished Too Busy
Being Blue, which she delivers with
an explosion of emotion. To say
that lang is compelling is only to
scratch the surface.

Therein lies the problem, howev-
er. While "Shadowland" is a fasci-
nating glimpse of a remarkable tal-
ent, it showcases only one tiny part

of what she's about. There is none
of lang's own wonderful, offbeat
writing, and, without the reclines on
hand, there's none of the zaniness
that marks her stage performances.
But then perhaps this record is only
a side excursion from what prom-
ises to be a certain, if also circuit-
ous, trip to the top. If, as the years
go by, lang releases only one record-
ing for each aspect of herself, her
catalog should be a very full one
indeed. Alanna Nash

K.D. LANG: Shadowland. k.d. lang (vo-
cals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Western Stars; Lock, Stock
and Teardrops; Sugar Moon; I Wish I
Didn't Love You So; (Waltz Me) Once
Again Around the Dance Floor; Black
Coffee; Shadowland; Don't Let the Stars
Get in Your Eyes; Tears Don't Care
Who Cries Them; I'm Down to My Last
Cigarette; Too Busy Being Blue. Honky
Tonk Angels' Medley: In the Evening
(When the Sun Goes Down)/You Nearly
Lose Your Mind/Blues Stay Away from
Me. SIRE 25724-1, © 25724-4, ©
25724-2 (36 min).

k.d. lang: a dilfrrent kind of hanky -tank angel
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

PERAHIA PLAYS
SCHUBERT AND
SCHUMANN

SOME fifty years ago, when Ar-
tur Schnabel was almost the
only pianist playing the big
Schubert sonatas, he spoke of

them as "a safe supply of happi-
ness." The situation is much differ-
ent today, of course; Schubert's ma-
jor piano works are as abundantly
available in recorded form as Bee-
thoven's. But anyone familiar with
Schnabel's lovely phrase will surely
think of it after hearing Murray Per-
ahia's new recording of the A Major
Sonata (D. 959), which CBS has
packaged with the Sonata No. 2, in
G Minor, of Schumann.

The A Major is Schubert's penul-
timate sonata, the second of the
three "grand sonatas" he composed
in September 1828, two months be-
fore his death. It is a somewhat sun-
nier work than the C Minor Sonata,
which preceded it, and the great
B -flat Major Sonata, which fol-
lowed-though in the slow move-
ment a tragic character does over-
take the prevailing gentle melan-
choly or nostalgia. Perahia, unlike
some other very persuasive Schu-
bert players, does not probe for the
dark side or try to turn the lyric ges-
tures into stark images. He allows
the music its inherent radiance, its
innate lyric pulse, and it seems to
find its own level. In this respect his
performance may recall Schnabel's
own playing as well as his words,
but Perahia, while showing no less
warmth of heart and no less natural
momentum, produces more tonal
beauty and more subtle magic in his

Murray Perahia: subtle magic

pin -using than au-mai:xi or any otner
pianist who has recorded this work
in the intervening decades.

It was to Schumann that the pub-
lisher of Schubert's valedictory so-
natas eventually dedicated them in
1839, just after Schumann had un-
earthed Schubert's then -unknown
final symphony and given it to
Mendelssohn to perform. Schu-
mann's own sonatas continue to be
performed and even recorded very
infrequently, and the G Minor is a
fine choice here for the energetic
contrasts it provides. Perahia brings
it to life, and CBS has come through
with a recording of demonstration
quality. Richard Freed

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in A Ma-
jor, Op. posth. (D. 959). SCHUMANN:
Piano Sonata No. 2, in G Minor, Op.
22. Murray Perahia (piano). CBS 0 M
44569, © MT 44569, MK 44569 (54
min).

MARTI JONES'S
ROMANTIC
"USED GUITARS"

FEW things are as exciting as
watching talent reach its po-
tential. In "Used Guitars,"
her third album, Marti Jones

has fulfilled the promise of her two
previous solo efforts and her work
as lead singer of Color Me Gone.
"Used Guitars" showcases an in-
comparable voice-thick and sen-
suous on the bottom, clear and sil-
very on top-and an incurably ro-
mantic personality.

Jones has done very good work
before. "Unsophisticated Time"
and "Match Game"-her two pre-
vious records-worked the familiar
ground of folk -pop with quiet grace.
"Used Guitars" goes beyond them,
however, in a couple of ways. The
stylistic range of the material has
been expanded: Jones gets to rock,
to carry a torch, to come within a
ponytail of rockabilly. At the same
time, the musical arrangements
have been pumped up a little with a
few strings and horns, and some
heavy-duty guest performers-Mar-
shall Crenshaw and Mitch Easter
among them-make it snappy.

"Used Guitars" is a catalog of
love and its afflictions. On Back of
the Line, co -written by Jones and
producer Don Dixon, the narrator
is only one of many objects of her
lover's affection. She compares the
situation to taking a number in a

Marti Jones: a catalog of love

crowded store: "Got a ticket/Stand-
ing single file/Got a feeling/I'll be
here for a while." A Jackie DeShan-
non tune, Each Time, describes
how "Like a fool/I keep forgiving
you each time." And David Enloe's
I Don't Want Him (Anymore) takes
the perspective of the woman who
was two-timed while she was gone.
She tells her man's new love, "Go
ahead, take him, that's okay/I don't
want to be you when you're away."
Of course, love also has its healing
side for Jones. Maybe. Like the des-
perate, undeniable passion of Keep
Me in the Dark, co -written by Janis
Ian and Kye Fleming, or the salva-
tion offered in John Hiatt's If I Can
Love Somebody.

If it isn't clear by now, Marti
Jones is a romantic's romantic. In
"Used Guitars," she's got the right
material, the right musicians, and
the right voice. What more could
you ask for? Ron Givens

MARTI JONES: Used Guitars. Marti
Jones (vocals, guitars); Don Dixon (gui-
tars, background vocals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. Tourist
Town; Wind in the Trees: The Real
One; Ruby: Back of the Line: Twisted
Vines; Keep Me in the Dark; You Can't
Take Love for Granted; I Don? Want
Him (Anymore); Each Time; If I Can
Love Somebody. A&M SP -5208, © CS -
5208, CD -5208 (39 min).
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BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

A BEAUTIFUL,
BELIEVABLE
"LA BOHEME"

THE new Erato recording of
La Boheme is actually the
soundtrack of a feature film
due for theatrical release in

the U.S. sometime this fall. While
the Puccini opera has, on occasion,
enjoyed more opulent vocal per-
formances, I doubt if many of them
have been imbued with greater
credibility. Much of the credit for
the success of this realization be-
longs to conductor James Conlon,
who holds everything together nice-
ly yet allows his singers room for
self-expression and personal inflec-
tion. As a result, I often felt that I
was hearing a given phrase for the
first time, or that a moment of dra-
ma or of characterization was newly
revealed.

Barbara Hendricks, who sings
Mimi, has a voice ideally suited to
the role-clear, limpid, unforced,
and "meaningful"-but she never
overplays it. Instead, she illumi-
nates the youth, the lighthearted-
ness, and the vulnerability that are
integral to her character. And Jose
Carreras, who was unable to portray
Rodolfo in the film for reasons of
health, here turns in his best re-
corded performance in years. There
is much less forcing at the top in
forte passages, and his control of
pianissimo high notes is indeed re-
markable. Like Hendricks, he
brings to his assignment strong con-
viction, without exaggeration, and
is always true to the dramatic need
of the moment. The unadorned
simplicity in the work of these two
artists when they sing together lends
a moving realism to their scenes.

As Marcello, Gino Quilico is also
fine. His clear, youthful, robust
voice clearly delineates the enthu-
siastic good humor and deep feeling
that inform Marcello's character.
Musetta, on the other hand, is
shrewish, bossy, forward, but also
"buona," as Mimi says of her. It's
not easy to convey all of this vocally
without stridency or what may
sound like a lack of vocal discipline.
Angela Maria Blasi does not wholly

succeed, but she comes as close to
doing so as any recorded Musetta I
have heard.

Richard Cowan's Schaunard and
Francesco Ellero d'Artegna's Col -
line, both richly sung, show the
same characteristics as the leads:
musical accuracy and a sense of dra-
matic truth. Indeed, there is no
weak link in the cast. And there are
many high points in the perform-
ance. To pick one: The vignette
with Benoit in Act I is played with
somewhat more restraint than usual
so that you can readily see the
Bohemians' landlord as greedy,
lonely, henpecked-a comic figure,
but not a cardboard cutout.

The chorus and orchestra perform
with verve, and the recording itself
is clear and well balanced. Here is a
Boheme that, for both listening en-
joyment and communication of
Puccini's melodic love story, I can
gladly recommend. Robert Ackart

PUCCINI: La Boheme. Barbara Hen-
dricks (soprano), Mimi; Jose Carreras
(tenor), Rodolfo; Angela Maria Blasi
(soprano), Musetta; Gino Quilico (bari-
tone), Marcello; Richard Cowan (bari-
tone), Schaunard; Francesco Ellero
d'Artegna (bass), Colline; Federico
Davia (baritone), Benoit/Alcindoro;
Michel Senechal (tenor), Parpignol.
French Radio Chorus; Orchestre Na-
tional de France, James Conlon cond.
ERATO 0 NUM 75450 two LP's, 0 MCE
75450 two cassettes, ECD 75450 two
cD's (101 min).

Barbara Hendricks: moving realism

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of
previously released LP's

POPULAR
 BENNY GOODMAN: Yak Archives,
Val. 1. MUSICMASTERS CU 60142Z. A

dozen never -before -released recordings
from Goodman's private collection,
dating from 1955 to 1986.
 HAIR (James Rado-Gerome
Ragni-Galt MacDermot). RCA
1150 -2 -RC. Anniversary reissue of the
original -Broadway -cast recording of 1968,
including newly restored material.
"Exhilarating" (August 1971).
 DARYL HALL AND JOHN
OATES: Past Times Behind. MOBILE
FIDELITY MFCD 879. Vintage Hall and
Oates recordings (1969-1972)
commercially available for the first time.
 NICK LOWE: Labour of Lust.
COLUMBIA CK 36087. "Artless, silly, and
quite sublime" (August 1979).
 MIDNIGHT OIL: 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1.
COLUMBIA CK 38996. "Australia's best"
(July 1984).
 SANTANA: Havana Moon.
COLUMBIA CK 38642. "A gift" (Best of
Month. August 1983).
 TRAFFIC: Shoot Out at the lantasr
Factory. ISLAND 90027-2. On the Road.
90028-2. Welcome to the Canteen.
90924-2. Last Exit. 90925-2. "Terrific"
(February 1972).
 FRANK ZAPPA; You Can't Do That
on Stage Anymore, Vol. 1. RYKODISC
RCD 10081 (two co's). Twenty-eight
tracks of previously unreleased live
recordings from 1969-1984.

CLASSICAL
 BERG: Lulu Suite; Three Pieces for
Orchestra, Op. 6; Altenberg Lieder, Op.
4. M. Price, Abbado. DG 423 238-2.
"Brilliant" (January 1983).
 BERNSTEIN: Mass. Titus;
Scribner/Berkshire Boy Choirs; Peress.
CBS M2K 31008. "Mixed-up, theatrical,
deeply moving" (March 1972).
 ROSSINI: Semiramide. Cabal*,
Horne, Ramey; Lopez-Cobos. LEGATO
LCD 112-1 (two co's). Recorded live at
the Aix-en-Provence Festival in 1980.
 SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet in A
Major ("Trout"); String Quartet in D
Minor ("Death and the Maiden").
Curzon, Vienna Octet Members/Vienna
Philharmonic Quartet. LONDON 417
459-2. Classic performances recorded in
1958 (quintet) and 1964.
 WEILL: Berlin and American Theater
Songs. Lenya, Bean/Levine. CBS MK
42658. Mahagonny. Lenya;
Bruckner-Rijggeberg. M2K 37874 (two
co's). The Three -Penny Opera. MK
42637. Lenya; Brfickner-Ruggeberg.
Legendary recordings dating from the
mid -Fifties.
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"The technology for a new generation
of loudspeaker systems was already here;'
says Henry Kloss. I was just the first one to
put it together right:'

"Right," in this case, meaning a stereo
system that allows the integration of speak-
ers into a room in a way that's never before
been possible.

Ensemble.
The last loudspeaker

of Henry Kloss.
Ensemble combines two bass units, two

mid- to high -frequency tuts and something
you won't find in any hi-fi store on earth.

Your living room. Which now, because
of Ensemble's unique "system" design-
becomes a seamlessly integrated part of the
sound propagation process.

The resit is a system that gives you
perfectly balanced energy
throughout the full ten
octaves of music. And one
which, at the same time,
can be virtually invisible in
your living room.

The first speaker system
that doesn't

cheat you out of either
bass or space.

The fundamental
octaves that so much
of music is built on...

The almost sub -
audible but palpable
sounds generated by the big pipes of the
organ, ne bottom of the acoustic or electric
bass, the low notes of the synth...

The frequencies completely ignored
in the so-called "mini -speakers" now
in vogue...

Ensemble provides them. With two
dedicated, acoustic -suspension loudspeakers
whose jobs are solely to reproduce the bot-
tom two octaves of musical sigrificance.

It is by design, not afterthought,
that Ensemble comes with two, not one,
bass units.

Because the human ear can't easily
localize bass sound below about 150 Hz,

there is no need in a home music system for
the bass to emanate from the same source
as the higher frequencies. (And many acous-
tical reasons why it shouldn't.)

So to take advantage of this basic but
vastly overlooked fact, the bass units are built
small enough to be placed where they'll
produce the best sound, without visually
overpowering your room.

They area compact 12" x21" x4.5'.'
Yet they generate the low -frequency energy
that would ordinarily require either a pair of
very large conventional loudspeakers, or
adding on a massive "subwoofer." Moreover,
using two separate easily placed bass units
dramatically reduces the creation of standing
waves-the bane of pure hi-fi reproduction.

Without detriment to the sound,
Ensemble's bass units can be placed beneath
the couch, on top of the bookshelf, or under

the potted plant.
And the result is

a happy coincidence:
Where the units sound

the best is likely
where they'll look

the best. Even if that
means not being able to

see them at all.

There is a mgeryou can make, gyou don't
mind takin g moneyfivm house guests.

Place Ensemble's carPHtes where thepv visible.
Then hide one of the bass units under the

sofa, and put the other on the floor
with a *int on it. Whenyourfilends
arrive, bet them to point out where
the bass is co m. They'll
point to the sate &ay time.

As for the other 8 octaves
of music.

The rest of the sound spectrum, from a
nominal crossover of 140 Hz, is reproduced
by a stereo pair of two-way satellite units.
Each incorporates a low-&equency driver;
crossing over at 2,700 Hz to a direct -radiator
tweeter that goes beyond audibility.

They are small enough (4" x5" x8"
high) to set the sound stage (or so-called

"imaging") wherever you want it.
Finished in scratch -proof, gunmetal

grey Nextel, they look for a lifetime.

What Henry Kioss tells his friends:
Dery time I came out with a new speaker

at AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would ask
me, "Henry, is it worth the extra money for me
to trade up?" And every time I would answer,

"No, what you've already got is still good enough:
But today, with the introduction of

Ensemble, I tell them, "Perhaps now is the time
to give your old speakers to the children:'

Overcoming the fear
of paying too little.

This is more difficult than it may sound.
Because the Ensemble System sells for

an introductory price of only $499.
And it can be jarring to accept the notion

that a product actually outperforms others
costing several times more. But think back
on Henry Kloss' track record with AR, KLI-I,
and Advent, the best selling high-performance
speakers of their decades...Our commercial
success will come not from excessive prices
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on a small number of sales, but from selling
a lot of systems to a lot of people. You,
perhaps, among them.

The second thing you must overcome is
the misdirected notion that you must go to a
dealer showroom and listen to the speakers.

Because the fact is, the only
way to appreciate the astonishing
sound reproduction of this uncon-
ventional system is to audition it
in your own room environment.
Therefore, we sell only
factory -direct. Either by
phone, by mail, or by our
front door to make it as
easy as possible to get the
speakers to your
front door.
They come with a
straightforward
30 -day money -
back return policy

t New Klass. Membe r of tir Audio Ha 11 of Rime. 7he creator of Acoustic
Resecorh in the 1950, KLI ffrz the 1960Y, and Advent Or the 1970S-

, the domfrzant of their decades-now brires.you Ehsembk:
 the best- .ge a -.DIstem of this era.

Speaking directly to
the people who make the speaker.

b our knowledge, no other hi-fi manu-
facturer invites you to call, talk about, and buy
the system. ("Hello, Mr. Sorry?" Tly that.)

Nkt welcome you.
In fact, the easiest way to buy

Ensemble is to call us with your
credit card in hand, and speak with
someone who will be happy to
walk you through, talk you through,
everything you might ever want to

know about the system.
From wiry or wiry not to buy
Ensemble, to questions

about installation, room

The Ensemble Stew System:
2 bass units, 2 satellites, 100

feet of ore, mounting units,
intelligent d.ocumentation, and

a wciam body. (Ibur Cambridge
Soundl4brks audio expert.)

placement and other related audio equipment.
lb get literature, to chat -or to order -the

toll -free munber is 1-800-252-4434, Mon.-Thurs.,
9-9, Fri. and Sat., 9-6 Eastern lime. (In Canada,
1-800-525-4434.) Fax # (617) 332-9229.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNOWORKS
154 California St., Newton, Massachusetts 02158

 Send more information
0 Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for $499?
I'm paying by 0 Check 0 MC  Visa 0 AmEx

Aca. Number ExP

Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone (Area Code) Number

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI
MA residents add 5% sales tax.
'Plus freight. Call and ask. Suite #102
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by Christie Barter
& Ron Givens

F you loved the musical
version of Les Miserables,

you'll want to check out Miss
Saigon, a new work in pro-
gress by the French team of
Claude -Michel Schonberg
and Alain Boublil, who
created the current interna-
tional stage success based on
Victor Hugo's novel. A dou-
ble -disc "concept" version
will be released by Geffen this
fall even though the musical
itself won't be staged until
sometime next year.

Miss Saigon tells the story
of a young Vietnamese girl
who falls in love with an
American GI just prior to the
fall of Saigon in 1975. Schon-
berg has written the music,
Boublil and Richard Maltby,
Jr., have written the lyrics,
and Frances Ruffele, who
won a Tony Award for her
performance in Les Misera-
bles, sings the title role in the
album. Peter Kingsbery, lead
singer of the rock group Cock
Robin, performs as the sol-
dier, with support in other
roles from British pop star
David Essexand American
singer Laura Branigan. 0

OPENING the PBS net-
work's 1988-1989 Live

from Lincoln Center season
on September 21 is the New

Esham: live, from New York

York City Opera's new pro-
duction of Verdi's Rigoletto,
with Brent Ellis in the title
role, Faith Esham as Gilda,
and Richard Leech as the

D

Estefan: around the world

Duke. Elio Boncompagni will
conduct the performance,
which is being telecast from
the New York State Theater.

Esham is also featured in
the forthcoming Glynde-
bourne Festival recording of
Mozart's Le nozze di Figaro
on Angel, in which she sings
the role of Cherubino, with
Felicity Lott as the Countess,
Gianna Rolandi as Susanna,
Claudio Desderi as Figaro,
and Richard Stilwell as Al-
maviva. This Figaro com-
pletes Angel's new recorded
cycle of the three operas Mo-
zart composed to librettos by
Lorenzo Da Ponte-the other
two being Don Giovanni and
Cosi fan tutte-all deriving
from recent Glyndebourne
productions and all with Ber-
nard Haitink conducting the
London Philharmonic. 0

T'S been a whirlwind year
I for Gloria Estefan and the
Miami Sound Machine-and
it's not over yet. Since their
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second album, "Let It
Loose," came out in the sum-
mer of 1987, the band has
scored five straight Top 40
singles, including the No. 1

Anything for You. They've
also toured around the world,
including an appearance ear-
lier this year at the Prince's
Trust Concert in London.

K E R

This fall the band is sched-
uled to participate in Amnes-
ty International's Human
Rights Now! tour on a limited
basis and will begin work on
their next LP with Emilio Es-
tefan, Gloria's husband and a
former band member who
produces their records.

ONE bit of Western tech-
nology that's made it to

the top in the Soviet Union is
the CD player. Mikhail Gor-
bachev has one, we hear, as
do several of his associates,
and they all now have a new
CD to play on them, courtesy
of jazz pianist Dave Brubeck.
Brubeck took copies of "Mos-
cow Night," his latest record-
ing for Concord Jazz, with
him on Air Force One this
summer when he was invited
to play for the Reagans, the
Gorbachevs, and other digni-
taries attending the summit
in Moscow.

A Russian -American col-
laboration, "Moscow Night"
was recorded live at a sold -
out performance given by the
Dave Brubeck Quartet in the
Russian capital last year as
part of a thirteen -concert
tour. This year, the quartet
played a number of its own
standards and others, among
them Duke Ellington's Take
the "A" Train, which may
have been familiar to the
Russians as the theme music
for the Voice of America's
daily jazz program. At one
point Nancy Reagan was
heard to ask Mr. Gorbachev
if he liked jazz. The Soviet
leader reportedly replied, "I
like good jazz, and this is
good jazz."

Brubeck: to Moscow and back
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rOR many people, Keith
Richards's stinging guitar

work defines the sound of the
Rolling Stones. And, with
Mick Jagger, Richards has
written nearly all of the songs
recorded by the band. But un-

Richards: on his own

til his new solo album on Vir-
gin, Richards had never ven-
tured out on his own. For the
new record he used studios in
Memphis, Montreal, the
West Indian island of Mont-
serrat, and the Bahamas.
Among the musicians who
worked on the studio sessions
were guitarist Waddy Wach-
tel, horn man Maceo Parker,
bassist Bootsy Collins, and
vocalist Sarah Dash.

Fans of the Rolling Stones
should know, however, that
the Richards solo record
doesn't signal the end of the
group. This summer, band
members discussed recording
and touring together again. If
everything goes according to
plan, the Rolling Stones will
record early in 1989 and tour
that summer. 0

I: 1)

el OR his hit cross-
over album "Bee-

thoven or Bust," synthesizer
artist Don Dorsey decided to
score the last of the Seven
Bagatelles, Op. 33, as if it
were a film soundtrack. Spe-
cifically, he tried to depict a
car racing a train to a railroad
crossing. Parts of the Seventh
Bagatelle, he thought, really
do sound like car horns, so he
scoured Hollywood's junk
yards and assembled a con-
traption he calls his "horn -o' -
plenty," ten car horns pow-
ered by a 12 -volt car battery
and controlled by a bunch of
pushbuttons and toggle
switches. Anyone who's
owned a mid -Sixties Ford
pickup, says Dorsey, or a
Volkswagen Beetle or a Toyo-
ta 4 x 4 truck, might hear a
familiar honk among the bag-
atelle's opening flourishes in
"Beethoven or Bust" (Telarc
CD -80153). At press time, the
compact disc was in the No. 1
spot on Billboard's Classical
Crossover chart for the six-
teenth consecutive week. 0

ATTENTION, all fans of
sweet rock-and-roll har-

monies: The Tokens, known
for their No. 1 hit of 1961,
The Lion Sleeps Tonight,
have put out a new album,
"Re-Doo Wopp" on RBI In-
ternational. Actually, to be
precise, the record is by a
group called the Tokens fea-
turing Mitch Margo, which
also includes his brother Phil
Margo. Both Margos were
original Tokens; another
group currently performing as
"the Tokens" includes only
one original member.

NT

The title "Re-Doo
Wopp" refers to four

medleys of old hits sung in
contemporary pop arrange-
ments. The title track, for ex-
ample, uses an uptempo
dance beat for a medley of
Little Star, Hush -a -Bye, Little
Darlinc Sorry (I Ran All the
Way Home), Do You Wanna

K E R S

performance conducted by
Pierre Boulez at the same the-
ater in 1963, under consider-
ably calmer circumstances,
celebrated the work's fiftieth
anniversary, and a recording
of that performance was re-
leased in France by Disques
Montaigne in the spring of
this year, the seventy-fifth an -

The Tokens featuring Mitch Margo: sweet harmonies

Dance, Twist and Shout, Do
You Love Me, and La Bamba.
The record also includes a
couple of full-length oldies
and a few originals-and the
CD version has an instrumen-
tal -only track so you can sing
the vocals yourself. 0

STRAVINSKY'S The Rite of
Spring caused a riot at its

first performance, at the
Champs-Elysees Theater in
Paris, in 1913, but it went on
to change the course of twen-
tieth-century music. A special

Dorsey: Beethoven with horns

niversary of the premiere.
Despite the work's tumul-
tuous beginning, it seems,
record buyers today can't get
enough of it. Boulez's historic
recording, imported by Har-
monic Mundi USA, joins
more than twenty other ver-
sions already available on
compact disc, including a
couple of others by Boulez.
And we're still counting. 0

GRACENOTES. Alto saxo-
phonist Frank Morgan's

new record on Contempo-
rary, "Yardbird Suite," is a
tribute to Charlie Parker... .
Avant-garde rocker Brian
Eno has a new label, Opal
Records, which is being dis-
tributed by Warner Bros. The
first releases should be in
stores any day now. . Ton
T. Hall has aimed for a
younger audience with his
new Mercury record, "Coun-
try Songs for Kids." . Te-
larc is releasing an all-inclu-
sive version of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's The Sound of
Music that contains every-
thing written for Broadway as
well as material cut prior to
the show's opening and new
music written for the film. 0
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Adecade ago, Concord changed
car stereo forever. In those days,
8 -track tape reigned supreme and
the idea of high quality sound in a car
was considered impossible. By chal-
lenging that belief, Concord appealed
to a select few who demanded the
best. High performance car stereo
was born.

In the years that followed,
Concord's quest for performance
continued. Time and time again,
Concord led the industry in devel-
oping new autosound technology.
This drive for perfection established

1977

Concord as the reference standard
for car stereo equipment.

Today Concord's leadership con-
tinues with the seven CX series cas-
sette/receivers. The flagship CX70
incorporates the two most recent

VOL OW BAL

-OPAL,
BASS TREBLE00

First car deck
with preamp outputs

1977
First car deck

with a
preamp level fader

1977
First car deck

with Sen-Alloy
tape head

1977
First 50 watt
car amplifier

Concord Firsts -a 3 -Band Bass/
3 -Band Treble equalizer and an active
preamp level Subwoofer Crossover.
The equalization system provides
an extraordinary degree of control
over the unpredictable acoustics of a

CCA.RD 50 WATTS 2/4 WA/
MP DUAL A711/11/01111- lkf, 4- WO MO V11
In  a. RIM FULL LO't.

EJECT PROG REW FF

SEEK PSCAN <-11,4E>

3K ,

T.E0 12K LOUD COI

MIL
ISO 240 NPFNR ST

1978
First in -dash deck
with Dolby fr
noise reduction

0111111111111.m.....

1979
First car deck

with switchable
bass EQ system

1979
First car deck

with D.C. Servo Motor

Consider



vehicle's interior. The crossover
allows easy system biamplification.
In addition the CX70 has a remov-
able chassis that lets you protect your
investment in good sound.

The CX70 also incorporates many
other Concord Firsts. FNR" FM
noise reduction, a Matched Phase'"
tape head, dbx tape noise reduction
and a DC servo tape drive motor are
all included.

Putting all the performance and
control features of the CX70 in a car
stereo unit could result in a jumble of
indecipherable, hard to use controls.

But the large dual function, color
coded controls of the CX units make
it easy to get the most from their
exceptional performance.

The CX70 is just one of seven CX
cassette/receivers that incorporate a
variety of the Concord Firsts. When
used in conjunction with Concord's
CS speakers and, for the greatest
fidelity at higher volume levels, the
Concord CA amplifiers, the CX cas-
sette/receivers provide a level of
musical enjoyment that will have
you dreaming up reasons to spend
more time in your car.

Consider the Concord Firsts and
you'll consider Concord first.

Concord Systems, Inc., 25 Hale Street,
Newburyport, MA 01950

(617) 462-1000 (800) 2257932

Marketed in Canada by:

PACO Electronics Ltd.
20 Steelcase Road VV, Uni-. 10
Markham, Ontario DR 1B2

(416) 475-0740

A Harman International Company

CONCORD®
Anything else is a compromise.

1981
First car deck

with auxiliary inputs

1982
First dbx noise

reduction for the car

1983
First car deck

with 2/4 way
amplifiers

1982
First Matched Phase'"

tape head

1984
First car deck

with FNR'" FM
noise reduction

1987
First car ci.ck
with 3 Band

Bass/Treble 1:0

1987
First in dash deck

with subwoofer :rossover

Concord Firsts.
CIRCI E NO 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AT PHASE LINEAR,
WE BELIEVE THIS END
OF THE DOESN'T
HAVE TO BEDIALTHE END
OF THE ROAD.

It's that section of your volume control where
most car speakers begin to lose their composure. And

some come completely un-
glued. We call it Phase
Linear territory - and
for good reason.

Once you reach
a certain volume level,
the cones of ordinary
car speakers start to
"break up:' causing
distortion of your
music (a generally

unpleasant experience). It's a situation that can make
you want to avoid the upper reaches of your car stereo
system at all costs. Fortunately, Phase Linear has a
simple (yet sophisticated) solution.

PHASE LINEAR' GRAPHITE' SPEAKERS -
OUR LATEST INNOVATION.

Last year we introduced
Phase Linear graphite speakers.
And we've watched our invention
become the standard of excellence
for the rest of the industry. For
excellent reasons. Woofer cones
that are felted and molded of graph-
ite -fibre are lighter and more rigid
than conventional paper or plastic.
When you combine light weight
with high rigidity, you get a speaker
that offers less coloration and distor-

don. A speaker so rich and responsive, so true to the
original source material that we might have copied the
design ourselves-if we hadn't invented it!

PHASE LINEAR SPEAKERS
HAVE AN APPETITE FOR POWER.

We know that many of today's top -of -the -line
car systems possess incred-
ible amounts of power.
So we build speakers
with an appetite for
wattage that's equally
enormous! Right here
in the U.S.A. Our 6"x
9" speaker, for example, delivers 250
watts of peak power handling. And other Phase Linear
speakers have comparably high ratings. Add to that
mix polycarbonate midranges, ferrofluid-filled tweeters
and long -throw woofers-and you've got all the power-

handling ability you'll ever need.
OUR SPEAKERS LOOK AT LEAST AS

GOOD AS THEY SOUND.
Phase Linear carries this high level of excel-

lence right down to our sleek and handsome appear-
ance, too. No matter what kind of car you drive, our
equipment will look, fit and sound top-notch. And
we have models that can upgrade the sound of any
dashboard, door or deck, too!

So, before you decide to travel with a pair of
ordinary car speakers, climb up to
Phase Linear territory. You'll dis-
cover music like you've never heard
it before.

At any level.

THE GRAPHITE DIFFERENCE

Graphite Paper

I

/

Idea
ime

The rigid graphite
cone responds more
quickly and accu-
rately to changes in
the music than a
conventional paper
cone. This improved
impulse response
results in a greater
sense of realism and
immediacy than pos-
sible without the
graphite. The height-
ened level of realism
is the graphite differ-
ence, it's what you've
been listening for.

GRAPHITE
tM

Making the best of sound technology.

DIGITAL

READY

I987. Phase Linear." a Division of International
Jensen Inc Phase Linear" n a registered trademark
of International lemen Inc
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POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,
Ron Givens, Roy Hemming,
Alanna Nash, Mark Peel,
and Steve Simels

GREGORY ABBOTT: I'll Prove It to
You. Gregory Abbott (vocals, key-
boards, drums); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Back to Stay; Prisoner
of Love; I'll Prove It to You; Runaway;
Unfinished Business; and five others.
COLUMBIA FC 44087, © FCT 44087, 115)
CK 44087 (39 min).

Performance: A smoothie
Recording: Good

In his debut album, "Shake You
Down," Gregory Abbott, a handsome
former college teacher, showed that he
sounds as good as he looks. On this sec-
ond outing, which he also produced, he
demonstrates staying power with suave-
ly smooth interpretations of his own
high -quality songs. Abbott brings to his
work a solid sense of the tunefulness
and restraint that marked black popular
music of earlier decades. The songs flow
with ease and grace, and he even
reaches back for a touch of the blues in a
number like Prisoner of Love, with its
vintage guitar licks. But Abbott is also
quite contemporary, mingling elements
of these earlier styles with modern pro-
duction techniques. As in his first
album, there's one dazzling ballad here,
the title song, I'll Prove It to You. Over-
all, there is enough variety and just
plain good singing to yield abundant
satisfaction. P.G.

JAMES BROWN: I'm Real. James
Brown (vocals): Full Force (instrumen-
tals and background vocals); other mu-
sicians. Tribute: I'm Real; Static (Parts
I and 2); Time to Get Busy; She Looks
All Types a' Good; and five others.
ScoTTI BRos./CBS FZ 44241, © FZT
44241, ZK 44241 (45 min).

Performance: Caricaturing himself
Recording: Unsatisfactory

Some have said that James Brown has
been singing the same song for the past
twenty-five or thirty years-he just
changes its name from one album to the
next. "I'm Real" only serves to rein-
force that myth. Brown, who long ago
dubbed himself the Godfather of Soul,

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

O = DIGITAL -MASTER LP
© = TAPE. CASSETTE

= COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARF
TO NEAREST MINUTE)

CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN
/N case you hadn't noticed, that
long -threatened Sixties revival is
upon us. Or maybe it just seems
that way if you listen to the kind of

music popular on college radio. What
with REM recycling Byrds licks over
Michael Stipe's psychedelically vague
lyrics, or 10,000 Maniacs waxing pasto-
ral while lead singer Natalie Merchant
makes like some hippie manqué, not to
mention Tracy Chapman and Suzanne
Vega making the world safe for solo folk
singers-well, suddenly it does seem
that a lot of younger musicians are real-
ly bugged that they were born too late to
play at Woodstock.

Still, the award for the Best Sixties
Album Made in 1988 by a College
Radio Band has got to go, hands down,
to "Our Beloved Revolutionary Sweet-
heart," the major -label debut of a group
called Camper Van Beethoven. What's
ironic-and refreshing-about it is
that, for a change, the Sixties parallels
seem unconscious rather than calcu-
lated. What with the group's reliance on
violin, mandolin, and other distinctly
unfashionable instruments and lead
singer David Lowery's reedy, boy -next-
door vocals, Camper Van Beethoven
doesn't sound like the Sixties icons you
might expect-the Airplane, say, or the
Doors-but rather like the thoroughly
obscure Kaleidoscope, a group that
hardly anybody remembers except per-
haps as Jackson Browne sideman David
Lindley's first band. Now, the likeli-
hood that these guys actually set out to
be a Kaleidoscope clone seems to me to
be on the order of winning the lottery
three times in a row. Which is to say
that Camper Van Beethoven probably
happened on their sound by accident,
but they wear it well.

In fact, the record is thoroughly
charming on its own terms, and it's fair-
ly radical stuff in this era of cookie -cut-
ter synthesized pop. There's the bizarre
camp of a track titled Change Your
Mind, the vaguely XTC-ish innocence
of The Fool, and the fabulous line,
"Take off that jumpsuit, you look like
Grace Slick!," which adorns Turquoise
Jewelry. There's also a lot of really
sharp instrumental work (Jonathan Se -
gel's violin flourishes are every bit as
swell as Dave Swarbrick's were for Fair-
port Convention) and, best of all, in
Tania, one authentic masterpiece. A
minor -key ode to Patty Hearst, the
revolutionary sweetheart of the album's
title, Tania sounds for all the world like
some demented Old Russian folk tune,
arch and absolutely sincere at the same
time. And that, come to think of it, is a
fairly apt description of the whole
album.

Unless you're a fanatical Sixties corn -
pietist, you've probably never heard a
record quite like this one. Though I've
been dreading the return of that unhap-
py decade for longer than I'd care to
mention, "Our Beloved Revolutionary
Sweetheart" almost makes me glad I
hung around to welcome its come-
back. Steve Simels

CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN: Our
Beloved Revolutionary Sweetheart.
Camper Van Beethoven (vocals and in-
strumentals). Eye of Fatima (Parts I
and 2); 0 Death: She Divines Water;
Devil Song; One of These Days; Tur-
quoise Jewelry; Waka; Change Your
Mind; My Path Belated; Never Go Back;
The Fool; Tania; Life Is Grand. VIRGIN
90918-1, © 90918-4, 90918-2 (42
min).
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is now reduced to self -caricature. This
set is almost embarrassingly self-serv-
ing. Side one opens with a tribute from
Full Force, Brown's musical support
group, and side two opens with a staged
interview in which he tells us that the
lyrics in the album are "very intelli-
gent." Admittedly, the riveting percus-
sion in She Looks All Types a' Good
demands to be danced to, and the
rhythms throughout are pleasantly
stimulating. But except for an occasion-
al huff, grunt, or shout, Brown does pre-
cious little singing. That's unfortunate,
because his previous album, "Gravity,"
highlighted by the hit Living in Ameri-
ca, demonstrated that he still has the
stuff and can deliver it when so
inspired. But here he offers little more
than a deep bow to his own past. P.G.

targets, from militarism and drugs to
racism and child prostitution. Some-
times the lyrics are obvious in senti-
ment, and often they're preachy, but
they are unarguably serious. Third,
there is the sincerity. Club Nouveau
really wants to make this a better world,
and "Listen to the Message" is its
attempt to make a start. You could do
worse than to dance to this music and
learn from these words. R.G.

MICHAEL CRAWFORD: Songs from
the Stage and Screen. Michael Craw-
ford (vocals); London Symphony Or-
chestra, Andrew Pryce Jackman cond.
West Side Story Medley; If I Loved You;
In the Still of the Night; When You Wish
upon a Star; Memory; Not a Day Goes
By; You'll Never Walk Alone; and four

Tracey Thorn and Ben Watt of Everything But the Girl

CLUB NOUVEAU: Listen to the Mes-
sage. Club Nouveau (vocals and instru-
mentals); instrumental accompani-
ment. It's a Cold, Cold World!; Listen to
the Message; Dancin' to Be Free; For the
Love of Francis; What's Going 'Round?;
Only the Strong Survive; and three oth-
ers. WARNER BROS. 25687-1, © 25687-
4, © 25687-2 (42 min).

Performance: Political grooves
Recording: Okay

Three things dominate "Listen to the
Message." First, there are the grooves.
They don't sizzle; they don't burn; they
percolate. The modest rhythm tracks
aren't overlayered with sound. They're
spare, with just a few accents by guitars
or synthesizers. And, for the most part,
they work amazingly well, precisely be-
cause they don't try too hard. Second,
there is the politics. Club Nouveau
takes on a broad array of sociopolitical

others. COLUMBIA OC 44321, © OCT
44321, 0 CK 44321 (45 min).

Performance: Music of the night
Recording: Excellent

The Tony Award -winning star of
Broadway's Phantom of the Opera takes
off that show's mask and reveals that he
is equally at home with the show tunes
of Berlin, Porter, Bernstein, Sondheim,
and a few others-as well as, inevitably,
a couple of other Lloyd Webber mu-
sicals (Cats and Song and Dance).
Crawford's somewhat nasal voice has a
tendency to be strident at times, espe-
cially on long -held high notes, but he
knows how to rein it in or let it out
when needed for dramatic effect. And
there's never any doubt that he means
every word he's singing. His combina-
tion of youthful exuberance and roman-
tic charm even manages to win out over
the bland orchestra -and -chorus arrange-

ments, which sound too much like pre-
tentious Fred Waring retreads. R.N.

EVERYTHING BUT THE GIRL:
Idlewild. Tracey Thorn (vocals); Ben
Watt (vocals, guitar); instrumental ac-
companiment. Love Is Here Where I
Live; These Early Days; The Night I
Heard Caruso Sing; Shadow on a Har-
vest Moon; Tears All over Town; and six
others. SIRE 25721-1, © 25721-4, ©
25721-2 (41 min).

Performance: Very smooth
Recording: Quite good

Everything But the Girl's fourth Ameri-
can release is rather modest even for
this low-key duo. Once again, Tracey
Thorn and Ben Watt immerse them-
selves in the ambience of after-hours
jazz-smoky and cool-and let the mu-
sic flow in a relaxed fashion. The
uptempo numbers, such as Oxford
Street and Blue Moon Rose, may swing
a little or bounce a lot, but they're quiet-
ly restrained. As a result, the focus is on
Thorn's deep, throaty vocals and the
pristine arrangements of the instrumen-
tal tracks. "Idlewild" is easy listening in
the best sense.

Thorn is a jazz singer, but I'm not
sure if "Idlewild" is jazz. Perhaps it's
because the duo almost never stretches
out, which may be another indication of
musical modesty, but I prefer to think
that Thorn and Watt are trying to
complement their lyrics. These songs
are filled with what appears to be auto-
biographical detail. Many of them deal
with everyday subjects-the untar-
nished life of a two -year -old or unex-
pected homesickness for an England
that has many faults-in a very plain-
spoken fashion. These are the torch
songs of normal people leading normal
lives, universal situations presented in
low relief with a subtlety that gives
them great power. R.G.

MARTI JONES: Used Guitars (see
Best of the Month, page 82)

EVELYN "CHAMPAGNE" KING:
Flirt. Evelyn "Champagne" King (vo-
cals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Flirt; You Can Turn Me On;
Kisses Don't Lie; Stop It; Hold On to
What You've Got; three others. EMI
MANHATTAN El -46968, ©E4-46968, ©
E2-46968 (42 min).

Performance: A fine return
Recording: Good

In the ten years since she began record-
ing, Evelyn "Champagne" King has
held on to the youthful energy and ebul-
lience that accounts for her nickname,
and in "Flirt," her first release in quite
some time, she proves that she still has
the power to deliver classy dance music
that's tuneful and spirited. She works
here with several producers who are
equally accomplished as composers and
instrumentalists, among them Leon F.
(Continued on page 97)
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It's a great way to find
yourself.

Whether you're in field
training, or in a helicopter
skimming treetops at 90 miles
an hour or building a bridge,
the Army Reserve gives you a
chance to spend a weekend
doing something out of the
ordinary.

You'll usually serve one
weekend a month and two
weeks a year with a Reserve
unit nearby. You'll make good
friends. Earn good pay and
benefits. If you qualify, you can
learn a valuable skill in elec-
tronics, automotive repair or in

hindreds of other occupation 3l
fields, depending on the need;
Or your local unit.

It's solid experien:e which
co.ild help you advance in any
career you chocse.

If you're in high school cr
college, the Army Reserve can
offer you a variety of ec uca-
tbnal and financial assistance
programs you may qualify for.
With benefits tat won't disap-
pear when the weekend is over.

Interested? TA to your
local Army Reserve recruiter
today. Or call, toll -free.
1 -800 -USA -ARMY.

BE ALL YOU CAN BL

ARMY
RESERVE



Amazing.

How it works.
A brief conversationwith Bob Carver.

Q. How can The Amazing Loudspeaker put out so much
pouerfid, emended bass?

A Bruleforoe..4 total oft subuvofers each with.' times the
4vcursion of regular bass drversfor a total displacement

(area times eirursion I ofalmart 2000 cubic inches. The low

frequency 3dB point is 18Hz!

Q Why use a ribbon driver?

A Because the sound qit ribbon is nothing short ofglorious!

Free °individual drireranomalies and crossover problems.
the Amazing Loudspeaker's emended line source driver delir

em a majestic sonic image that literallyfloats 3 -dimensional

acoustic space. Simultaneously it reproduces an amazing

amount of muskal detail that.S simply unmatched by ar t.

point source driver.

POWERFUL

evoluhon
Distributed in Canada by: lechnolow



Q. But aren't ribbon drums inefficient?

Not when designed with enough magnetic field strength. Each

Amazing Loudspeaker ribbon uses 30feet ofhigh energy mag-

nets in a special fiKusedliekl gap. Al 82dB efficiency /hats

alum/ hike as efficient as any other ribbon that goes down to
100Hz. Our 31-1.0t you ampyier yields peak SKS arceeding

106 dB: up lo 110dB with an M-1.511 Afore than ample to

tkliter a , mpho licorcbestracsonicpow,fflhrow'center.

watts and exotic buzz words the way our

competitors' ads do.

Because there's bound to be quite a story behind a speaker

that's feet tall and yet just 11/2 inches thick. Especially when Bob

Carver has a hand (or rather two hands, both feet and a year or so

of lab time) in its creation.

But ingenious design is only our means to an end. The begin-

ning of a dramatic awakening that will

re -define for you the very essence of music.

The Amazing Loudspeaker can etch

a sonic image so detailed you can almost see rosin drift from a bow

onto the polished surface of a violin.

It can brighten your listening room with the sheen of a #4A

drumstick on a Zildjian hi -hat cymbal. Or darken it with the smokey

midnight growl of a battered baritone sax.

It can stun your senses and rear-

range your furniture with thunderous sal-

vos of tight, perfectly controlled low bass.

It can meticulously separate every instrument and vocal on

a dense, multi -track mix and project each in sharp relief at precise

points across the sound field.

In short, the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker restores what time

and reading too many speaker ads often takes away.

Sheer wonder.

We have merely touched on the

highlights of this truly amazing loud-

speaker. We'd be happy to send you more information includ-

ing reprints of several great reviews.

However, if your immediate interest is the sensation of a

listening room melting away to reveal the crystalline clarity of pure

music, you need only visit your nearest Carver dealer.

Your amazement will begin when you discover just how afford-

able the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker really is.

This is not a typical speaker ad. Because The Amazing Loud-

speaker is anything but a typical speaker.

This isn't even a typical Carver ad.

'ate, the Amazing Loudspeaker breaks so many conventional

speaker rules - and succeeds so spectacularly at it - that we're
tempted to fill this ad with a litany of hertz.its overall sound is spectacular, its bass perform-

ance surpasses that ofalmost any other speaker
one might name."

,STEREO REIIER"

"The image is as wide. deep and multi -layered
as! hare ever heard Only Infini4,'s $35,000
Reference Standard impressed me more."

Henry Hunt
Hi Fidelity Editor

HOI VON POST

"llsokes certain design problems and achieves
certain sonic results with a simplicity andflair
that can only be railed well. amazing."

PeterAczel

THE AUDIO CRITIC

"It's price is ridiculously low for what it does
and... what comparable products cost. -

Julian Hirsch

STEREO REVIEW

CARVER
MUSICAL ACCURATE
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The performance is about to begin.
Introducing Pioneer's New High -Performance Car Stereo Amps.

Take your seat. Turn up the volume. And get ready for the ride of your life.
Because our new high-powered, low -distortion car stereo amps are de-

signed to give you unparalleled sonic quality-incredibly crisp, clear highs,
heart -pounding bass, and a flawlessly brilliant midrange.

And with cutting -edge features like internal fan cooling, High -Speed
MOS-FET transistors, PWM power supply and flexible multi -channel bridging,
these powerplants turn any drive into high-performance excitement.

Pioneers new car stereo amplifiers. They simply outperform anything
else on the road

'tk;$ -. LON Bloch CA Modei shown GM 4000 "Both channels Omen ,nto 4 ohms. 20 to 20000Mi

t 0.4 ADER SERviCt CARD

Model Number

Max Power Rating'
EIA Power Rating

Free. Response
(Hz) (r lee)

THD (%)
(MHz, 4 ohms)

200x2
100x2

100w x 2 60w it 2
50w x 2 30w x 2

10- 10 -
50000 50,000



Sylvers III, "Wah Wah" Watson, Ron
"Have Mercy" Kersey, and Evan Rog-
ers. Sylvers's Before the Date, with its
offbeat rhythms, is the best dance num-
ber, and Rogers's When Your Heart
Says Yes has a catchy melody, but the
real knockout is Kersey's Kisses Don't
Lie. It's probably the best ballad King
has ever recorded, and she delivers it
with passionate intensity. "Flirt" is a
welcome return. P.G.

K.D. LANG: ShadowIand (see Best of
the Month, page 81)

KATYNA RANIERI: Chansons pour
FeRini. Katyna Ranieri (vocals); orches-
tra, Riz Ortolani cond. Songs based on
themes from La strada, I vitelloni,
Amarcord, Casanova, Giulietta degli
spiriti, 8V2, others. MILAN/IBR CD
329 (57 min).

Performance: La doke neat -a
Recording: Fittingly mellow

Some of the most immediately identifi-
able movie music this side of John Wil-
liams has come from the scores the late
Nino Rota composed for a whole string
of Federico Fellini movies, from I viiel-
loni in 1953 to Casanova in 1976. Strict-
ly instrumental albums of these scores
have been around for years, but "Chan-
sons pour Fellini" is the first vocal set I
can recall. Some of the lyrics were
apparently written especially for Katy-
na Ranieri, and all have been arranged
by her husband, Riz Ortolani, also one
of Italy's top movie composers.

Ranieri's voice seems to have lost
much of the torchy belting power it had
in her club heyday in the Sixties, but she
croons these thoroughly appealing and
often catchy melodies in a meltingly
mellow style that makes the record per-
fect for late -night listening. All the songs
are sung in Italian, so it's disappointing
that no printed lyrics or English transla-
tions are provided. R.H.

DAN REED NETWORK. Dan Reed
Network (vocals and instrumentals).
Get to You; Ritual; I'm So Sorry; Baby
Don't Fade; Halfway Around the World;
Rock You All Night Long; and five oth-
ers. MERCURY 834 309-1, 834 309-4,
© 834 309-2 (48 min).

Performance: Hard funk
Recording: Very good

No one yet has matched Prince's fusion
of hard rock and funk, although many
have tried. For the most part, those
attempts have focused on the funk side
of the equation. Now comes the Dan
Reed Network, a quintet that takes its
very commercial, hard -rock sound and
funks it way up. The principal compos-
er and singer, Dan Reed, often sounds
like a dead ringer for His Royal Bad-
ness, especially in the opening track,
World Has a Heart Too. Reed also
writes like Prince-Tamin' the Wild
Nights could almost be an outtake from
"Purple Rain." At other times, the Dan

Dan Reed Network: more hooks than a bait-and-tu, tit ,hop

Reed Network transcends its Princely
state and sounds a lot like Journey, yet
it overcomes the sense of déjà vu inher-
ent in its music. When it comes to writ-
ing catchy tunes, Reed stocks more
hooks than a bait -and -tackle shop, and
his Network plays as if its musical life
hung in the balance. R.G.

FEARGAL SHARKEY: Wish. Feargal
Sharkey (vocals); Danny Kortchmar
(guitars, keyboards, saxophone); other
musicians. Cold, Cold, Streets; More
Love; Full Confession; Out of My Sys-
tem; Strangest Girl in Paradise; and five
others. VIRGIN 90895-1, © 90895-4,
90895-2 (42 min).

Performance: When he's hot . . .

Recording: Pretty good

The first solo album by Feargal Shar-
key, former lead singer of the Under-
tones, was so subtle and understated
that much of it barely registered. This
time around, he's made a record that
cannot go unnoticed. With the help of
producer Danny Kortchmar, whose gui-
tar playing is the instrumental heart of
the album, Sharkey takes a measured
soul turn. The first three tunes show
Sharkey's range-the steady, churning
Cold, Cold, Streets; the peppery, Otis
Redding -like More Love.; and the lan-
guorously funky Full Confession. The
smooth Out of My System offers a gen-
erous helping of hot, buttered soul, and
Strangest Girl in Paradise, a steady
rocker, takes a vivid look at the sordid

side of Hollywood. Beyond these five
gems, however, the material gets thin.
While Sharkey's high, raspy voice is
always interesting to listen to and the
songs are produced sympathetically by
Kortchmar, five out of the ten tracks are
hardly memorable. But the good ones
are very good. R.G.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC: Zuma. South-
ern Pacific (vocals and instrumentals);
instrumental accompaniment. Honey I
Dare You; Midnight Highway; Wheels
on the Line; Just Hang On; Bail Out;
and five others. WARNER BROS. 25609-
1, 25609-4, 25609-2 (37 min.)

Performance: AM radio
Recording: Good

Southern Pacific, with its all-star lineup
of former Doobie Brothers and refugees
from Creedance Clearwater Revival
and Pablo Cruise, delivers its third
album with an implied admission: De-
spite the superior musicianship and vo-
cal blend, this is a singles band, playing
music made for quick, disposable, feel -
good radio. Anyone looking for con-
tinuity of expression, for artistic or spir-
itual vision, or even for a clearly
espoused life style is not likely to come
away satisfied.

Now that I've said that, however,
there's no denying that certain of these
songs are irresistible hard -driving, hy-
brid country -rock. Midnight Highway,
with its crisp drums and clangy guitars
underscoring John McFee's take -charge
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HALL AND OATES
THERE have been many expon-

ents of blue-eyed soul, but no-
body has ever outdone Daryl
Hall and John Oates in blue-

eyed Motown. Appropriately enough,
when the duo took a break from per-
forming together three years ago, it
came after they had sung at the Apollo
Theatre in Harlem with two former lead
singers of the Temptations, Eddie Ken-
drick and David Ruffin. In a kind of
apotheosis, Hall and Oates became
Temptations for a night.

Now, after three years apart, the duo
has come back together for "Ooh
Yeah!" Once again, Hall and Oates
dance along the fine line between soul
and rock. If you've ever loved Hall's
emotive crooning, Oates's sweet har-
monies, and the funky -but -cool band
behind them, this new record will satis-
fy you down to your boogity-shoes.
You'll hear gossamer r -&-b in Down-
town Life, stutter -step r -&-b in I'm in
Pieces, hot -buttered r -&-b in Missed
Opportunity, and so on.

"Ooh Yeah!" has the usual measure

of Hall and Oates's clever wordsman-
ship. In Downtown Life, a tribute to
late -night club -hopping, Hall sings,
"Going down isn't hard to do/The King
of Clubs and the Queen of Hearts fall
too." In a three -song sequence that fin-
ishes the disc, they present a treatise on
love and its physical and spiritual as-
pects. The subjects of these songs, and
their smooth, soulful treatment, are
strongly reminiscent of Marvin Gaye.
And it's this smoother style of Motown
soul that dominates the album.

In Talking All Night. Hall sings,
"Ain't it lovely how we fit together?"
Ooh yeah! A lovely fit. Ron Givens

DARYL HALL AND JOHN OATES:
Ooh Yeah! Daryl Hall, John Oates (vo-
cals and instrumentals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. Downtown
Life; Everything Your Heart Desires;
I'm in Pieces; Missed Opportunity;
Talking All Night; Rockability; Rocket
to God; Soul Love; Realove: Keep on
Pushin' Love. ARISTA AL -8539, © AC -
8539, ARCD-8539 (49 min).

vocals, barrels along like a sixteen -
wheeler with an illegal haul. And Honey
I Dare You combines the jaunty pedal -
steel of Hank Williams with California
country -jazz. Too often, though, the
songs are about nothing in particular,
presented pleasantly. The program runs
the full gamut of pop and soft rock, but
there is no identifiable sound or moti-
vation.

With its debut record, "Southern Pa-
cific," the band seemed hotter than a $2
pistol-a band to be reckoned with. But
whatever it had going for it then has
somehow become diluted and diffused.

"Zuma" seals its fate as one of the dis-
appointments of the decade. A.N.

VAN HALEN: OU812. Van Halen
(vocals and instrumentals). Mine All
Mine; When It's Love; Source of Infec-
tion; Finish What Ya Started; Sucker in
a 3 Piece; and four others (five others on
CD). WARNER BROS. 25732-1, 25732-
4, 25732-2 (51 min).

Performance: Alloyed metal
Recording: Very good

Whether or not Van Halen is the No. 1
heavy-metal band, the group plays with

the heady self-confidence of a cham-
pion. "OU812" shows the band ventur-
ing off the head -banging path a little bit.
At times-brace yourself, Van Halen
fans-the group sounds like regular
hard rockers or even-are you sitting
down, guys?-popsters. While this may
be sacrilegious to die-hard, long-term
followers of Van Halen, less doctrinaire
listeners will be pleased by the variety,
if not the exuberance, of the songs.

"OU812" is the second album by Van
Halen since David Lee Roth left to pur-
sue a solo career, and the music seems
less cartoony than before. The record
kicks off with two strong songs: Mine
All Mine and When It's Love. The
former offers a somewhat sophisticated
take on personal philosophies-advo-
cating individual fulfillment at the ex-
pense of established dogma-set to a
blistering full-frontal guitar attack.
When It's Love is an almost -sweet evo-
cation of the inexplicable nature of love,
even though it begins, "Everybody's
lookin' for somethin'/Somethin' to fill
in the holes."

From there on out, it's business as
usual. Songs about parties and girls.
Solos to the max from Eddie Van Ha-
len, who continues to rewrite the guitar -
hero handbook every time he straps on
his instrument. High-octane work from
the rhythm section and high -octave
work from Sammy Hagar. Did you like
it before? You'll like it again. R.G.

NEIL YOUNG AND THE BLUE -
NOTES: This Note's for You. Neil
Young and the Bluenotes (vocals and
instrumentals). Ten Men Workin; This
Note's for You; Coupe de Ville; Life in
the City; Twilight; Married Man; and
four others. REPRISE 25719-1, © 25719-
4, 25719-2 (39 min).

Performance: Tired
Recording: Good

Hey, is it me, or are Neil Young's con-
tinual style changes beginning to seem
like a major affectation? He's gone from
synth -pop to rockabilly to straight
country to this album's big -band blues.
I mean, what's the guy's problem?

Well, whatever it is, this latest install-
ment of Young's ongoing identity crisis
is at best a middling effort. The tunes
are mostly tuneless and cranky (the title
song is yet another attack on the music
business), and though the addition of a
horn section to his basic garage ensem-
ble has a certain novelty value, nothing
here sounds terribly authentic. Unlike a
real blues or soul band, this one doesn't
swing. Young's guitar work, of course,
retains its inimitable cat -in -heat charm,
but other than that very little of "This
Note" sticks in the mind.

Hey, Neil, you know what would be a
really radical switcheroo for your next
effort? How about making an album of
real songs with real overdubs-kind of
like you used to do around the time of
"Harvest." Hoo boy, would that throw
people for a loop! S.S.

fA
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(..M LAST! THE
FUNNIEST RODRIGUES
cARTDONS MIN THE
PAST TWO DECADES
OF STEREO REVIEv4
HAVE FINALLY BEEN
COLLECTED IN

BOOK FORM -

Yes, now you can own
TOTAL HARMONIC
DISTORTION
by Charles Rodrigues!
This handsome, 128 -page
paperback-with 118
classic cartoons, a foreword
by William Livingstone,
and an illustrated
autobiographical sketch by
Rodrigues himself-is only
$7.95. Enjoy your favorites
again, catch the gems you
missed, and share the
laughs with friends!

Makes a great gift!
Get two copies for the full
stereo effect!

TO ORDER: Send check or
money order for $7.95 per copy,
plus $1.50 for postage &
handling to:

Perfectbound Press
Suite 4118A
1120 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Type or print mailing address
with order. New York State
residents add 65c sales tax per
copy. Outside U.S.: add $1.75
postage & handling for first
copy and 500 for each additional
copy (U.S. bank funds only).
Allow six to eight weeks for U.S.
delivery, longer outside U.S.

JAZZ

CLASSIC JAZZ PIANO (1927-1957).
Jelly Roll Morton: Mr. Jelly Lord.
Meade Lux Lewis: Honky Tonk Train
Blues. James P. Johnson: Thou Swell;
Romping. Fats Waller: Smashing
Thirds. Earl Hines: Rosetta. Art Tatum:
Out of Nowhere. And ten others. BLUE-
BIRD 0 6754-1-RB, © 6754-4-RB,
6754-2-RB (51 min).

Performance: Dazzling array
Recording: Excellent remastering

Except for the fact that, for obvious rea-
sons, it was excluded from the instru-
mentation of New Orleans marching
bands, the piano has always played an
important role in jazz. Indeed, at least
two jazz idioms, stride and boogie-
woogie, are piano styles, and so is rag-
time. "Classic Jazz Piano" is a Bluebird
collection that covers thirty years of
jazz piano recordings, all from the rich
vaults of RCA. It is also among the first
RCA releases to employ the new No -
NOISE audio -restoration method. I
don't know how this Sonic Solutions
computerized system works, but its ap-
plication here makes for an excellent
demonstration of the noise reduction
and clarity it can achieve.

As for the music, well, how can you
go wrong with such material as Jelly
Roll Morton's Mr. Jelly Lord, Erroll
Garner's Erroll's Bounce, Meade Lux
Lewis's Honky Tonk Train Blues, and
Bud Powell's Shaw 'Nuff? I question
the wisdom of including only an excerpt
from Romping by James P. Johnson; it
would have been good to have had the
rest of the side, even if Johnson does
withdraw to the background. But that is
my only complaint. This is an excellent
collection of fine music, and it reflects
the diversity of jazz in the most com-
pelling way. C.A.

JORGE DALTO: Listen Up!Jorge Dal -
to (piano); Randy and Michael Brecker
(trumpet, flugelhorn); Hubert Laws
(flute); George Benson (guitar); other
musicians. Samba; La Costa; Spanish
Harlem; Listen Up; and three others.
GAZA 139009-1, © 139009-4, © 139009-
2 (45 min).

Performance: Pleasant
Recording: Very good

Argentinian -born pianist Jorge Dalto
came to this country in the Sixties to
pursue a musical career. It would take
him from Chicago to New York and
into jazz by way of such Latin jazz
fusion bands as Machito's and Tito
Puente's. A reliable if not particularly
interesting pianist, Dalto found a good
deal of work as a session player,
appearing with some of the most suc-
cessful leaders in the business. In 1975
he joined George Benson's band, then
touring extensively to capitalize on the

guitarist's sudden successful climb to
the top of the pop charts. Two years lat-
er, Dalto began a solo recording career.
Last year, at the age of thirty-nine, he
succumbed to cancer.

"Listen Up!" was recorded ten years
ago but not released because of "other
commitments." The big names in-
volved-George Benson, the Brecker
brothers, Hubert Laws, and others-
make the release look more interesting
than it sounds. Mostly polished, skill-
fully executed, Latin -flavored pop, it
contains only fleeting moments of sub-
stance. It's a pleasant album, but not
one you'd want to sit down and really
listen to. C.A.

GIL EVANS: Bud & Bird. Gil Evans
and the Monday Night Orchestra (in-
strumentals). Half Man, Half Cookie;
Nicaragua Blues; Groove from the
Louvre; and two others. PRoJAzz C)PCJ
671, ©CDJ 671 (67 min).

Performance: Lumpy
Recording: Good

The late Gil Evans was one of the most
innovative arrangers in modern jazz.
Almost forty years ago, his "Birth of the
Cool" sessions with Miles Davis for
Capitol took jazz down a frosty, intel-
lectual path where much of it still
strays. Evans continued his collabora-
tions with Davis in some extraordinary
Columbia albums, including the cele-
brated "Sketches of Spain," and he went
on to beguile our ears with albums on
Verve and Atlantic.

In later years Evans led a band each
Monday night at Sweet Basil, a small
club in New York's Greenwich Village.
The band was really too big and loud for
the tiny room, and Evans's use of syn-
thesizers made it seem all the more out
of place. Evans also seemed to have lost
the sophisticated touch that character-
ized the Miles Davis collaborations and
such brilliant albums as Verve's "The
Individualism of Gil Evans." The
sound was now ragged and chaotic. You
will hear what I mean on "Bud & Bird,"
recorded live at Sweet Basil in 1986 and
issued now in memoriam. My advice is:
pick up that Verve album, or any of the
Davis/Evans sessions, instead. C.A.

ELLA FITZGERALD: Ella in Rome-
The Birthday Concert. Ella Fitzgerald
(vocals); instrumental accompaniment.
St. Louis Blues; Angel Eyes; Caravan;
Midnight Sun; Stompin' at the Savoy;
That Old Black Magic; and six others
(ten others on CD). VERVE 835 454-1, ©
835 454-4, (P) 835 454-2 (61 min).

Performance: Top-drawer
Recording: Very good remote

"Ella in Rome" is Ella in top form.
Everything you have ever loved about
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Without
these components
your stereo system

will sound
like dirt.

mili111111e

I )nt. !jilt, even fingerprints, can make an expensive piece of stereo equipment sound like an
expensive piece of junk.

Our record, tape, and CD cleaners make these troubles disappear.
Our D4+ - record care system, with its patented cleaning fluid, lifts and suspends dirt from

your record and wipes it clean away.
Our tape deck cleaning cassettes work just as neatly. They not only clean your tape heads

to keep your music brilliantly clear. They clean the tape path (and all the little parts inside it),
so your tapes don't stick and get "eaten up:'

CD's? Nothing beats our CD cleaner. It's tile only one with true radial cleaning. An ingenious
breakthrough that prevents streaks from running along the CD's path, muddying up your music.

Make every piece of your stereo sound great using these
and our other Discwasher® products. After all, what's the use of discwasherowning a really gcxxl sound system if all you amplify are really
had sounds? jiff perfr,rmances.

Discwasher, Inc., 4310 Transworld Rd, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176. (312)678-9600.
CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Ella Fitzgerald is reflected in this pre-
viously unreleased, truly superb for-
tieth -birthday celebration, recorded in
Rome's Teatro Sistina in 1958. The set
swings, sways, and raises goosebumps
from the very start with a spirited, scat-
ty reading of St. Louis Blues. The art-
istry continues through the following
selections, which add up to a typical
Fitzgerald program. On all but one of
the tracks the accompaniment is by a
trio headed by pianist Lou Levy; the
exception is Stompin' at the Savoy, for
which the Oscar Peterson Quartet-
with guitarist Herb Ellis and bassist Ray
Brown-moves in to provide a joyful,
rousing finale. C.A.

MARK MURPHY: September Ballads.
Mark Murphy (vocals); Art Farmer (flu-
gelhorn); Larry Coryell (electric guitar);
other musicians. September Fifteenth;
Crystal Silence; Para Nada; When This
Love Affair Is Over; Sausalito; Sack Full
of Dreams; and three others. MILE-
STONE 0 M-9154, © MC -9154, © MCD-
9154-2 (45 min).

Performance: Tranquil
Recording: Very good

An impressive number of Mark Mur-
phy albums have been released over the
past thirty years. He is a singer of con-

siderable talent, an artist who straddles
the line between jazz and middle-of-the-
road pop, and he is at his best when he
sings simply. That's what he does in
"September Ballads," a quiet, tasteful
album with superb accompaniments by
a group that includes guitarist Larry
Coryell and Art Farmer on flugelhorn.
There's not a smidgen of the preten-
tiousness that sometimes mars Mur-
phy's work, just a set of ballads sung in
a delightful, relaxing style. The program
is not the usual collection of evergreens
but is nicely varied and includes Mur-
phy's own Sausalito. C.A.

SONNY STITT: Stitt Plays Bird. Son-
ny Stitt (alto saxophone); John Lewis
(piano); Jim Hall (guitar); Richard Da-
vis (bass); Connie Kay (drums). My Lit-
tle Suede Shoes; Parker's Mood; Au Pri-
vave; Scrapple from the Apple; Ornithol-
ogy; Ko-Ko; and three others (five oth-
ers on CD). ATLANTIC 1418-1, C)1418-4,
© 1418-2 (45 min).

Performance: Bird -like
Recording: Good

In jazz, a "blowing session" is one
where little or no thought has gone into
the music beforehand, a session where
musicians simply get together and
"blow." Sometimes that kind of casual

approach yields superb results, but it
can also have the let's -get -it -over -with
sound of a routine get-together. Alto
saxophonist Sonny Stitt headed up so
many blowing sessions that he might
well have earned a place in the record
books, but he was also an exceptionally
gifted player, so many of those dates
sounded more organized than they ac-
tually were.

Stylistically, Stitt was one of the fore-
most heirs to the Charlie Parker sound,
and he never shook the close identifica-
tion. Perhaps he did not want to; it
sometimes proved beneficial. "Stitt
Plays Bird" demonstrates just how great
Parker's influence was. The jacket notes
omit the exact dates, but it's most likely
these tracks were laid down in the Six-
ties at some point when Stitt got
together with pianist John Lewis, gui-
tarist Jim Hall, bassist Richard Davis,
and drummer Connie Kay. As you can
see by the all-star lineup, this is no ordi-
nary album, no routine blowing session,
and the performances bear that out.
Stitt and his stellar crew cram a dazzling
array of meaningful, well -placed notes
into a set that seems all too short: forty-
five minutes even on the CD, including
the two bonus tracks, Now's the Time
and Yardbird Suite, which are decidedly
worth the extra expense. C.A.

in a store near you.
In 1983, Rolling Stone said, "...the PS10 loudspeakers
by Design Acoustics could be the last pair you'll ever
buy." High Fidelity commented, "The overall sound is
smooth, clean, and detailed:' Ovation noted that the
PS.10, "... provided a very open and transparent sound

with excellent and stable stereo imaging:'
And Stereo Review concluded that,

PS10s delivered a smooth, balanced sound...
(enabling them) to it almost anywhere both aesthet-
ically and acoustically:'

A MODERN-DAY CLASSIC
The PS10 continues to earn thousands of new friends
with its unique Point Source- design. The PS10 has the
smallest possible front face, to eliminate diffraction and
reflections that blur the stereo image from ordinary book-
shelf speakers. Plus a down -firing 10" woofer that is al-
ways exactly coupled to the room, regardless of its location.

MEETS THE DIGITAL CHALLENGE
Over the years, the PS10 has been constantly refined
and improved. Today, it meets the challenge of digital
recordings with impressive performance, yet easily fits
the smallest room neatly and unobtrusively. Write for
dealer list and literature today.

Da DAECOUSnCS
An Audio-Technica Company
1225 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224
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"Is the tide coming in or going out?"
. -... - .

. .
.4.

,., 11444 Me N'Ati. 2'04
.11 don't know. The last thing I remember is you turning up the stereo."

That's the way it happens. The clean, clear sound of Pyle Driver
ca stereo speakers surround you and trarsform an everyday drive

into a captivating experience_

The new Pyle Driver Pounder systems make superior sound a
reality in virtually any type vehicle. Innovative features like heavy

duty woofers, volume -weighted passive radiators, high fidelity
dcme tweeters, and low -leakage 12 dB crossovers are computer

matched and hand built into custom tuned enclosures.

That same dedication to quality is bu It into Pyle's new Dipital
Demand amplifiers. Powerful yet distortion free, Pyle Dotal

Dema'id amplifiers provide the purest sound possible.

Surround yourself with Pyle Driver' car stereo speakers
anc electronic components

-7ILru
r

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you wrrte
Pyle Inclustnes, Inc  Huntington, IN 46750
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POLYGRAM'

Au
UDIO-VIDEO heaven, for many of

s, would be the merger of per-
fect sound and perfect image.
Equipment manufacturers

and record companies know that's what
we want, and they try their best to give
it to us. That's why we currently have
an avalanche of new formats and new
machines, including, now, something
called compact disc video, which com-
bines CD audio with filmed or video-
taped images.

Compact disc video (cDv) sounds
great on paper. Unfortunately, the first
batch of rock cDv's-twenty releases
from PolyGram by people like John
Cougar Mellencamp, Kool and the
Gang, and Kiss-show how hard it can
be to fulfill theoretical expectations.

Most of the PolyGram CDV's have
five tracks. One track has the audio and
video for a hit single: Livin' on a Prayer
by Bon Jovi, for example, or Wipeout
by the Fat Boys. The rest are regular
audio tracks, including a video -less re-
peat of the single. The cDv's sell for
about $10. If you're a big fan of rock
videos, or if one of these discs has your
absolute favorite on it, maybe you'll
really want to invest in a special ma-
chine so you can play cDv's with one
video apiece. Maybe.

But you should know that the audio
quality of the PolyGram cDv's is wildly
uneven. The major problem seems to be
with the audio that accompanies the
video tracks. The sound for the video of
Robert Cray's Smoking Gun, for in-
stance, is much too bassy, and the
vocals have a nasty echo. These short-
comings are especially easy to detect
because you can hear the much crisper
mix of Smoking Gun on the audio -only
track. Most of the sound problems on
the video tracks, however, are less
severe. There is just enough high end
missing from the soundtrack of Angela
Winbush's Angel video to take the
sheen from her voice. And you lose
some of the reverberation and audio
effects from Kool and the Gang's Stone
Love for the same reason.

To be fair, some of the video tracks
do have true CD -quality sound, includ-
ing Somebody Save Me by Cinderella. I
can't begin to explain why the quality is
inconsistent, but I wonder if it relates to
how the original audio may have been
manipulated to match the video. (For
instance, the video of John Cougar Mel-
lencamp's Paper in Fire has sound
effects-crickets chirping and people
clapping-that you don't hear on the
original version of the song.)

While most of the cDv's supplement
the video with songs from the same
album that produced the single, a few
provide a special treat. Mellencamp's
gives us two remakes of oldies, the
Drifters hit Under the Boardwalk and

S FIRST COMPACT
James Brown's Cold Sweat. Level 42's
CDV has the original Something About
You, two different dance mixes of the
song, and a third version that sounds
altogether different from the other two.
Fans who are interested in these rarities
may be comforted to know that a regu-
lar CD player can play the audio -only
tracks just fine.

I encountered some snags in playback
of the cDv's on a "combi-player,"
which handles both CD's and cDv's as
well as videodiscs. The Pioneer ma-
chine that I used automatically played
the video track first. I couldn't skip to
the normal CD tracks at all and had to
fast -forward through the video to get to
the audio program. Similarly, I couldn't
skip from the last audio track back to
the video track. And because nearly
every PolyGram cDv repeats the song
on the video as the first audio track,
unless I used the skip function I heard
the featured single twice in a row-once
with the visuals and once without.

Obviously, compact disc video is a
fledgling format, and there are problems
still to be solved. You should be cau-
tious about investing too much at this
early stage. But for people who can't
wait or have specific strong interests,
there are some real treasures to be
found in these initial PolyGram CDV
releases. Ron Givens

(Note: The title of each disc is the title of
the video track; the timing is the sum of
all the tracks on a disc.)
BON JOVI: Livin' on a Prayer. Livin'
on a Prayer; Borderline; Let It Rock;
Wild in the Streets. 870 701-2 (21 min).
Never Say Goodbye. Never Say Good-
bye; Social Disease; Edge of a Broken
Heart; Raise Your Hands. 870 702-2 (22
min).

John Cougar Mellericump

DISC VIDEOS
CAMEO: Word Up. Word Up; Urban
Warrior; Fast, Fierce & Funny; Groove
with You. 870 703-2 (23 min).
CINDERELLA: Nobody's Fool. No-
body's Fool; In from the Outside; Push,.
Push; Nothin' for Nothin'. 870 704-2 (20
min). Somebody Save Me. Somebody
Save Me; Hell on Wheels; Back Home
Again; Once Around the Ride. 870 705-2
(17 min).
ROBERT CRAY: Right Next Door (Be-
cause of Me). Right Next Door (Because
of Me); Foul Play; I Wonder; New
Blood. 870 714-2 (21 min). Smoking
Gun. Smoking Gun; More Than I Can
Stand; Fantasized; Divided Heart. 870
715-2 (19 min).
FAT BOYS: Wipeout. Wipeout; Crush -
in': Hell No!; Protect Yourself/My Nuts.
870 706-2 (17 min).
KISS: Crazy Crazy Nights. Crazy Cra-
zy Nights; No, No, No; When Your
Walls Come Down; Thief in the Night.
870 709-2 (19 min.) Tears Are Falling.
Tears Are Falling; Anyway You Slice It;
Who Wants to Be Lonely; Secretly
Cruel. 870 710-2 (19 min).
KOOL AND THE GANG: Stone Love.
Stone Love; Forever; Dance Champion;
Stone Love (club remix). 870 711-2 (23
min).
LEVEL 42: Something About You.
Something About You (Sisa mix);
Something About You (Coup d'etat ver-
sion); Something About You (Shep Petti-
bone remix). 870 712-2 (23 min).
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP:
Lonely 01' Night. Lonely 01' Night; The
Kind of Fella I Am; Minutes to Memo-
ries; You've Got to Stand for Something.
870 708-2 (20 min). Paper in Fire.
Paper in Fire; Never Too Old; Under the
Boardwalk; Cold Sweat. 870 707-2 (19
min).
MEN WITHOUT HATS: Pop Goes
the World. Pop Goes the World; The
End (of the World); Jenny Wore Black;
Lose My Way. 870 718-2 (17 min).
MOODY BLUES: Your Wildest
Dreams. Your Wildest Dreams; Talkin'
Talkin'; It May Be a Fire; Rock 'n' Roll
over You. 870 713-2 (23 min).
RAINMAKERS: Downstream. Down-
stream; Drinkin' on the Job; Carpenter's
Son; Big Fat Blonde. 870 719-2 (17
min).
RUSH: The Big Money. The Big Mon-
ey; Red Sector A (Live); Marathon. 870
717-2 (22 min).
SCORPIONS: Big City Nights. Big
City Nights; Can't Live Without You;
Loving You Sunday Morning; Blackout.
870 716-2 (23 min).
ANGELA WINBUSH: Angel. Angel;
Run to Me; Sensual Lover; Angel (in-
strumental). 870 700-2 (24 min).
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The Boston Acoustics
Installation of the Month Contest

The 1988 Volvo 760GLE looks
"stock" inside and out, even
with all its speakers replaced,
and subwoofers added.

Nobody can tell Boston
$ woofers are under the grilles

in each of the four doors.

One of the 51/4" woofers of
the 751 systems, shown with
factory grille removed.

L'arimount tweeters of the 751 Careful, professional installation, using
system, concealed in the dash the original liner material, conceals the
row and inside pillars (bottom). subwoofers installed in the rear shelf.

7577 two-way component system: 780LF
51/4" woofer, 7' Varimount dome tweeter 8" subwoofer
Boron, Boston Acoustics and Vanmount are registered trademarks of Boston Acoustics, Inc

The September winner: Rick Klein, Thousand Oaks, CA
Look closely inside Rick Klein's 1988 Volvo 760GLE, and
you'll think he has a standard factory sound system. That's
what he wants others to think. But Rick wanted great sound,
and wanted to base it on the system supplied with his car.
The first step was to replace the speakers. Now he and his
passengers have superb sound from the dash, front and rear
doors-plus full, rich bass filling the entire car from the rear
deck. Phantom Electronics saw to it that the system continued
to look "stock." They chose Boston Acoustics speakers be-
cause they could give Rick the sound he wanted with no visi-
ble modification to the car. The 10 -disc CD changer, amp and
other equipment are in the trunk; the disc controller is care-
fully mounted in the dash to look like the original equipment.
The report: "The sound is fantastic, images well and the bass
is deep. And the car still looks 'stock:" Who says you can't
have it all?
The winner's dealer: Phantom Electronics, Thousand Oaks, CA
The winner's salesperson: Howard Kruger
The winner's installation experts: Howard Kruger and
Darren Jacquet
The winning system:
Boston Acoustics speaker systems:
Two 751 component systems, each with 51/4" woofer and
Varimount tweeter, all concealed behind the factory grilles
and liner material. One system has tweeters in the dash, the
woofers in the front doors. The other system has the tweeters
in the pillars, the woofers in the rear doors. Two 780LF sub -
woofers are mounted in the trunk, concealed under the rear
shelf liner material.
Electronics:
Volvo: SR7145 tuner, T7145 cassette player, SA7145 amplifier
(20 watts x 4) driving the 751 systems. Sony: CDX-A10 CD
changer, XA39 switcher. Soundstream: D100 amplifier (50
watts x 2) driving the 780LF subwoofers, DX 1 digital crossover.

How you can be a winner too!
Listen carefully to your present car system, then drive to your

Boston Acoustics dealer to hear how much better it can sound
with Boston Acoustics speakers. Ask him for the contest rules
and requirements. Or call or write us.

If you're proud of your Boston Acoustics car system, tell us
all about it. And let's see it in good photos showing installation
details like those shown at left. Black & white is preferred,
though color is acceptable. Either way, we'll need the negatives
and prints. Please, no Polaroids
or slides.
The prizes. Each month through
December, we'll announce the
winning Installation of the Month in
Stereo Review.Each month's winner
will receive our T830 tower design
home loudspeakers. ($500 suggested
retail value.) What's more, the first 500
readers who submit qualified entries
between now and October 5 will win
a full year's subscription to Car Stereo
Review. Free! (Newsstand value,
$23.70.)

BostonAcoustics
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960 (617) 532-2111



INCOMPARABLE
MUSICAL

EXPERIENCE
No other speaker manufacturer
has the musical experience of
M&K.

We are the only manufac-
turer that is also a digital record-
ing label-constantly referencing
the sound of our speakers to live
professional musicians in a digital
recording environment. When
you hear the emotion and excite-
ment of live music from an M&K
speaker system, it is a direct
result of our ability to engineer
and perfect our speakers in our
own recording studio.

M&K Sound is at the cutting
edge in both loudspeaker and
recording technology. RealTime
Records (and its associated label
Perpetua Records) has been a
vital part of our company since
1974. We helped pioneer both
direct -to -disc and digital record-
ing, and, in 1983, we were the
first U.S. label to release digital
Compact Discs.

Satellite Speakers
Since 1978, M&K Satellite

and Powered Subwoofer speakers
have excited music lovers with a
lifelike detail and clarity of sound
unmatched by conventional
speakers. And the compact size of
M&K Satellites fits easily into vir-
tually any environment or decor.

Each M&K Satellite has the
unique and uncanny ability to
reproduce the sharp transients
and presence of live musical
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instruments. Close your eyes,
and the speakers will seem to
disappear. In their place, you'll
hear instruments in a wide and
deep three-dimensional space,
reproduced with a precision that
has astounded the most experi-
enced audio reviewers. Above all,
the sound is live.

Powered Subwoofers
Since 1974, music lovers

worldwide have discovered deep
bass by adding an M&K Subwoofer
to their systems. Even without
M&K Satellites, an M&K Powered
Subwoofer, with its own internal
amplifier, will make your music or
video source come alive, adding
much deeper bass response and
a greater tactile sense of "punch"
and "impact" to the sound.

When our engineers walk
from the recording studio where
musicians are performing, into the
control room where M&K speakers
are reproducing the music, the
sound on both sides of the door is
alive. That is the treat that awaits
you from M&K speakers.

Systems from $250 to $2500
at select audio specialists nation-
wide. Call or write for speaker
and CD literature.

M&K President and chief speaker designer
Ken Kreisel, recording the English Cham-
ber Orchestra at London's Abbey Road
Studios, using M&K S-lB Satellites and
V -1B Subwoofers.

MILLER KREISEL SOJND CORPORATION
10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 213/204-2854



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Richard Freed,
David Hall, Stoddard Lincoln,
and Eric Salzman

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, in F
Major, Op. 68 ("Pastoral"); Meeres-
stille and glOckliche Fahrt, Op. 112;
Fantasia in C Minor for Piano, Chorus,
and Orchestra, Op. 80. Gabriela Lech-
ner, Gretchen Eder (soprano); Elisabeth
Mach (contralto); Jorge Pita, Andreas
Esders (tenor); Gerhard Eder (bass);
Vienna State Opera Chorus; Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Claudio Ab-
bado cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
0 419 779-1, 0 419 779-4, 0 419 779-2
(71 min).

Performance: Opulently lyric
Recording: Rich -hued

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, in F
Major, Op. 68 ("Pastoral"); Egmont
Overture, Op. 84. Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Andre Previn cond. RCA 0
7747- I -RC, 7747 -4 -RC, 07747 -2 -RC
(55 min).

Performance: Unremarkable
Recording: Good

While neither of these two new record-
ings of the Beethoven Pastoral Sympho-
ny will erase memories of the great clas-
sic discs by conductors of an older gen-
eration, each release has its points.

Claudio Abbado makes heavy going
of the arrival in the country-one feels
the weight of the backpack-but his
reading is notable for its singing line in
both the brook scene and the finale. The
peasant dance and storm scene come
through with tremendous tonal body
thanks to the Vienna Philharmonic's
string basses and a gorgeous recording
job by Deutsche Grammophon. The
one other letdown comes in the very
closing bars, which are dragged.

The two shorter works on the Abbado
disc, however, are a total success. Mau-
rizio Pollini does brilliantly in the Cho-
ral Fantasy's improvisatory solo role,
the chorus sings splendidly, and the
orchestra sounds utterly in its ele-
ment-rich in sound and sharp in
attack. But for me the album's highlight
is the seven -minute cantata based on
Goethe, whose title is translated as
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage. Bee-
thoven's evocation of the "painted ship
upon a painted ocean"-as Coleridge

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

0 = DIGITAL -MASTER LP
= TAPE CASSETTE

®= COMPACT DISC (TIMINGS ARE
TO NEAREST MINUTE)

THE PLANETS

Conductor William Boughton

THE procession of The Planets
continues ever onward. Wil-
liam Boughton conducts the
Philharmonia Orchestra in an

energetic performance of Hoist's popu-
lar suite of tone poems in a new Nimbus
recording, and John Williams leads the
Boston Pops through an unusually re-
fined reading for Philips.

Boughton's performance of The Plan-
ets has a solid, earthy quality for the
most part, though the "Mercury" move-
ment is appropriately scintillating and
the "Jupiter" quite brisk so -that its big
central tune is never sentimentalized.
And the women's chorus in "Neptune,"
the ethereal final movement, is excel-
lent, if uncredited. The Nimbus record-
ing offers particularly good value be-
cause it includes the delightful ballet
music from Hoist's opera The Perfect
Fool, which is expertly played.

Given John Williams's memorable
space-age film music, it seems altogeth-
er natural to turn him loose on The Pla-
nets. Aside from his discreet use of a
synthesizer to enhance "Mars," "Ura-
nus," and "Neptune," his handling of
the score is exceedingly poetic. His "Ve-
nus" is more sensuous than Boughton's,
and while "Mercury" crackles in the
British recording, his Boston counter-
part is a dapper fellow, elegant and well
groomed. Williams also avoids the trap

of overplaying the big tune in "Jupiter,"
and he lets "Uranus, the Magician"
make his entry in the best space -
android manner. The Tanglewood Fes-
tival Chorus is superb in the final pages
of "Neptune."

In terms of sound, the Nimbus re-
cording has highly effective stereo imag-
ing in both "Mercury" and "Neptune,"
but the recording was made in Lon-
don's vast Royal Albert Hall, so the
microphone pickup was necessarily
fairly close. You become aware of the
hall resonance not so much as an acous-
tic surround but as a kind of acoustic
fallout; even though the sound decay is
audible, the direct orchestral impact is
just a shade dry. The Boston strings
seem to have slightly less impact than
those of the Philharmonia, but the over-
all sound quality of the Philips Planets
is excellent. Da,.id Hall

HOIST: The Planets, Op. 32. The Per-
fect Fool, Op. 39: Ballet Music. Wom-
en's Chorus; Philharmonia Orchestra,
William Boughton cond. NIMBUS 021 NI
51 17 (60 min).

HOIST: The Planets, Op. 32. Wom-
en's Voices of the Tanglewood Festival
Chorus; Boston Pops Orchestra, John
Williams cond. PHILIPS 0 420 177-1, 0
420 177-4, 420 177-2 (50 min).
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"AUTHENTIC" BEETHOVEN

Christopher Hogwood and Steven Lubin

IT had to happen. The early -instru-
ment movement has come around
to Beethoven. The nine symphon-
ies are on the way from Christopher

Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient
Music, and the piano concertos, with
Steven Lubin as soloist, have already
arrived.

The Emperor Concerto on the forte-
piano? You'd better listen. These re-
cordings challenge the musical status
quo as much as or more than previous
efforts of this kind. Beethoven's concer-
tos are not thirteenth -century or even
eighteenth -century "olde" music. All
but one are full-blown nineteenth-cen-
tury works, and they are at the heart of
the standard Romantic repertoire.
Think of the ghosts: Liszt, Kempff, Ser-
kin, Furtwangler, Szell ....

But it is not the old tradition that is
challenged here-although compari-
sons are inevitable-but rather the re-
cent standardization of the standard
repertoire. The major orchestras of the
world and the comparable piano so-
loists often seem to constitute a collec-
tion of uniform, interchangeable parts.
Variation from one performance to an-
other (if there is any) is determined by
personal idiosyncrasies rather than by
any deep relationship to the music or
the tradition.

With Hogwood's Academy of An-
cient Music the situation is different.
Every one of his players is a specialist
dedicated to a nonstandard instrument.
Lubin is a pianist from the same mold.
He even chooses different fortepianos
for different concertos.

Authenticity in the narrowest sense is
not the only, or even the primary, issue
here. Except for the first concerto or

two, largish orchestras are used. Lubin's
pianos are all modern copies of old
instruments. For Nos. 1 and 2, he plays
cadenzas of his own devising (based on
Beethoven sketches, it is true). There is
little or no attempt to produce a pre-
cious or quaint sound; quite the con-
trary, the last three concertos are bold
and spacious in their interpretation. It
is almost as if the early -instrument
approach permits the musicians to be
forthright and lyrical, and full-blooded
and dramatic, without having to be
either eccentric or academic.

As Lubin points out in his notes to
the set, the piano underwent a major
evolution in Beethoven's time, from the
relatively lightweight, five -octave, pi-
ano -in -a -harpsichord box of Mozart's
day to the more powerful six -octave
Broadwoods and Grafs of the second
decade of the new century. Of course,
the evolution did not stop there. The
modern metal -frame, escape -action
Bechsteins and Steinways of the later
nineteenth century were deemed even
more appropriate for Beethoven's mu-
sic than anything that had existed in his
own time. But Lubin, who has a Ph.D.
in musicology as well as a Juilliard
degree, argues that Beethoven's piano
music was conceived for instruments he
owned and played and receives its best
articulation on such pianos. Often he
strains an instrument's abilities to its
limits, but the strain itself is part of the
message; the music is too easy, too glib
on a modern piano.

Lubin carries this argument to such a
fine point that each of the pianos he
uses corresponds to the kind that Bee-
thoven played at the time. One result is
that he must provide his own cadenzas

for Nos. 1 and 2, since Beethoven's ca-
denzas were written down later and no
longer fit the range of his own early
pianos! I am not overly fond of the new
cadenzas, but the blemish (if it is one) is
minor, and for the later concertos Lubin
uses Beethoven's own.

The pitch in these performances,
somewhat lower than the modern stan-
dard, presumably corresponds to the
usage of the day; it gives a "comfort-
able" feel to the sonority of piano and
orchestra. Lubin plays along with the
orchestra during the tuttis in figured -
bass style, which seems to be stylistical-
ly accurate-the composer actually di-
rected the orchestra from the key-
board-but most of the time it adds
only a tiny impulse to the sound.

The recipe is one thing; the real proof
is in the pudding. And what a pudding!
Conductor and pianist are good mates;
for both of them, the old -instrument
approach is a means to an end and not a
fashion observed for its own sake. They
are never trapped in their own intellec-
tualizations. What matters is that the
sound is right, and so are the tempos,
the phrasing, the larger architecture, the
drama. The recorded sound is right as
well.

Perhaps the most surprising success is
the Emperor, a work that benefits par-
ticularly from the use of natural horns
and a large orchestra. My favorite in the
set, however, is the inimitable Fourth,
which sounds just right on its Viennese
"Empire" piano-a copy of a Conrad
Graf of 1824. This unique concerto is
described in the notes as having been
inspired by the legend of Orpheus.
Whatever the truth of this appealing
idea, Orpheus-who charmed man and
nature, scaled the heights, and descend-
ed to hell for love and art-serves as an
apt image for the creative vision and
historical position of the creator of
these concertos.

Actually, Beethoven is less of a myth
and more of a real person in his piano
concertos, which he wrote for himself to
play. Thanks to Lubin and Hogwood,
we can get a sense of what it was really
like to hear him play these works, not in
the mythical, idealized manner that one
generally hears nowadays but as the
very real projection of the man him-
self-with all his brilliance, all his
Sturm and Drang, all his faults and
quirkiness, all his transcendent lyricism
and all -too -human aspirations. Bee-
thoven is here represented, correctly
and realistically, as an idealist with per-
fectly human and earthly roots.

Eric Salzman

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos Nos.
1-5. Steven Lubin (fortepiano); the
Academy of Ancient Music, Christo-
pher Hogwood cond. L'OISEAU-LYRE 0
421 408-1 three LP's, ©421 408-4 three
cassettes, © 421 408-2 three CD'S (165
min).
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put it in his sea poem, The Ancient
Mariner-is, in its majestic and uncan-
ny stillness, a worthy counterpart to the
works of these literary contemporaries
as well as to the seascapes of the Ger-
man Romantic painter Caspar David
Friedrich. Again, there's fine work by
the Vienna State Opera Chorus and
superb sonics.

The Andre Previn album is the first
installment in his Beethoven symphony
cycle for RCA. The Pastoral gets a
straightforward and unexceptional
treatment. The usually superb solo
winds of the Royal Philharmonic are no
match for what Abbado's Viennese mu-
sicians give us in the bird trio at the
close of the slow movement, and while
the peasant dance comes off with ample
rhythmic thrust, I don't sense any trans-
cendent exaltation in the thanksgiving
finale.

Previn's Egmont Overture, however,
gives us a clue as to what to expect of
the forthcoming recordings in his Bee-
thoven cycle, for it is to the dramatic
element that he truly responds. His
reading of the Egmont has all of the ten-
sion and theatricality you could ask for.
RCA's recorded sound is crisp and well
balanced throughout the symphony and
overture, but it does not match the pow-
er and richness of Deutsche Grammo-
phon's for Abbado. D. H.

HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E -fiat
Major (Hob. VIIe:1). HERTEL: Trum-
pet Concerto in D Major. HUMMEL:
Trumpet Concerto in E Major. STA-
MITZ: Trumpet Concerto in D Major.
Hakan Hardenberger (trumpet); Acade-
my of St. Martin -in -the -Fields, Neville
Marriner cond. PHILIPS © 420 203-4, C)
420 203-2 (57 min).

Performance: Fabulous
Recording: Splendid

Trumpet players tend to fall into two
classes: Most are all technique with very
little musicianship, and a few are splen-
did musicians but lack technique. Ha-
kan Hardenberger is that rare trumpeter
who is both a fabulous technician and a
sensitive musician. His tone is bright
and clear, his intonation perfect, and his
passage work flexible and brilliant.
Most impressive, however, is his phras-
ing. He plays with the subtlety of a fine
oboist, bringing each phrase to its cli-
mactic point and turning it perfectly.
Add to this the wonderful playing of the
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields
under the direction of Sir Neville Mar-
riner and you are assured of nearly an
hour of delightful listening. The music
itself is also well worth hearing. The
performance sheds new light on the
familiar Haydn concerto, the Hummel
is a major if eclectic work full of Bieder-
meier Gemiltlichkeit, and the Stamitz
suggests what Mozart might have done
with the trumpet. Enjoy! S.L.

MONTEVERDI: Vespers of the
Blessed V irgin ( 1610). Soloists; Music

of the Baroque Chorus and Orchestra,
Thomas Wikman cond. Music OF THE
BAROQUE © MBC105 two cassettes,
MB105-2 two CD'S (97 min).

Performance: Overblown
Recording: Lush

Certain Baroque works, especially the
early ones and most of the French
repertoire, will only come off if played
on early instruments. The Monteverdi
Vespers of 1610 is one of those works in
that it exemplifies the Baroque concept

of a complex fabric of sensuous sound
made up of sharply articulated individ-
ual lines. The Chicago -based Music of
the Baroque has recorded what is cer-
tainly a fine performance in terms of
operatic projection, excellent voices,
and full-bodied instrumental playing,
but none of these qualities are appro-
priate to this work. Its individual mu-
sical threads have been sonically ho-
mogenized, and the complex textures of
Monteverdi's fabric all blend into a
characterless mass. Too bad. S.L.

Photo Plunce,n
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Deutsche Grammophon
presents a

CD celebration of

LEONARD BERNSTEIN'S

70th birthday.

MAHLER  BERNSTEIN
SYMPHONY NO. 2
Hendricks Ludw g

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

MAHLER  BERNSTEIN
SYMPHONY NO .4

CONCERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA

Re 3UX  Hadley BERNSTEIN

MAHLER  BERNSTEIN
SYMPHONY NO. 5

VIENNA PHILHARMONIC

Also new on CD:
Brah ms  Four Symphonies  Overtures (low price)

Bernstein  Symphony No. 3 "Kaddish" and Dybbuk Suite No. 2
Bernstein 70  70 Minutes of Bernstein's Best (low price)

0 1988 OG/PolyGram Records
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DISTRIBUTOR
PRICES

TOP BRANDS OF AUDIO & VIDEO

NEW WEST COAST SERVICE

TILL 11 pm (EST) RT.]
me

 NO -RISK, NO DEPOSIT
Telephone ordering. Nothing to pay
till you receive merchandise

 SAME DAY SHIPPING
on orders called in before 1 PM

 90 DAY LEMON -PROOF
exchange policy

 CALL OR WRITE
For Free CD or Equipment Catalog

OPEN 14 HOURS A DAY
DAILY 9 to 11 SAT. 10-5

(301) 488-9600

INTERNATIONAL
HI Fl
DISTRIBUTORS
MORAVIA CENTER
INDUSTRIAL PARK

BALTIMORE. MD.
21206
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FREE A DIFFERENT KIND

OF RECORD CLUB

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...

on every record and tape in print-
no "agree -to -purchase- oblication of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 20% TO 7 3 %
off mgt. suggested list . special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

MOST LABELS AVAILABLE
including most imports through special custom

ordering service-guarantees satisfaction
SCHWANN CATALOG

lists thousands of titles.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND COUPONS
redeemable immediately for extra discounts

NEWSLETTERS
informational news and happenings in the

world of music ... special super sale listings.

DISCOUNT NEEDLE GUIDE
most mfg. replacements available

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders

rarely later than the next several days

100% IRON -CLAD GUARANTEES
on all products and services-your total

satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation membership
club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all
stereo records, tapes and CD's and let you buy what
you want ..when you want...or not at all it you choose

These are just a few of the money -saving reasons to
write tor free details. You can't lose so why not fill out
and mail the coupon below for immediate information.

dos DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC. 009-0988
481 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y 10801

Name

Address

City

State Zip ...

MOZART: Idomeneo. Luciano Pava-
rotti (tenor), Idomeneo; Agnes Baltsa
(mezzo-soprano), Idamante; Lucia
Popp (soprano), Ilia; Edita Gruberova
(soprano), Elettra; Leo Nucci (bari-
tone), Arbace; others. Vienna State
Opera Chorus; Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, John Pritchard cond. LON-
DON 0 411 805-1 three LP's, 411 805-
4 three cassettes, 411 805-2 three CD'S
(184 min).

Performance: Superior
Recording: Admirable

The musical effectiveness and dramatic
tautness of Mozart's Idomeneo has led
some critics to deny that the work is an
opera seria, that stodgy, moralistic, un-
realistic kind of courtly entertainment
popular throughout the eighteenth cen-
tury. I prefer to say that Mozart's first
"mature" work for the stage is indeed
an opera seria, and the best one of all! It
embraces the conventions of the
genre-classical background, Baroque
morality, courtly behavior-and soars
above them in creating a moving hu-
man drama set to music.

This new recording of Idomeneo has
been meticulously prepared by Sir John
Pritchard. The chorus and orchestra
perform with extraordinary delicacy,
clarity, and sense of dramatic purpose
under his attentive leadership, and the
recorded sound is itself of the highest
caliber. In the lead, Luciano Pavarotti is
heard to the best possible advantage.
His attention is fixed on beautiful sing-
ing, thoughtful phrasing, and sincere
delineation of character, leading to a
performance best characterized as a joy-
ful revelation.

So, too, are the performances of the
rest of the admirable cast. Agnes Baltsa
is a touching Idamante, Lucia Popp a
fresh and clear Ilia. As Elettra, Edita
Gruberova sings accurately and with a
compelling sense of drama that trans-
forms her mad scene into more than a
series of vocal embellishments. Leo
Nucci's Arbace is stalwart, sympathetic,
and warmly sung-one of his best
recorded performances. Overall, the
evident dedication of the solo artists,
both to Mozart's music and to its reve-
lation of character, and the thoughtful
and powerful leadership of a brilliant
conductor make for an outstanding
Idomeneo. R.A.

MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL: Pictures at
an Exhibition. MUSSORGSKY (arr.
Rimsky-Korsakov): Night on Bald
Mountain; Khovanshchina, Prelude.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Eas-
ter Overture, Op. 36. Montreal Sym-
phony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit cond.
LONDON 0 417 299-1, C) 417 299-4,
417 299-2 (64 min).

Performance: Tidy
Recording: Very good

The fine sound quality of this disc-at
once crisp, rich, and well defined, a con-
vincing image of a real orchestra -
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makes it a handsome demonstration of
the level to which Charles Dutoit has
brought his Montreal orchestra. It is
generously filled and sensibly laid out
(Khovanshchina, Bald Mountain, Rus-
sian Easter, Pictures). Listeners at-
tracted to this particular assortment, or
who simply have enjoyed Dutoit's ear-
lier Montreal recordings, will find much
to enjoy here, most conspicuously in
the brilliantly virtuosic accounts of
Night on Bald Mountain and the Rus-
sian Easter Overture. In Pictures, how-
ever, for all Dutoit's fine pacing (much
better judged, for example, than Riccar-
do Chailly's in his recent recording on
the same label) and his regard for Ra-
vel's coloring, the overall impression is
one of tidiness rather than excitement
or any particular sense of conviction.
The same holds for his performance of
the Khovanshchina Prelude. R.F.

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 4, in C
Major, Op. 47; Symphony No. 7, in C -
sharp Minor, Op. 131. Orchestre Na-
tional de France, Mstislav Rostropo-
vich cond. ERATO 0 NUM 75322, ©
MCE 75322, ECD 75322 (61 min).

Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

Prokofiev fashioned his Fourth Sym-
phony in 1930, to commemorate the fif-
tieth anniversary of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, from his masterly
1929 ballet score, The Prodigal Son.
Seventeen years later he expanded the
half-hour score by nearly one-third and
assigned it a new opus number. Most
recordings have been of the later ver-
sion, though Neeme Jarvi and the Scot-
tish National Orchestra included both
versions in their complete Prokofiev-
symphony cycle for Chandos. This Era-
to recording of the early version, along
with the Symphony No. 7, launches a
new cycle conducted by Mstislav Ros-
tropovich, who was on intimate terms
with Prokofiev in the composer's last
years.

Although the balletic elements of the
source work show clearly in the slow
movement and scherzo, I prefer the
tauter early version of the Fourth Sym-
phony. Like much of Prokofiev's music
of the period, it has sharp contrasts
between a broad and intense lyricism-
the opening pages of the first movement
and the whole of the third-and what
Prokofiev himself used to call "football
music." Prokofiev and Stravinsky were
hardly the best of friends when they
were both living in Paris, but there is
more than a whiff of Stravinsky's Neo-
classicism in this score, notably in the
finale.

By the time Prokofiev wrote his last
symphony, he was ill and at odds with
the arbiters of Soviet musical aesthetics.
Partly because the Seventh is more
transparently scored than its immediate
predecessors, and partly because of its
buoyant revised ending, it has been con -
(Continued on page 114)
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HELP US HELP YOU!

PARTICIPATE IN
THE STEREO REVIEW
BUYER POLL
Stereo Review wants to know more about our read-
ers. How much equipment you buy (and how
often), how much you spend on it, what sort of
product features you like. That will help us create a
better, more informative magazine, specially geared
to your tastes and preferences.

To gather this important information, we've
created the Stereo Review Buyer Poll. And we need
your help to make it work.

If you've bought any equipment
within the past 30 days, we'd like you to
participate (see instructions below). We'll
use the information you give us to keep
manufacturers up to date on the buying
habits of stereo enthusiasts-the most
knowledgeable group of audio buyers in the
country. And in the long run, that will mean
better service for you.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
You can participate in the Stereo Review
Buyer Poll by sending in the Reader Service
Card appearing next to this page. We've pro-
vided space for you to list any equipment
purchased in the past 30 days. Any kind of
audio/video equipment qualifies.

For example:

Home Audio Components
 Amplifier  Receiver/Tuner
 Speakers  Turntable
 Cassette Deck  Equalizer
 CD player

Portable Stereo
 Portable Cassette Player
 Portable CD Player
 Headphones

Car Stereo
 Tuner  Cassette Deck
 Speakers

Home Video
 VCR  Camcorder
 Videodisc Player
 Stereo TV

Fill in the type of equipment, manufacturer,
model number, and price you paid. Include all the
equipment you bought this month. Then print your
name and address and drop it in the mail (we pay
the postage). It's that simple!
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Indicate you'd like to
subscribe to

REO REVIEW
(you'll Save 50qt

ott Our regular
subScoption rate!)

 R'Please
send me 12 issues

ot STEREO
REVIEW tot

and bill me (Full
year subScrtpltoo

price 811.991

PLEASE PRINT
CLEARLY

LOOK FOR THE BUYER POLL
EVERY MONTH
The Stereo Review Buyer Poll will appear in every
issue-just check the Table of Contents for that
month's location. You can participate in any month
in which you purchased audio/video equipment.
Of course, even if you don't join our Poll, you can
still send in the Reader Service card to get informa-
tion about products advertised in that month's issue.

We hope you'll participate regularly in the
Stereo Review Bayer Poll. Your answers are impor-
tant to us-and you'll find the resulting benefits
important to you.

Thanks for helping us out!

Stereo Review
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1RAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/BUSINESS
TER FURNITURE/CAR STEREO RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
RITY PERSONAL PORTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE CO e

Decks

COMPACT DISC/CASSETTE

Teac AD -4
CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo

 Wireless remote control 01 both CD &
cassette sections  16 -track random program
dubbing & play  Dolby B &C  Auto reverse

Sale 299 9 5
Price $629

Teac V-770
3 -Head Dolby B & C $269"
Teac W-660
Auto -Reverse Double Cassette $299"
Teac R616X
Auto -Rev Dolby B/C & dbx HX Pro$299"
Teac R -435X
Auto Reverse Dolby B/C & dbx . $149"
Teac W -310C
HI Speed Dubbing Dolby B & C . $99"
Sharp RT-W800
Auto Reverse Double Cassette . 959"

SAVE 60%

"

ADC Sound Shaper SS-117EX
Equalizer/Spatial Expander

 10 -band per channel with 15 63 range
 2 -way dubbing  EC recording  Spotial
expansion with level control  Black

Sole $9995 Retail
$249

Technics SH-8028
7 -Band Equollzer

Teac EQ-A10
10 Band Equalizer $7995

Teac EQ-A30
10 -Band EQ/Spectrum Analyzer $1999$
ADC $5.30051
10 -Band EQ/Analyzer949"
Nikko EQ-30
Pro 30 Band Mono EQ . . . . $249"
Audlosource EQ-10

$1A995Remote. Real Time EQ kr"

16495

Memorex CP-8
Universal Programmable Remote Control
 Controls up to 8 wireless remote components
 Built-in clock and five timers for unattended
operations  ICD display  Infrored booster

Sale Retail
Price $129

Rhoades 5X4
Video switches $129"
Sima SVC
Film to Video Transfer
Ambico V0805
10 Hour Belt Powerpack . .

Discwasher VHS
Wet Video Head Cleaner
Recoton V -177A
VHS Tape Rewinder
Slma Soundcatcher
Wireless Video Mic

53195

$7495

5995

$34.5

$99"

Shure D-6000
Remote Controlled CD Player

 Remote with volume  16 bit dual D/A
conveners  2 X oversomplIng Program 15
tracks in any order Audlble fast scan

sale $29995 $599"
ADC CD16/2R
16 Programmable, Remote Control$1499$
Akal CD -A3051
Programmable. Remote Control 999"
Teac PD -410
Remote Control Programmable 969"
Sharp DX -650
Programmable CD Player - . . $119"
Technics SL -P230
4X Oversampling. Remote . . . $199"
Magnavox CD -1473
Dual 16.1311 D/A 4X Oversompling$249"

Turntables & Mixers

1.111

Dual CS -2110
Belt Drive Turntable/Cartridge Special
 Convenient seem outomatic, auto return
operation  0M5E hpn performance cartridge
included  Hinged dust cover  Black

Price$9995 Pa"
Dual 0S-505.2
Audiophile Quality Turntable $199"
ADC RC -I
Record Changer with Cartridge . $59"
Technics S1-11D22K
Semi -Automatic Turntable . . . $999$
Technics SL -J33
FREE Shure M104E Cartridge . 999"
Gemini DJ -Q1200
Direct Drive DJ Turntable . . . $13995
Gemini MX -5200
Disco Mixer w/7 Band EQ . . . $159"

IN&

- VHS HI Fl STEREO

Akal VS -555U
VHS HQ HI-FI Stereo Video Recorder

 Cable ready MIS stereo tuner  14 day 6
event on screen programming .4 video
heads  Variable stow motion  Remote

::fch). $44995 Mr
Panasonic Pv-4860
4 -Head VHS HI-FI VCR $529"
JVC HR -0750U
4 -Head HI-FI MIS Stereo $5999$
Panasonic PV -4800
tHead HQ VCR $349"
Sony CCDV-5
8mm Auto -Focus Camcorder . $999"
Toshiba DX -900
PCM Digital 4 -Head HI Fl CALL
Panasonic PVS-4860

CALLS-VHS 4,Head HI-FI VCR

Audio Specials

FREE PARSEC L ELECTRONIC

FM ANTENNA
S-4
with PURCHASE

twoMMMMM=MMIEIMM
M4:000411

Harman-Kardon HK -7951
Digital Stereo Receiver

 70 watts channel  Ultroveldeband omplIfier
design provides wide flat=ncy response
Hi-fech silver finish Ve

;T:. 5499" 'IV
JVC RX-950VBK
120 Watts A/V Receiver . . $4999$
Akal AA -V30511
80 Watts A/V Receiver . . . $2499$
Akal AA -V40511
100 Watts A/V Receiver w/FQ $299"
Nikko NA -1050
105 Watts integrated Amplifier $229"
Sharp SA-CD800C
100 Watts Receiver CD Changer$399"
SAE PA10
Stereo Preamplifier 949"

Phono Cartridges

Shure V-15 Type V -MR
Deluxe Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

 m,c, due s,vius hr  Excellent ,a0,1C,Ilty
 Dyno-, stabIllre'  Side (3..,o/d syt,
protection  Linono porn piv,mer, gangs

Sale
Price

Shure V15-IVMR

Rota I
$299

Micro Ridge Stylus $69"
Shure M-111HE

$49"HyperellIptical Cartridge .

Shure M -105E
Universal Mount

Stanton 680EL
Pro Disco Cartridge
Stanton 500ALDP
DJ Cartridge w/Extra Stylus
Audio Technic° AT -2111P
Universal Mount

$3995

$ 54 9 5

$24"

$24"

S  eaker Specials

Pinnacle PN-5 +
2 -Way Mini Speakers

 Patent pending Dioduct port increases bass
response  3/4- dome tweeter  50 watt
Power handling  Designed & bur in U SA

sale
Price

95 Itlp.
Pinnacle PN-6+
2 -Way MidSIze Speaker . . Pair $179"
Koss M -80 -Plus
2 -Way Mini Bookshelf Speakereolr $139"
Koss JC-K500
Wireless 2 -Way Speakers . Pair $2799$
AudloSource LS1/WT
Weatherproof Mini Speakers Pair $139"
Technics SB-L35
2,Way 10" Woofer Palr $99"
Technics SB-L55
3,Way w/10" Woofer . . . Pc ir $1499$

1111111111111

ki8
Compact Disc Specials
Best Of The Classics
at a Budget Price

RCA VICTItol.A RCA7744

CHOPIN
INJIttes

G FLA ANDA

 Eduardo Moto/DSO: Gershwin. American
in ohs. Cuban Overture Porgy and Bess
(A ymphonlc Picture) (7726 -2 -RV)

 Eduordo Mato/DSO: Tchalkovsky,
Capriccio dollen. Mussorgsky: A Night On
Bold Mountain, Dukas. The Sorcerers
Apprentice, Enesca Roumanian Rhapsody
No 1 (7727 -2 -RV)

 Eduordo Mato/DSO: Ravel- Bolero,
Alboroda del gracioso. R6apsodle
espognole (7728 -2 -RV)

Eduardo Mato/DSO: Mussorgsky -Ravel:
Pictures At An ExhibrtIon. Ravel: Valses
nobles et sentimentalet La Valse
(7729 -2 -RV)

Dylana Jenson; Eugene Orrnandy/PO:
Sibelius: Concerto in D Minor; Sdinf-Soens
Introduction and Rondo Capriccolso, Op
28 (7730 -2 -RV)

 I or Buketoff/NPO: Tchaikovsky 1812
Overture Eugene Ormandy/PO:
Beethoven- Wellington's Victory (7731 -2 -RV)

Georges Pretre/PHO: Strauss Also sprach
Zarathustra (7733-2-RV1

Arthur Fledier/BPO: Offenbach. Gone
Partslenne. Khochaturian Gayne Suite
(7734 -2 -RV)

Chorles Munch/BSO: Berlioz: Symphonle
fontostiaue (7735 -2 -RV)

Your Choice 899
Per CD

Stereo Headphones

Koss Pro/450
Studio Pro Persephone

 Precise 0Coustical reproduction  Unique
dual element dynamic driver delivers
extended low end  Frequency 10-30kHz

rick!, $13995 PM"
Sony MDR -V6
Lightweight Digital Ready . . . $63"
Koss JC-K200
Infrared Wireless Headphones . $118"
Koss Pro4AAA+
Closed Ear Headphones . . . . $38"
Sennheiser HD-420SL
Open Aire Style Headphone . . $53"
Sennheiser HD -430
High Quality Lightweight . . . . $89"
leyerdynamic DT -990
Topof the LIne 97995

ORDER 800- 2 21-8180 IN NEW YORK, ALASKA
TOLL -FREE & CANADA CALL: (718) 417-3737
Mall Order Hours: Monday To Friday 8 AM to 8 PM, Saturday 9 AM to 6 PM, Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM
Dealer & Institutional Inquiries Call Toll -Free 800-221-3191 - In New York (718) 417-3747

J&R Music Works, Dept. SR0988, 23 Pa* Row, New York City, NY 10038



vi DEO CAMERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES
MPUTERS/PRINTERS MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER SO

CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PE
LCULATORS ITERS RECORDS COMPACT DISCS PRE-

Super Specik
Vhs Video Movies

*Sabrina
Breakfast At Tiffany's
Houseboat
To Catch A Thief
A Place In The Sun
Sunset Boulevard

Your Choice

7131.1h

Aud o Add-On's

Ted( FM -9500
Indoor FM Electronic Antenna

Perfect for the dpartment or Once  24-d8 s
of gale  OrnnIciPectional  LED display  One
year warranty  Black finish

Sole
55995 ;;Z°11

Terk FM -8500
Electronic FM Antenna
dbx 224X -DS
Type II lope Noise Reduction . $179"
dbx 1BX-D
Expander w/irrpact Restoration $179"
dbx 200-X0

$7995Program Route Selector . . . .

Nikko NPS1R
Add On Wlrele s Remote . . 59995
Audiosource RTA-1 Kit
Real Time Ana'yzer $249"

$3995

V r

Musical Keyboar

11123=1:11

Yamaha PSS-130
Portasound Electronic Keyboard

 32 key mini keyboard  8 preset instrument
sounds and rhythms  Melody memory  &A-
in speaker  AC/DC operation  Block

s3777 Ma"Pace

Yamaha PSS-170
$79"44 -Key, 100.Sounds

Yamaha PSS-470
49 Key. Stereo Sound '149"
Casio CT -510
49 -Key. Drum Pods $289"
Casio PT -100
32 -Key Mini Keyboard

Casio SK -10
. . $49"Mini Sampling Keyboard.

Casio SK -200
49Key, One Touch Sampling . 525995

54495

or Stereo/Radar Detector

BEL Vector 3
New 3 -Band Radar Detector

 Detects X K and Ka band radar  IRT (tm098
refeCtian tecrxxxkvy)  GaAs diode  Compu-
heterodyne circuitry  Visor or dash mount

;Tc". s16888
Cobra RD -3160
Mini Radar Detector
Uniden RD-9XL
Super Small Super -Het

Fox Micro Fox
Super Het Radar Detector . . . $134"
Sherwood CR-D210
Digital AM/FM A/R Cassette . . $159"
Sherwood EC -A280
7 -Band Equalizer

$5495

Clarion 920ORT
AM/FM Cassette Receiver . 5258"

Retail
$300

$134"

$15895

Audio Accessories

AudioSource LLC-1
Compact Disc Laser Lens Cleaner

An effective system for cleaning and
maintaining your compact disc player  Just
Insert into player like any other disc

Sale /// A Retail
Price s" $34

Audloquest
Sorbothane insulation Feet

$3495

Audloquest soj A95
Sorbothane Record Mot . . .

Monster Cable $3495interlink 400. 2 meter
Last SF100
Record Cleaner $12"
Last SF200
Record Preservative $1495

Naiad RF-2
$1895Record storage System

Portable Audio

Sony D -T4 DIseman
Portable AM/FM Compact Disc Player
 Built-in AM/FM stereo Liner  1< track
programming 4 repeat modes  LCD display
 Rechargeable battery pock AC ocapto'

Pr11c*. 524995 $349"
Sony WM-AF42
AM/FM Auto Reverse Workman $4995
Sony WM-F73
AM/fM Cassette Sports Walkman $9995
Sony CF-SW5O1
AM/FM Dual Cassette Portable 92995
Sony CF-DD66
AM/FM Cassette CD Portable . $29905
Sony 1CF-SWIW
Complete Shortwave System . $29995
Sony WD6C
Pro WalkM-man IN STOCK

Home/Office

Brother WP -55
Personal Word Processor

 Type store ecoll edit and print  5v9
yellow black display 64K RAM  3.5" drive
 70.000 word dictionary

It 31 lCee $ 5 78 R.tall$899

Panasonic KX-17340
Letter Quality Typewriter $15995
Toshiba 30100
fax/Phone Machine . . $1029"
Sharp UX-160
Deluxe Fax Machine . . '1099"
Sharp Z-50
Compact Personal Copier . . $52495
Panasonic RR -900

$199"Microsassehe transcriber
PhonMote 9550
Telephone Answering Machine 114995

Audio Accessories

14090.-111111111P

Recoton W-100
Wireless Stereo Speaker System

 Eliminate the need for room -to -room wires
 Enpy true Stereo anywhere  Speakers plug
into convenient wall AC outlets onywhore

4crcee 519995 3299

Coaster 111.11
Auto Radio Carryall $19"
Coaster PLIS
Browr Leather CD Case . . $2995
Discwasher Disk&

$3195Complete Record Core System .

Discwosher RCS
Reco d Cleaner with Plush Pad . . $895

Monster Cable 10/10
10-8 H3Res Speaker Cable . Pal $2495
Monster Cable Discus $1995
Stabi !zing Disc for CD Players .

Portable Audio

Toshiba KT -4046
AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo

 3 -band graphic eqJalizer  Dolby B  Auto
reverse playback  Built-in AM FM stereo tune,
 Sof/ touch  Lightweight headphones

sale
Price 549'5 ;r7"

Toshiba RP -2017
AM/FM Portable Radio $1995

Panasonic RX-SR25
AM/FM Recording Cassette . . $59"
Technics SL-XP5B
Portable CD Player $279"
Panasonic RX-SABO
AM/FM Auto Rev Cassette . . . $9995
JVC PC-V33J
AM/FM Cassette W/Hyperbau . 511995

JVC PC -1/77J
AM/FM Double Cassette . . . 999"

Blank Tape Specials

minim
NI II '1(X)

Maxell XLII-100
100 -Minute High Bias Cassette Tape

 Now this famous high bias tape comes in
100 minute size  Perfect for recording
Compact Disc  New redesigned housing

sale s23'5Price 10 -Pack

Maxell XL11$90
2High Bias Cassette Each $ 2'

Maxell MX -90
.Metal Bias Cassettp Each

$
259

Scotch 1-160EG+
high Grade VHS Tape . Each $41°
Sony UX-Pro 90
Top Rated High Blcs . Each $234

TDK SD -90
New High Bias Each 5124

TOK SA -90
High Bias loch 5164

azauli '

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
800-426-8027, or Wrtte
J&R Music World
Department SR0988
59-50 Queers -Midtown Expressway
Mospeth, NY 11378.

Name

Address

City State ZIP

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD. VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank
No, expiration date and signature.) TO JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0988, 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK CITY, NY 10038. 'ersonal
and busineu checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & insurance Charge is 5%
of Total Order with a $4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.9.S minimum charge ) For shipments by
air, please double these charges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE
ADD SALES TAX. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL OR TRANSPOSMONAL ERRORS.

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. CIRCLE NO 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Vladimir Ashkenazy: surpassingly fine Rachmaninoff

sidered lightweight, something of a con-
cession to the powers that were.

Rostropovich emphasizes the ele-
ment of symphonic discourse in both
scores, particularly in his choice of
deliberate tempos and intense phrasing
in the Fourth. The pacing in the Sev-
enth is not unusual, but the bittersweet-
ness of both the second -movement
waltz and the slow movement is much
in evidence, and, as if to drive home his
point, Rostropovich opts for a quiet,
fade-out ending, which I hive heard in
only two other recorded versions. in
any event, he elicits playing of great
warmth and conviction from the Or-
chestre National, and the recording is
beautifully spacious and rich. D.H.

PUCCINI: La Boheme (see Best of the
Month, page 83)

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto
No. 1, in F -sharp Minor, Op. 1. Vla-
dimir Ashkenazy (piano); Concertge-
bouw Orchestra, Bernard Haitink cond.
Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, Op.
43. Vladimir Ashkenazy (piano); Phil-
harmonia Orchestra, Bernard Haitink
cond. LoNDoN 0 417613-1,0417613-
4, 417 613-2 (52 min).

Performance: A winner
Recording: Sumptuous

The final installment in Vladimir Ash-
kenazy and Bernard Haitink's survey of
Rachmaninoffs five works for piano
and orchestra, pairing what has always
been the least favored of those works
with the last and probably finest of
them, is a clear winner. It surpasses not
only Ashkenazy's earlier recordings of
both works with Andre Previn and the
London Symphony but, on balance, all
others in the current catalog as well. It
may be that the Concertgebouw Orches-
tra's recordings of Rachmaninoffs sym-

phonies and other orchestral works un-
der Ashkenazy himself helped condi-
tion the players to the idiom, but Hai-
tink has proved to be an eloquent advo-
cate throughout the cycle, and his con-
tribution is especially effective on be-
half of the Cinderella among the concer-
tos. The First Concerto is really not
such a weak piece, though, nor such an
early one as "Op. 1" would suggest,
having been completed in its present
form some years after the Third. The
Ashkenazy/Previn First has not been
transferred to CD, but their fine per-
formance of the Paganini Rhapsody
has, together with the popular Second
Concerto, and it's still a very appealing
version, especially at mid -price. The
new one with Haitink is even more
appealing, however, by virtue of a still
more persuasive account of both the
solo and orchestral parts (in this case by
the Philharmonia Orchestra rather than
the Concertgebouw) as well as superior
sonics. R. F.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Eas-
ter Overture (see MUSSORGSKY)

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Schehera-
zade, Op. 35. London Symphony Or-
chestra, John Mauceri cond. MCA 0
MCA -25187, © MCAC-25187,
MCAD-25187 (47 min).

Performance: Poetic
Recording: A bit diffuse

John Mauceri is one of the most gifted
and versatile of the younger generation
of American conductors, being as adept
with the music of Charles Ives as with
Broadway musicals. I wish I could un-
derstand MCA's rationale for turning
him loose for his symphonic debut on
an old warhorse like Scheherazade, in
which the competition is stiff and plen-
tiful, instead of something from the

American repertoire that is Mauceri's
specialty. His treatment of Rimsky's
colorful score is perfectly respectable,
but it does not match the imaginative
quality of recordings by the likes of Bee-
cham, Kondrashin, Monteux, or even
Muti.

The strongest point in Mauceri's fa-
vor is his effort to treat the music poeti-
cally rather than as an audio blockbust-
er, especially in "The Young Prince and
the Young Princess." Mauceri also elic-
its solo playing of superlative flexibility
and loveliness from the first -desk winds
in both this movement and "The Kal-
endar Prince." And the solo violin of
Andrew David manages to personify a
charmingly seductive teller of the 1,001
tales. But despite these merits, the per-
formance does not catch fire.

The recording as such is clear and
spacious, if somewhat lacking in low -
end body at the climactic episodes of
the "Festival at Baghdad" finale. If a
forty -seven -minute playing time seems
short measure, note that the CD is in
MCA's mid -price Crimson series. D.H.

ROSSINI: Opera Arias. 11 barbiere di
Siviglia; Cessa di pia resistere. Le
Comte Ory: Astro sereno brilli. L'ital-
iana in Algeria Languir per una bella.
Elisabetta, regina d'Inghilterra: Che in-
tesi, oh annunzio! turco in Italia: Tu
seconda it mio disegno. La donna del
lago: 0 fiamma soave. Rockwell Blake
(tenor); Ambrosian Singers; London
Symphony Orchestra, John McCarthy
cond. ARABESQUE © ABQC-6582,
Z6582 (47 min).

Performance: Agile
Recording: Excellent

The seven arias here give a fair picture
of what Rossini expected of the tenors
of his day. His demands were some-
times staggering, but the music itself is
remarkable for the fluidity of the color-
atura writing, and Rockwell Blake, who
has devoted himself wholly to the be!
canto repertoire, is here equally remark-
able for his bravura delivery. A grim
battle, you think as you listen, but he
wins, hands down, while retaining vocal
grace, sureness of pitch, and a startling
liquidity of tone. Insofar as we know the
Rossinian style of singing, Blake is cer-
tainly a masterly exponent of it, and the
Ambrosian Opera Singers, London
Symphony Orchestra, and conductor
John McCarthy provide handsome sup-
port. My only complaint is that the CD's
playing time of forty-seven minutes is
hardly generous. R.A.

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in A Ma-
jor, Op. posth. (see Best of the Month,
page 82)

SCHUMANN: Piano Sonata No. 12, in
G Minor, Op.22 (see Best of the Month,
page 82)

STAMITZ: Trumpet Concerto in D
Major (see HAYDN)
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SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

IVcilia) (800) 621-8042 I (312) 664-0020
12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611

LOUDSPEAKERS CASSETTE DECKS RECEIVERS CD PLAYERS
TECHNICS SBL-35

Powerful
Loudspeaker System
 Linear Phase 2 -Way
System  Large Diam 10'
Woofer  Antl-resonance
cabinet  Attractive
Woodgrain Finish
List 5130 00 eo

SALE: $41.00 ea.

E.P.I. CD55
3 -Way Speaker

System
 12" Bass Driver  Wide
Frequency Response

Constant Dispersion
Design  Specially De-
signed High Efficiency
Cabinet
List $250 00 ea

SALE: $125.00 ea.

TECHNICS SBK14
3 -Way Speaker

System
 12" Woofer  Horn Super
Tweeter  High Heat Resis-
tance  Efficiency Bass
Reflex Design  Heavy
Duty Anti -Resonance
Cabinet
List $140 00 ea

SALE: $79.00 ea.

E.P.I. TIE 10011
2 -Way Loudspeaker

System
 Smoother High Freq.
Response  Wide Disper-
sion  Oak Veneer Finish
List 512995

SALE: $75.00 ea.

PORTABLES
AIWA HST -260

Compact
Headphone

Stereo Player
 AMFM Stereo Radio
wiC.assette  Dolby NR
 High Fidelity  Belt
Hanger  Metal Tope Cap

List $65.00 CALL

SONY WMF-1001I
Sorry Super WaNanan
 AMFM Stereo Cassette
Player  X-tro Small Size
 Auto Reverse  Quick
Charger  Dolby B NR
List 519995

SALE: $129.95

SONY D-15
Dlscman Portable

CD Player
 Ultra Small & LightWt
 21 -Track Random Music
Sensor  4 -Repeat Modes
 Unilinear Converter
w Digital Filter

CALL FOR PRICE

AUTO

SONY ESS-93
6" x 9" 3 -Way Car Speakers

 Hi -Power  Oval Shape  60 watts Max
Power Handling

List 510995 Pair SALE: $66.00 Pair

0 0

AIWA ADVIS
Cassette Deck

 Dolby B &CNR  FlatKeyboordOperation
Panel  Cue & Review  Fine &as Control
 High Performance DX head  Auto Tape
Selector

List $150.00 SALE: $129.95

TEAC R435X
Auto Reverse Cassette Deck

 Ili -Directional record and p ayback
 Dolby B C & dbs Noise Reduction
 3 -position tope selector  Output
level controls

List 5265.00 SALE $149.95

TECHNICS RST-55R
Double Quick Reverse

Cassette Deck
 Auto Reverse on Both Tape Dr ves  24 Hr
Contin Piaybock  Hi-Spd Editing  Synchro
Start. Stop & Mute  dbx. Dolby B & C

CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC W990R X
Auto Reverse Double Cassette Deck
 co, riuc,i, Recording Playback
 3 -Motor IC Logic  Wireless Remote Con
real  Sync Reverse  2 -Speed Dubbing
 Reverse Editing  Dolby 13: C cbs NR

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SA -918
Quartz Synthesizer

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
 70 Watts (35x2)  16 Memory Preset  Tope
Mon. Switch  Boss & Treble Controls
 Quartz Clock  Low Distortion

List 5240.00 SALE: $127.00

irig.i

TECHNICS SAR-313
Quart: Synthesizer AM?FM
Remote Stereo Receiver

 S -Bond Ea & Spectrum Analyzes  24
Memory Presets  40 Key Wireless Remote
 110 Watts 15541

List $46000 SALE: $249.95

AKAI AAV-405
Surround Sound Receiver

 Remote Controlled  200 Watts :100.21
 7 -Bond EQ  Video Inputs  16 Presets

list $59995 SALE: $389.00

JVC RX-999
Remote Controlled Receiver

 200 Watts1100.21  Digital Dolby Surround
Sound  3 Video Inputs  Progromm 7
band EQ  Dig. Synth Tuner  80 presets
 Preset Scan

CALL FOR PRICE

HEADPHONES AUDIO TAPE CARTRIDGES
KOSS PRO 4X

Lightweight
 Digital Ready

List $9000 SALE: $49.95

SENNHEISER
HD414SL

Open Air  Innovative Design
 Sound Isolating 
List see es SALE: $49.95

SONY MDR CD6
Adjustable  Open Air
 Digital Ready

List $11995 SALE: $79.00

TDK SA -90
Ultra Quiet Hi -bias tope

10 for $16.50

SONY UX-PRO 90
High bias perfect for live
or digital recordings

10 for $22.99

MAXELL XLI190
Standard Hi -bias cassette

10 for $16.80

MAXELL XL11$90
Extended Range Hi -bias

10 for $19.50

SURE V15-IVMR
 Micro Rage Standard Mount
 Ultra Accurate Tracking
 Dynamic Stabailfer
List $11000 SALE: $69.95

AT 122LP
Duol Magnet  Plug-in
Connector  linear Contact
Diamond Stylus'
List 5125 00 SALE: $49.95

SHURE V15MR
Ultra Accurate Troc
 Dynamic Staballaer  Side -
guard Protection
List $275.00 SALE: $129.95

Mindy audio
12 E. Delaware P1., Chicago 60611

16 YEARS OF MEETING THE NATION'S STEREO NEEDS WITH
THE ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES ON TOP NAME NATIONAL BRANDS
Call Mon. thru Sat. 10 to 5 (312) 664-0020  1 (800) 621.8042

mcca...irrCad

SHARP DX -650
Compact Disc Player

 3 -Beam Laser Pick-up  Programmable
Memory  CueiReniew

List 524995 SALE: $119.95

TECHNICS SLP-420
Remote Controlled CD Player

 High Resolution Digital Filter  Double
Oversampling  High Speed Transport &
Repeat  Programmable
List 5320.00 CALL

SONY CDP-21
Compact CD Player

 Unilinear Convertor w Digital Filter  Env
DIN Detection Sys  16 -Track Random Music
Sensor  Auto Music Sensor  4 Repeat
Modes wrShulfle Ploy

List $250.00 :ALE $149.95

It
TECHNICS SLP400C
Multi -Disc CD Changer

. Programmable 6 -Disc Changer Player
 Remote Control  36 Step Random Access
Program  Quadruple Oversomping
Digital Fiiter  High Resolution Loser
Pick -Up

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM600
CD Multi Changer

 6 -Disc Capability  Remote Control
 Random Access Program up to 32 steps
from 7 discs  Repeat  Memory back-up
 3 Beam Laser Plck-up and digital fitter

CALL FOR PRICE

TURNTABLES

TECHNICS SLBD22
Bolt Drive Semi -

Automatic lUrntable
 T4P Cartridge Connect
Sys  Highly Sens Gimbal
Suspension Toneorm
 Anti-Vibr Construction
 Pitch Control  Ilium.
Stroboscope

CALL FOR PRICE

SHERWOOD CRD350
Car Stereo with Cassette Deck

 AM Stereo:FM Stereo Receiver  Full Logic
Controlled  Dolby BC NR  Auto Re-
verse  Bullt-In Amp se/Balance& Fader
 LocalrDist Switch  Preset Scan  Clock
 Security Cover
List $329.95 SALE: $182.00

Prices in this ad are for maiiorder only.
Freight charges not Included In prices. All
merchandise shipped brand new, factory
fresh w th full warranty. Not responsible for
typographical errors.

NOTE: This Is just a partial listing of our extensive
inventory, please call for quotes on additional items
or to request a free price list.

ELD033
Phase Locked Direct

Drive Automatic
Turntable

 Highly Sensitive Gimbal
Sus tonearm  UP Mount.
Cart Connector System
 Front Panel Oper.

CALL FOR PRICE
DUAL C5505.2

Belt Driven
Semi -Automatic

Turntable
 Ultra Low Mass Tonearm
 Interchangeable vr"
Mount Pick -Op Head
 Fine Speed Adjustment
 Anti -Resonance Mat  Two Scale Anti
Skate Device  Flooring Chassis

List $29900 SALE: $199.95
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Wisconsin Discount Stereo
2417 W. Badger Road

Madison, WI 53713
1-608-271-6889

HOURS
M-Thur 8-8

Fri 9-8
Sat 9-5

Twit"
OR COD

Why Take A Risk? Buy From The Oldest Electronics Mail Order In The Country. 800 # Pricing, 800 #Wa
Some Items Limited Quantities.Most Items Shipped Within 48 Hours.All Items Factory Fresh With Full Wan

Buy Fro de ount
tg, 800 # Warrar

es. C

Prices-WD #1. Wh Ta esh

Everythin Us B e iI st ail I er s Limi Qua
800 #War n Service, Order ollow-up. uye Protec ion a I clu d- - it Every ur hase
Warranty. No Extra Charge For Credit Cards. Your Satisfaction Means Everything To Us. Compare Deliverer

EPI T/E 10011

TOP RATED

BOOKSHELF

SPECIAL

PURCHASE!

$75 EA. DESIGN

ACCOUSTICS

PS360

Indoor/
outdoor
weatherproof

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE EPI 3 -WAY

12 inch

woofer

Horn midrange
and tweeter

$99 EA. BOSE 901 VI

SPECIAL

Top rated
speaker

CALL!

JVC RX450

3
11111115111M

50 Watt/ch. A/V receiver with remote,

7 -band EQ, 16 AM/16 FM presets.

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

1111111

JVC RX550 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

60 Watt/ch. A/V receiver with
remote, 7 -band EQ, 3 video inputs.

TECHNICS SAR330 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

MEM
70 Watt/ch. AN receiver. Brand new
model.

JVC RX950 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

120 Watt/ch. AN receiver with
7 -band EQ and LCD remote.

TEAC V970X GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

Top of the line cassette deck with
Dolby B/C/HXPRO/dbx.

AUDIO SOURCE SS -1 $119

Dolby surround sound with built in
amp and variable digital delay.

TECHNICS SLQD33 $189

With Shure

V15

Quartz D.D.

with 2 motors.

TEAC V670 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

3 -Head, 2 motor, fine bias,

and Dolby B/C/HX Pro.

JVC

AV2657
26"

Monitor/
Receiver .0

3 A/V inputs

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE
SONY
KV27SXR10

27"
with up to

550 line
resolution.

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE
SONY
MDRV6

Professional

model
headphones.

$67 UNIDEN $137
RD9

441r%
COBRA RD3170 '169
BEL 976 $157

PANASONIC PV4860 CALL!

4 -Head MTS Hifi with

on screen programming.

JVC HRD530 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

4 -Head MTS Hifi with

on screen programming.

JVC GRC25 GUARANTEEED

LOWEST PRICE

High -Speed

Shutter
Top -Rated

SONY CCDV9 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

Variable
High

Speed

Shutter

RCA VPT630 CALL!

3 -Head MTS Hifi with

on screen programming.

JVC HRS7000 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

Super VHS MTS Hifi with

on screen programming.

Discount Hotlin¢
IT'S EASY TO SAVE$$

*GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE-Compared to any other factory

authorized dealer delivered to your door with full warranty.



3nty Service, 800 # Order Follow-up. Buyer Protection Plan Included-FREE-With Every Purchase.
ity.No Extra Charge For Credit Cards.Your Satisfaction Means Everything To Us.Compare Delivered

Servic Buy Fr oni 1. Why ake A Risk?
udi r Sat n Means

ke A 01 untry. # Pricing,
mited uan u ies. ost ems Shi pe. 48 Hours.A tems ctory es With Full

Prices-WDS #1. * Call Us For Any Of Your Audio -Video -Car Stereo Needs * Why Take A Risk?

HOURS
m-Thur 8-8

Fri -9-8
Sat 9-5

'77

OR LL)L

Wisconsin D scount Stereo
2417 W. Badger Road

Madison, WI 53713
1-608-271-6889

TOSHIBA
XRP9

Wireless remote

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

$159 SONY
D-4

Programmable.

Optional remote.

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

$179 SONY
D-160

Car Discman

includes

CPA -1

+ CPM 100P

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE
SONY GUARANTEED

D-15 LOWEST PRICE

Smallest

Discman

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

J

5

TECHNICS SLP350 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

18 bit, 4X oversampling,

and 2 D/A convertors.

TEAC PD600 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

I
6 Disc stacker with 32 program

memory and full remote.

TEAC AD4 $279

Combination CD/Cassette with Dolby B/C,

auto -reverse, and random programming.

SHERWOOD CRD210 $ 165 SHERWOOD GUARANTEED

CRD350 LOWEST PRICE

111:61kuigid

Auto reverse with CD inputs, Dolby
B/C, and high power.

Digital DIN we CD inputs, Dolby
B/C, and high power.

CLARION 8701RT $179

Digital with Dolby, clock, fader,

and 4 way balance.

CLARION 8825RT GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

1 00
*How ==

Removable DIN chassis with 18 pre-

sets, Dolby, auto -reverse, & high power.

II AM/FM CAR DISC $399
PLAYER WITH 150 WATTS

CLARION
SE 9350

6 x 9

3 -Way

SPECIAL

PURCHASE

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

CLARION
9425RT

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

10
rum DZIM17:1°I0

Din Auto Reverse with Dolby
B+C,High Power, and AM Stereo

CLARION 9200RT GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

01 «- i-wk,
mar,lqP77:11

Digital DIN, A/R with Dolby B/C,
high power, and much more.

. .

JVC HRD630 GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE

Digital 4 -head MTS Hifi

multi -screen special effects.

SONY SLHF750 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

Super Beta

Hifi loaded with performance.

4 -HEAD HIFI $399

SPECIAL PURCHASE.

TOP RATED PERFORMANCE.

JVC HRS8000 GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE

Super VHS MTS Hifi with

digital special effects

1-800-356-9514
or call 608-271-6889

CALL TODAY-DON'T WAIT!

YEN POLICY: Returns accepted within 10 days and must be phoned in for ono' authorization
sroducts must be in original factory packing, clean unscratched, in perfect working condition
ms subject to restocking fee. Snipping  Handling non-refundable

PANASONIC GUARANTEED
PV400 LOWEST PRKE

BRAND

NEW

JVC GRS55

SUPER VHS

FORMAT

TOP -RATED

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICE



BID companies like CBS, Sony,
and Philips have brought us
such recording breakthroughs
as the long-playing record, the

tape cassette, and the compact disc, but
small companies have sometimes been
the first to put technological advances
to use. Delos and Telarc, for example,
were pioneers in digital recording even
before the compact disc was launched,
and Delos is the front runner in intro-
ducing the CD -3, the new three-inch
compact disc.

Last year Philips and Sony, the joint
developers of the compact disc, set the
standards for the new smaller format,
which is sometimes called the mini-cD
or the CD single because it is expected to
replace the old seven-inch, 45 -rpm, vi-
nyl single. Around the beginning of
1988, Ryko released a couple of CD sin-
gles, including Frank Zappa's "Peaches
en Regalia," and after announcing their
intentions to support the new format,
A&M and Warner/Elektra/Asylum
brought out a few.

Their efforts looked small beside
those of Delos, which launched a whole
new CD -3 series called Pocket Classics. It
is an all -digital line of recordings by the
Delos label's best-known classical musi-
cians, including pianist Carol Rosen-
berger, conductor Gerard Schwarz, and
soprano Arleen Auger, and by such jazz
musicians as Joe Williams, Cedar Wal-
ton, and Art Blakey and the Jazz Mes-
sengers. The initial Pocket Classics re-
lease consisted of twenty-four titles, and
more are expected later this year. They
carry a suggested list price of $3.99, but
my friendly neighborhood Tower Rec-
ords store sells them for $3.44 each.

The playing time of a CD -3 is about
twenty minutes. Well known for imagi-
native programming and for giving full
value with its concert -length cD's, Del-
os has planned the short programs of
the Pocket Classics series with care.
Only one of them, "A Sonic Odyssey"
(D/PC 2001), is a sampler made up of
short excerpts or individual movements
from longer works. The rest offer num-
bers of short pieces or complete single
works that in each case add up to about
fifteen minutes or more.

Strauss's tone poem Don Juan (D/PC
2002), played by the Oregon Symphony
conducted by James DePreist, fills one
('D-3 with a playing time of 16:43.
Haydn's Trumpet Concerto in E -flat
Major (D/PC 2006), played by the New
York Chamber symphony with Gerard
Schwarz as conductor and soloist, fills
another with 14:49. "Songs of the
Harp" (D/PC 2010), played by Susann
McDonald, contains seven short pieces
that total 17:58, and the jazz programs
contain three or four pieces that add up
to more than sixteen minutes.

Equipment manufacturers are sup -

POCKET CLASSICS
porting the new format by introducing
new CD players that will play the stan-
dard five -inch CD and the new CD -3.
Placing the small CD in an inexpensive
plastic adaptor makes it possible to play
a CD -3 in most older single -play ma-
chines in which the disc rotates hori-
zontally. You may have difficulty with
some multtplay machines (although I

have played CD -3's in a Pioneer chang-
er), and early CD players in which the
disc rotates vertically, such as the first -
generation Technics unit, probably will
not play CD -3's at all. There is a knack to
getting a CD -3 into the adaptor, and it
takes a little longer to learn than the
trick of opening the jewel boxes that
house most standard CD's.

The cD-3's from most companies are
kept in some kind of cardboard holder.
Delos supplies a nifty heavy-duty,
square, plastic, protective envelope that
fits neatly in a shirt pocket. Heavy
demand made it impossible for the
company to include the special little
case in some of the CD -3 packages. Mail-
ing a postpaid card will bring you the
case if you don't find one in the package
with any Pocket Classic you buy.

Convenience, easy portability, and
low price are the principal reasons for
marketing the new smaller compact
discs. Delos also cites their usefulness in
introducing classical music to new lis-
teners at low cost. With most standard -
size CD's still selling for $13 to $15,
many record buyers are reluctant to
gamble on music they are not positive
they will like. More people can afford to
be adventurous if they are only gam-
bling $3 to $4 a shot.

If you are new to classical music or
want to introduce a friend to the plea-
sures of the classics, I recommend start-
ing with two of the most accessible Ba-
roque pieces-Pachelbel's Canon in D
and Albinoni's Adagio in G Minor-
both on Delos D/PC 2017, played by
the Yale Cellos with Aldo Parisot con -
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ducting. "A Sonic Odyssey" contains
such appealing pieces as the fanfare
from Strauss's Thus Spake Zarathustra,
Rimsky-Korsakoff's Flight of the Bum-
blebee, and the "Circus" movement
from Respighi's Roman Festivals. An
easy Classical composition for begin-
ners is Haydn's Trumpet Concerto in E -
flat Major, and Prokofiev's Classical
Symphony (D/PC 2004), played by the
Los Angeles Chamber Symphony con-
ducted by Gerard Schwarz, is a twen-
tieth-century work that anyone can re-
spond to.

"Songs of the Harp," mentioned
above, is a very soothing, very beautiful
little record. Of the solo piano record-
ings, I recommend Rachmaninors
"Favorite Preludes" played by John
Browning (D/PC 2012) and "Foun-
tains," which contains works by Liszt,
Griffes, and Ravel played by Carol Ro-
senberger (D/PC 2008). Both contain
gorgeous music, and the playing is rav-
ishing.

Rhino, CBS, and Virgin are now issu-
ing CD -3's in significant numbers. It is
estimated that by the end of October
approximately 250 titles will be avail-
able in the new format. Delos remains
in the lead, and so far it is the only clas-
sical label to make a commitment to the
new size.

I don't like to think of myself as chau-
vinistic, but with RCA Records sold to
the Germans and CBS to the Japanese,
it bothers me that so little classical
recording is being done by Americans.
Thank God for small companies like
Delos.

Amelia Haygood, president of Delos,
has said, "The three-inch disc is an
innovation that will greatly broaden the
appeal of compact disc and introduce
many new people to the level of sound
quality and musical fidelity that we can
achieve today." That pursuit of excel-
lence may make Delos a big company
some day. William Livingstone

La:
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OMPETITIVE PRICING . . . CALL NOW
OR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

SUPER VHS CAMCORDERS 8mm CAMCORDERS HI-FI STEREO CAMCORDERS

OLYMPUS
405KU

BUILT-IN ZOOM
STABIUZER

We carry a complete inventory at very low prices:

GE 9815* GE 9825  PANASONIC PV420  HITACHI VM3100

 MINOLTA V1400S  PENTAX PVC66  PVS350 PANA  VM27

QUASAR '1599  PANASONIC PVS150. '1390  JVC GRC55U

SVHS-C  PANASONIC PV110 '1050 VHS -C CAMCORDER 7 LUX

6a. '699  JVC GR25U. '899 CANON E70, 8mm MINI
 RiCOH 600S  INS NEW

SONY BATTERY PACK NP 77 - CALL

JVC HIFI & NEW CCDV220

V1A24AC Full Size
8.Z

v10524C

1.0051AC

CG -9925
CG 9815

CANON
F1000 10:1;

QUASAR
$1099 SUPER VHS

Camcorder Fun Sae $1199
$1295

8+Z SVHS

SVHS-C VH
$699

$995
S -C 6 t Zoom
Time. Date MO Speed Shorter.

VMS -C NEW Invent Playbeci.

'Auto char g9eeneraror.

AV,DoOtng Dare Time Ou4S4RFlymgErase Heads 'CG 9810

MINOLTA 8100
TOSHIBA

PENTAX 850KV
3D

KD3010 KYOC FISHER
CAMCORDER

FVC801-1799 w/Case

VCR's - VHS & BETA
-ADC by NEC V4D Ht -Ft w/Dtgrtal '431

-Quasar VH5845 4 Hd Ho -F. MTS OSP III
-Fisher or GE 21-4ff

493

-JVC HRD630U - CALL
-JVC HRS8000U - NEW - IN STOCK

- SONY - -NEC 058000
-SLHF1000 Super Beta -Toshiba SV970

-SLHF860D -Zen.th 5100

-SLHF 3600
Portable 1-11

SONY 8mm DECK RECORDER -5350

VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERSair I=
Tote Vision CV -7000
VHS w Color TV

VHS w 19' QUASAR
Color TV

$425 AC DC
Tote V,s,on GS 3000H.

$525 VHS w 13' Color TV

$399

$199

FAX MACHINES
TOSHIBA

3100
1995

3300 11150

CANCiiIi195

44

SHARP
f0300 11195

CCDV110
CCDV9-CCDV5

OLYMPUS
vxaoi-'859
VX802 -Call

AUDIO HI -Fl RECEIVERS

PHONES ANSWERING
MACHINES
BELL
PHONES,
PANASONIC
and
UNIDEN

SONY SPP-110

SPECIAL EFFECT
& CHARACTER
GENERATORS

ZENITH Source Selector RCA 51n-3 out ..

ZENITH Remote Tu ner, 140ch.

ZENITH Character Generator
SANSUI Character Generator VCG99

SANSUI AV99 Mixer
NEWMARK VAM2000 Digital Dmolv

JVC JXW9 Special Effects

JVC Color Corrector
SANSUI VX99 5350 vAc301 $6995 VAC3IL

gLdecalla
I WHOLESALERS
1160 HAMBURG TPK., WAYNE, N.J. 07470

s98
169

1219
Call
Call
Call
$319
$199
$199

AV99
VAC312
VAM2000

.

AMERICAN
NAME

VHS Full Sze
7 LUX 6-12 TIME DATE

$799
5899 .Ftwnyfrase14c1

E703
CANON

NEW MODELS
LASEF DISC

Prayer Macaw., Sony

UM, CU33030

COMPACT CISC
PIPTIMII  Magnavox  JVC  INC

PC8.1700 xild600 CD8473

RECEIVERS
USX9300 STRAV1000 RX999

TV's
PIONEER 501-401

SONY TOSHIBA
SVriS TV
JVC AV2658

SUPER
TV

FOR MORE INFO, Call: WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY LEGITIMATE PRICE
(201) 6966531 Please call only for brand names seen in this ad.

Call Toll -Free: 1 (8001444-6300 I
Orders: 1(800 247-4654

I 1 urriil
-D11(.Ct

We ship ...ohm 24 hours
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polk
The Speaker Specialists 8

Where to buy Polk Speakers
AIMINMEN WAIN UST
CANAOA Cyr [Halm technology Immo
Er reams! dealer 1 416 135 4471
M An WW1 Maw. I anon.  Fair-
baaler Hors
AL INKNONE Aida.  Oallm Interne
WM lake  Ilanlaser. Sound DdlhOulors

F. Ian 
Fkcord

St
ailalleamil": rif:.ard.rrSaTZo

TV

MI UMW hat Insure Damn.  Marty
Scatrarl
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le Fr Sales  limn hide imporran
CA INNallsit Casa Moore  CampleME
Sound Goods  Caro Pot Shefleys 
Clam Sounds By Dare  Calm Del Mar
Pak Coal Area Mee  Omar World
Electrones Eawka: Eureka Soda Veto 
Feraw Bann. Hr F,  Lammler Canlor
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Goad Guys Sal ENNA Sound Compare 
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STEREO REVIEW

RETAIL MART

Audit) Uen

 ADCOM (in store only)
 A R TURNTABLES
 CALIFORNIA LABS
 CAMBER
 CONRAD JOHNSON
CWD
 DUAL
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 KLIPSCH
 M I T CABLES
 MONSTER CABLES

Authorized Sales and Service
Residential  Commercial

AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS
MEDIA ROOMS  SURROUND SOUND  ANTENNAS

 MOTIF
 NAD
 NAKAMICHI
NEC
 MAGNE PAN
 MERLIN

 NITTY GRITTY
 ORTOFON
 PARADIGM
 PINNACLE
 ROGERS
 SENNHEISER

SMITH HAVEN PLAZA
2021 NESCONSE T HWY IRS 3421

LAKE GROVE N Y 1 1 765

(516) 360-1990

 SHURE ULTRA
 SONOGRAPHE
 SOTA
 SPECTRAL
 STAX
 SYNTHESIS
 IERK
 THORENS
 VELODYNE
VPI
 WELL TEMPERED
 YAMAHA ion store only)

YOU CAN AFFORD
SOMETHING BETTER

AT HIFI BUYS
WE CARRY THE BEST STEREO & VIDEO AT THE BEST PRICE!

 Advent ,\ F  NEC  Sfax
 Bang & Olulsen  Kenwood  Panasonic  Thorens
 Bazooka  Kicker  Pickering  Toshiba
 Belles  Magnavox  Sennheiser  Velodyne
 Carver  Mitsubishi  Sharp  Yamaha
 Denon  Monster Cable  Signet
 Infinity  Nakarnichi  AND MORE'

14 ATLANTA LOCATIONS (404) 436-1231

lir SO()110 Sollor
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For

Acoustat NAD
Audio Control Belles
Nrtty Gritty CWD
M&K dbx
Nakamichi Fried
Oracle Harman Kardon
Polk 3D
PROAC Onkyo
Proton Grado
STAX Audioquest
Thorens Celestion
Dahlquist DCM
Haller Niles
Monster Cable Kinergetics
Citation Duntech

1706 Main St
Marinette, WI 54143

(715) 735-9002

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
ADS *MISSION
AKG MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC-LANSING ORION
AUDIO CONTROL *OLYMPUS
AUDIO PRO
AUDIO SOURCE
E3 & W
dbx
DENON
GUL
INFINITY (CAR)
JVC
KENWOOD
KICKER
*MINOLTA

5 - IT

POLK AUDIO (CAR)
PROTON
SAE
SANSUI
SURROUND SOUND
 SNOOPER
 SONANCE
 SOUND

CRAFTSMEN
 TERK ANTENNAS
 CELESTION
 CERWIN VEGA

bleadtown Shopping Center

rz,231041.(201) 838-3444



STEREO REVIEW
MAIL ORDER MART

SAVE MONEY, TIME & FREIGHT

AUDIOTEK
PROFESSIONAL AND
HIGH -END STEREOS

MX -1200 TURNTABLE
Belt Drive Sys
Floating sub- chassis
Dyn balance tone arm

S169 LIST PRICE $250

MX -1600
As MX- 1200 with

BONUS: Direct Drive $225
Cartridge incl on phone orders LIST PRICE $300

WCA-600 STEREO
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
160 Watts RMS (80 ea)
Hi- tech Blk Finish

$299 LIST PRICE S400

AT -200 AM/FM QUARTZ SYN. TUNER
16 prog stations $175Computer control tuning LIST PRICE $299

DJ -600 DIGITAL STEREO MR. AMP.
160 Watts (80 ea)

02% THD/8 Ohm
Hi- tech Blk Finish

$285
LIST

CE $395

PR -600 DIGITAL

EQUALIZER
PRE -AMP
Pertect companion tor DJ- 600 Pwr. Amp
$195 LIST PRICE $299

CENTRAL AUDIO
944 ElatbuSh Ave
Brooklyn N Y 11226

1-800-223-0586
IN N S
(718) 797-5151

STEREO REVIEW

RETAIL MART

At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
YOu on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget From
our large selection you can compare
performance specificat,ons and prices

ALL SOUND STAGE equipment includes
 30 -day best price protection

free 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free delivery
PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER

NAD CARVER DENON
ADS M&K ENERGY
CWD GRADO ELITE
DCAA PULSAR S'..,NL1
NEC KLOSS UP.G0 BOA

*5160 V TALISMAN

Coll for store hours
(718)961 9888
173 84000.00y
NYC. NV 10007
(NW corner of

Sway & Ccelon7/1
Enter, on CortIonctl

One Night op I
017

184 10 Horace HoPog Exp.!
Fres111.4000or 5,11365 .251,E

BANG 8 OlUTSEN
DBx SOuNDFiELD
Ikuoi0 CONTROL
MONSTER CABLE

SOUND
STAGE

AUC411,-.-V

FOCUS Electronic
( ONIPM I DIV PI AVERS

LIT A IRE) CO WHEN TUU BUT

WHERE HI END
MEETS ROCK BOTTOM

VI.MITR MMMMM

-MAGNA/KA-
M 650 REMOTE 299.95
08473473 TOP REMOTE 259'..99;13

06 471 SUPER VALUE 169.95
-DENON-

CO 3300 REFERENCE
01700 ox Si CONY
01500 0 REMOTE
01400 REMOTE

CO BOO REMOTE
CD 600 REMOTE

-YAMAHA-
DX 1110 TOP PLAYER

'DX 510 NEW
DX 410 NEW

-PIONEER-
'DM 700 NEW STACKER LOW
'DM 600 NEW STACKER LOW
'OM 500 NEW STACKER LOW

100 NEW STACKER LOW
" NEW 70P SINGLE LOW

NEW RIP SINGLE LOW
D4100 NEW SINGLE LOW
101030 NEW LASER LOW

-DC-
D A 600 NEW TOP STACKER 579.95
:IRK( NEW REMOTE STACKER299.95
:LIA 300 6 DISC STACKER 259.95
'L1555 NEW TOP SINGLE 589.95
Li4.44 NEW REMCTE 229.95

14222 NEW 179.95
-NAMAMICHI-

IMS 3A REMOTE CD
IMS1A REMOTE CD
IMS IA REMOTE CC

240 TOP CD PL- AYER 579.95
.220 CO PLAYER 279.95

.0P C70 RAT -CATONUSEY-L /49.95
imitirimmimim:OPC50CAROUSEL 289.95

-YAMAHA-
X 1100 125 WATT MIT 499.95
X 900 85 WATT RID /19.95

1199.95
499.95
599.95
/99.95
559.95
299.95

799.95
289.15
239.95

729.95
459.15
289.15

SUPER SPECIALS
MAGNOLIA CDR..°
COMPACT DISC PLATER REMOTE CD
PLAYER * ITS  nal PROGRAMA.-
PEG OUAD CP IRSAMPUNG 6 IS LET
DA CONVERTORS.
SPECIAL 299.95

'UDEN DWI lo TOP RATED Flat SI
DIGITAt READ1 MIADPISONES. OVER.
SIZED 40504 DOURLY DORI
DI S. FREQUENCY
RESPONSE 044,000 HZ
FUEL, FOAM PADO
Oral 49.95

YAMAHA RS -7200 REMOTE RECEIVER
Ilrit  C w FULL REMOTE CON-
TROL MOTORIZED vOLLIME CON-
TROL 1 SPAR SELECTOR AUDIO 
.10E0 CONTROLS A PROC
TOPS ARMOR) ONLY 699.95

PARSEC LS, POWER ANTENNA. RE-
PROVE FM RECIPE UP TO 110%
STRENGTHS ALL STATIONS UPRIGHT
ITS OMMIOMOCTIONAL. HORIZON
TM. IT'S OIRECTIONAI 100 A
SPECIFIC STATION ONLY I991

I AAAAA AOKI MASTER VOLUME
CONTROLLER -SELECTOR E CH * T
INPUT SELECTORS AFTER SETTINC.
VOLUMES ON S AAAAAA ES. WILL
UNIFORMALO ADJUST VOLUME
ONLY 164.95
OSP 1000 and OS1100 IN STOCK

PROZ AC SILE POWERED SPEAKERS
AMPLIFIED SPARS FOR CD'. OR
CASETTE DE(O. ALSO FOR VIDEO.
PLUGS PITH WALE AC OUTLET 
SOURCE SEP TNT RASE.
ONLY 129.95 PR

ii:mananssimm Al 900 730w PC INTO AMP 509.95

- DAT - AR 500 8514' PC INTO AMP 279.115
Al 300 3017 PC INTG AMP LOW
T95 MENG TUNER 189.95
AVC 30 A V CONTROLLER 569.95
AVC 50 A V CONTROLLER 4/9.15
SR 50 SUR70UN0 PROCESSOR219.95
101100 GE 01'12IC 529.15

IMIESITOINIMILZ111111.1
- MISSION -

)00 249.95 PR
707 /49.95 PR
737 459.95 PR
770 699.95 PR

- -
I 62T 219.91 PR
L 82T 299.91 PR

20T 199.95 PR
630T 4E9.95 PR

I 8307 559.95 PR
1,007 999.95 PR

SONY DIC100 ttistos
cast OAT 1899.89

- NAKAMICHI -
DRAGON THE LUTIMATE LOW
RE 505 LAI DiFEC A R 1191.95
CR 3A NEW HI ENO 669.95
CR 2A NEW 429.95
CR IA NEW FAVORITE 129.95

-'YAMAHA -
K(1100 3 NOE BC MX. DBX 589.95
K640 BC HE PRO AR /79.95
EX 400 BC HE PRO 219.9/
II 200 2 M0116 DOE 199.95
FEW 900 TOP 30118LE CASS 559.95
KEW 500 DOUBLE &C. A R 549.95

- DENON -
ORM 44HX COMPUTER 3 HEAL/149.9f
ORM 3080 RMT 3 HO HE PRO 419.95
081414110 140 MO RMT 519.95

1-800 223-3411
FOR ORDERS ONLY

R%700 60 WATT RAP 529.95
8X500 50 WATT RM7 549.95

9 CLOSEOUT 120W RMT 579.95
RB CLOSEOUT 85 WATT 469.95

-1PC-
RA KED NEW SURR VO RAP 1169.95
RE 999 NEW LOON RD! 559.95
IL 717 NEW BOW RMT 419.95
8X555 NEW 60W RUT 279.95
RX 333 NEW 45* RIP 219.95
RE 222 NEW 35W RIOT 1119.95
HA 130 UMAI 11[1.[IVIM 1111/

-PIONEER-
VS% 9300 NEW 125111 PRO SURE LOW
vSx 7300 NEW 1250 RMT LOW
USX 5300 NEW WOW RIOT LOW
AS, 3300 NEW 80W RM1 LOW
6X 2300 NEW 60* PC LOW
USE 1300 NEW dOW PC LOW

-NAKAMICHI-
SR 44 ROW STASIS RMT 749.91
5R 311 45W STASIS 599.95
SR 2A 30W STASIS 189.95

-DENON-
ORA 95 05W REMOTE LOW
ORA 625 65W REMOTE 469.95
ORA 425 4511 PER CHNI 189.95
ORA 35 40W PER CHNL 299.95
ORA 25 30W PER CHNi 229.95

-NAD-
/600 PE BEST EVER 15011 LOW
1175 PE HI 75V. PC 689.91
7240 PE HI 4011 PC 419.95

DEIN12119 11X PRO. &C
ORMIOLEX BC HE PRO
ORM 07 OMEN &C

- PVC -
TOY 717 NEW :7 HEAD.
TOP SINGLE

TOR 671 NEW AR SINGLE
TOR 471 NEW A R eC
TOR 311 NEW DOLBY SINGLE
TOW 999 NEW TOP DOUBLE
TOW 777 NEW DOUBLE AR

289.95
251.9$
171.15

499.95
)19.95
189.95
119.95
/29.95
269.95

Tun 4.114. UU SUM! MY illf1.11
TOW 220 OD AR BC 169.96

- PIONEER -
CTW BOOR NEW TOP DOUBLE LOW
CTW 70O8 NEIN DOUBLE A R LOW
CTW 500 NEM DOUBLE BC LOW
CTW 300 NEP DOUBLE. HI SPO LOW
CTS BOO NEW 384 BC HE PRO LOW
CTS 600 NEW BC HE PRO LOW
CTS 200 NEW SINGLE LOW

- AIWA -
ADA 70 5 L I CASSETTES 449.95
ADVIL 909 TCP DOUBLE LOW
ADWX 808 A B OBL HE PRO 299.95
44001 707 AR DOUBLE BC 251.95
ADR 30 A R SINGLE CASS 159.95

IS 119.95

- YAMAHA -
O5111 DIG SOUND PROC 759.95
M 35 dOW AMP FOR OSP' 219.95
M85 260* `C POWER AMP 849.95

13100

80 8 90

HO B60

.0 7 90
80 760

4./1 EA.
4.19 EA.
1./10 EA.
/.19 EA.
2.69 EA.

- SONY -
0 88 SMALLEST PLAYS 3 5 CD sLOW

03 SMALL LOW
DT 3 SMALL W RADIO LOW
0160 FOR CAR LOW

010 SURLIER LOW

0110 SMALLER W RANO LOW
045 NEW LOW

- ALPINE -
1905 649.95 5905 529.95
7280 179.95 7180 529.95
7179 299.95 3321 209.95
3213 179.95 3710 119.95
6394 PR 219.95 619d PR 159.95
6166 PR 74.95 6/65 PR 129.95
6258 PR 69.95 6100 PR 179.95

- PIONEER -
COX 77 LOW KEN 8050 LOW
KEN 6050 LOW KEN 6020 LOW
El 4060 LOW KE 40100R LOW
KEN 81132TN LOW KEH616113 LOW
1186363 LOW KEH 4343 LOW

- SONY -
COO 620 NEW TRUNK MOUNT 10 DISC

STACKER WEITHER TUNER OR REMOTE

ONLY 699.95
CUR 88 TOP RATED CD RADIO 519.95
COX 80 CAR CO PLAYER 599.95
ER 7300 PULL OUT HI POWER 519.75
OR 7200 PULL OUT FEATURE FULL449.9/
OR 7150 PULL OUT FEATURE FULL299.91
OR 7050 NEW PULL OUT LOW
OR 6300 A R DIG HI POWER 219.95
XI( 8 TAPE UNIT FOR COMA 86 219.15

- DENON -
OCR 7600 139.95 OCR 5520 519.95
on. SATS IM OS Dna syrn ss s

(718, 871-7600 FOR NYS & INFO
HOURS: MON.-THURS. 9-7, FRI. 9-3, SUN. 10-6

- 80SE -
AM 5 ACCOUSTIMASS ST51EM649 95
101 4 WA. PORTED 999.95 PR
81 3 WAY FORTED 759.95 PR
22 BOOKSHELF 2)9.91 PR

- PINNACLE -
P112 NEW 'INT ONLY 91.95 PR
PN6 4 SLINITLY BIGGER 6 BETTER
THAN THE 5 4 ONLY 179.95 PR
PN5 +SMALLER BOOKSHEL1129.9WR
PN8 ONLY 189.95 PR
PN MONITOR 200 ONLY 219.95 PR

(All FOR ADORE
- YAMAHA -

N$IOM 2 WAr BOOKSHELF 9.98
NI ION 3 *AI SHELF )59.95
NS 2111 SUBWOOF 229.95

1111 AOPtioNEN
- AZDEN -

0514090 WILED WI ,002 of LINE DIGITAL

NIACIMON, 0611106 Of THE SOMA CIS
5.091 INTRO MIL LI 99

OSR 50 0-u FULL SIZE 41.95
OSA 48 OTOITAL LTWT 14.95
OSR 88 CLAIM EARBUO 24.95

- KOSS -
1C14 -J00 TWO PIECE CORDLESS HEAD
PHONES WITH RECEIVER SOO WOO
HEADSET TRUE ROI REPRODUCTION
WITH NO CORD RESTRICTION
ONO TO IT

1CK 100 1 PIECE CORDLESS 99.95
- sONYS IN STOCK -

DCA IRO /99.95 014 3400 529.95
DCA 3280 219.95 01.9 3150 159.95

- TIC -
KSRX 618 /49.95 KSRX 518 109.95
KSRE 418 269.95 KSRX 408 LOW
KSFIX 308 LOW KIRX 208 LOW
651118 139.95 XlC 30 499.95
KSA 20 219.95 ROE 75 169.95

- 1111L -
TI 900 6.9 3 WAY 100W 9106131.15 PR

- BOSTON-ACCOUSTICS -
C 7001, PR 169.95 763 PR 229.95
797 AWARO WIN 6.9 3 WAY1119.95 PR

CALI FOR PILE Al** CLARION
- YAMAHA -

VCR 550 299.95 107450 219.91
vCR 350 2.2

OLO"11.11105':17° Iii'95
WITH ANT 8009005 PURCHASE

- 11( -
P CI, I DUAL A R ORDING CASSETTE
D ICE WITH T RAND GRAPHIC I CI AND
O UTMAN COMPACT DISC PLAYER. CD IS
REMOTE CONTROLLED AND PROGRAM.
MARIE FOR II TRACES. CONCERT FOR
TH1 BEACH OR NOM ONLY ICY 95
DCV 2 SINGLE CASS VI CO PLAYER/59.95
PC 77 CASSETTE WITH DIGITAL TUNE
RADIO TOPS 199.95

- SONY -
C10444 AM1M CASSETTE WITH CO PLATER
DETACHABLE SPARS A GRAPHIC E U LOW
CFO 66 AM 11.1 CASSETTE CO LOW
CFO 77 AMEN A R CASSETTE CD LOW

FOCUS ELECTRONICS STORE 4511 114 AV.., Oseeklm. V 11219 TEAM ORDER 1229 994 SIM . kly.e. NV
MOMS NM IMO Lz5MTI EDE WORIOANON Or MR rtoM SIAN ]IDEAS RIAU CA11 1 III)' 'WE TOE COMMA 5419E1 P4445004)11701444011 MCNOLTIMRSDAT Om 499 ISA MC 4011 AMC
COO GLINT MOLINE SON MIS CAM AN MONISM MINI) OM TEM FIATS MO TAMP NAMILIITY THEMA f ICUS ITTC111019C5 PEES CAIN S MOWN MANLESCTuNES VIMEMITT EITENOTO TIM

111911I5 AM MAKINL SON 41CCI1F0 PROMOS MN THE 1S OTOS CP RCM MP acme REAM 0.11 AI MN OT RACMSE 10411it0 OP WIPP PVC. I INSTOCKING III RAT M MIMEO IM
'TIPS INTUNMO 10. M 1191 1111100 ALL MATS AM SOPPED MM HEMS Ohl ARE ACCIRIC FOR RNA& MAT M L999490 I RISTOCENG LEEIf INCTIONG MOOR ,TIT/ IS NOT AS MR MAN NUMMI]

WPM MATIOUN4 IMO LW DITLI MO MP MILTIMAILL NM INVONSIIII TOE 1TITOMMILICAL MICAS PACES MO 10951111, Stle.150 TO [NUM warm. OCT41 APINICABLI MEE LOTS
MUST E HOESTIO 41 THAI OF PURCHASE All PACO E THIS AD AM FOE IAME (ROO OMIT ADS AM PASEO 2 1100105 ANEAD 9911119910 00.1 INO Mit9155 WI TN TO MAINTAIN STOCK 15 FINIS SOME

CMINGIS IN 1110110 ME CONTROL RE,/ REIM PA RALWIHSS FOR 22 TEARS A/40 OUR MANE SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ARE OUR REST Aovurrismator

Stereo Review
MAIL ORDER MART

lets you turn up the volume where your customers are...
Advertising to prime, heavy spending STEREO REvIEW customers Is no longer a luxuryl
Now, with mail order marketer's needs in mind, STEREO REVIEW has launched a Mail Order
Mart, a new ad program to enable you to heavy up where the customers are To sell surplus
Inventory, for example.

Set up shop in Mail Order Mart at economical regional rates!
In today's crowded, competitive market, you can't afford not to be heard by STEREO RE-
VIEW subscribers who spent $400 million on equipment in 1983 alone And now, the
economical new Mail Order Mart lets you tune in profits at surprisingly affordable rates.

To place your ad in Mad Order Mart,

(800) 445-6066



)
AA

TO ORDER B:11.PHONE
CALL

12121575-4792
0.1.5 RNA

rouTVEwin

CALL FOR PRICES ON MODELS NOT LISTED

000 pmMON-SAT:
10am-6pm

140tlyS' SUN 1 lam-4 EST

RECEIVERS
HAD
 t.w......11f OW. $ 3 6 9
 SAM Widi
 WI tit ADWOOw 869 NAD 7600
ADSR4

1198

X10 . .
769 NAKAMICHI SR3A

329

AR
CARVER AVR-100

959 NAKAMICHI SR4A 739

CARVER 150 . 589 PIONEER VSX9300 .....619

DENON DRA625
419 PROTON 940 .....449

DENON DRA35V .. 199 SANSUI RZ5000 .... 389

DEMON DRA425
349 SONY TRAV1000 .....489

LUXMAN R115 299. 625 SANSUI SX1200 .
. 629

LUXMAN R117 .
929 YAMAHA RX500 ....

NAD 7175PE
629 YAMAHA RX700 ......CALL

NAD 7250
CALL YAMAHA RX1100 ......729

NAD 7220
239 YAMAHA RX300

229

CD PLAYERS
DENON DCD-15001AKII -------

.. '499 tdiam----. s;9
ADS CD3

549 NAKAMICHI OMS2A

DCD 1700
569 NAKAMICHI OMS3A ..CALL

DEMON DCD800 309 NAKAMICHI OMS7A ..1349

DEMON DCM555 439 PHILLIPS CD770 .... 549

DBX DX5 .
549 PIONEER PDM700 .... 46

LL

9

LUXMAN D109
975 PIONEER PDM600 . . .CA

MAGNAVOX CDB5B2 179 PROTON AC300 ... 369

MAGNAVOX CDB586 .269 SANSUI CDX5I OM _ CALL549

MAGNAVOX CDB650 . . 289. SONY CDPC50 . ...
MAGNAVOX COB473 . .CALL TECHNICS SLP1200 .

.... 259
. ..799

MARANTZ CD94G .1620 YAMAHA CDX510 ..

NAD 5300 599 YAMAHA CDX1110 . CALL

AKAMICHI CR2A u.
.31.3.8, ebi

.  Ao WAS Ohm
 ;AGITAt NSW.. $429

ADS C4 980 NAKAMICHI CR3A

AIWA ADWX709 464 NAKAMICHI CR7A

AIWA ADWX909 509 PROTON 740

AIWA ADWX808 389 SONY TCWR900

DEMON DRMIOHX .179 TEAC W990RX

DEMON DRM3OHX 399 TEAC AD4

DEMON DRMI4HX 289 YAMAHA KX200

DEMON DRM24HX 389 YAMAHA KX800

LUXMAN K106 449 YAMAHA KXW900

MARANTZ SD565 349 YAMAHA KXW500

NAD 6300 699 YAMAHA K540

NAKAMICHI CRIA 299 YAMAHA KX1200

669
1295
319

CALL
489
249
179

CALL
CALL

305
289

CALL

SEPARATES.
ADCOM GFA5 5 5

$6 1 9
AvidMO

'OW. MO
wd..4 leriirk 
AreaGFA545 CALL PROTON D1200

ADCOMGTP500
CALL NAD 1700

ADS A2.
CARVER M4000T
CARVER MI OT
CARVER TXI IA
DENON P0A6600
DENON PMA900
DEMON TU800
LUXMAN LV109
LUXMAN 0/105
LUXMAN TI17

529 NAD 2200
899 NAD 3300
499 NAKAMICHI ST7

549 NAKAMICHI PA7
589 SANSUI AUX901
499 YAMAHA AX700.
369 YAMAHA DSP1

1149 YAMAHA TX900
689 YAMAHA M85
429 YAMAHA AX400

629
CALL

459
CALL

549
CALL

849
398

CALL
309
629
197

tceTRONICS
oy,INC-

/ilm

HI -END SPEAKERS
BOSE 2.2 $

SW Af

ADS m15 2149 DESIGN ACOUSTIC PS103 .879
ADS CM7 987 DESIGN ACOUSTIC PS10 429
ADVENT BABY CLASSIC .149 INFINITY KAPPA6 CALL
ADVENT LEGACY CALL KEF C20 279
AR POWER PARTNER CALL KEF 104.2 CALL
BOSE 4.2 399 KINDEL PISA 2149
B. ACOUSTIC A70 249 MISSION 707 349
B. ACOUSTIC T830 384 MISSION 737 439
B&W Dm220i 429 POLK SDA2B 969
B&W MATRIX I 799 POLK RTA I IT 689
CELESTION DL4 II .. 289 SEATTLE SOUND 36 349

TURNTABLES
DUAL CS -5000 -
:;";.:,V;t1:C..,,c, $319

SUSPENSION

ADS P4 549 THORENS TD320 ..549
AR EB101 495 THORENS TD316 299
AR ES1 749 TECHNICS S11200MKII 339
AUDIOQUEST MC3 129 YAMAHA TT400 169
B&O RX2 198 YAMAHA PF800 399
DUAL CS505 179 YAMAHA TT500 229
DEMON DP7F 149 CARTRIDGES
DENON DP23F 199 AZDEN Gm1E 119
DEMON DP59L 429 ORTOFON X1MC 59
DEMON DP47F CALL ORTOFON X5MC CALL
LUXMAN P102 297 GRADO SIGNATURE 8 CALL

501111111.11*
TO ORDER BY PHONE CALL(2121575-4792

NEW FALL
FULL COLOR CATALOGFREE W/ORDER

OR SEND $5.00

 SO it(3 I.
 CAM WAD,
 INGliw
 WA! FUN( dissOf

G&E 13" RMTE 179 PROTON VT210

TELEVISIONS
NY KV-1 rR

$349

NEC CT2015A
NEC CT3000S
NEC DT2680A
PIONEER SOPA° I
PIONEER SDP501
PROTON 613S

CALLJVC AV20575 419 PROTON VT290 CALLJVC AV26575 629 RCA 19" COLOR 189
MAGNAVOX RH4350CH .499 SONY KV20T10 CALLNEC CT2700S CALL SONY KV27SXRIO 899NEC CT2620A 649 SONY KV27TS20 679

419 SONY KV27HFR
CALL SONY FD500
1149 SONY XBR-PRO
2295 TOSHIBA CX2078
2789 TOSHIBA CX2768

319 V RESEARCH VTm26

829
139

.1699
399

CALL
899

VIDEO RECORDERS

1 AD stow
 MIS C.811 H.D.
 WWI liSS iFiA031

G&E 7785
JVC HRD237U
JVC HRD630U
JVC HRD8000U
PANASONIC PV2800
PANASONIC PV4800
MAGNAVOX VR9770
NEC N956U
NEC N966U
NEC DX5000U
NEC DX.8000U

$479
C

2

C

C

7

CA

549 RCA VPT695HF 949
319 SONY SLHF.1000 . CALL
ALL TOSHIBA DX900 769
999 TOSHIBA SV950 CALL
269 TOSHIBA SV970

CALL
LASER PLAY

A9LL9 PIONEER CLD1030ER 619
ALL PIONEER WW1 1189
19 MAGNAVOX CDV474 799
69 SONY MDP200 699
LL YAMAHA CDV1000 699

CAR STEREOS
INE 72 ,A

 KM OUT
 DIG.TAk V(1%MG

598 NAKAMI HI TD350 .3291
ADS PQ10 369 NAKAMICHI TD450 . .429
ADS 300i 259 NAKAMICHI PA300 . .CALL
ALPINE PULLOUT DHE .CALL POLK MM1001 89
ALPINE 7156 189 POLK MM6902 189
ALPINE 7905 629 PROTON 275 299
B. ACOUSTIC 797 149 PROTON 214CD 369
CARVER M240 289 SONY XR7150 429
DEMON DCR5520 439 SONY CDXA20 CALL
DENON DCC8920 698 SOUNDSTREAM TC303 .349
INFINITY RS62K CALL SOUNDSTREAM TC308 .569
KENwOOD KRC858 439 SOUNDSTREAM D200 .CALL

AIM

$339 000r

PORTABLE CD / WALKMAN -
SONY S
-0,,,,, ',YIP , 299

f uor AR00MABL I

AIWA HS.1700
AIWA HS.1800

149

189

AccessoNes
AUDIOQUEST CD RINGS .39

CITIZEN 1000 219 PARSEC LS4 59
MARANTZ PMD430 . 389 SENNHEISER HD414 . .69
SONY D3 169 SORBOTHANE FEET 38
SONY WM03 199 SORBOTHANE RECORD DAMPER15

SONY WMF100 119 THORENS Q.UP 17

SONY D10 269 8" SPEAKER STANDS . .39
SONY D15 299 1 METER GOLD ENDS. . . .11

TECHNICS SCX95 259 2 METER GOLD ENDS. . . .18
TOSHIBA 9437 239 50 FT. SPEAKER CABLE . 49

CAMCORDERS

'899
949 PANASONIC PV330

. 13
CALL PANASONIC PV$350

CALL
CALL PANASONIC PVS150 CALL
9999 PANASONIC PV420 ..999

4PANASONIC PV460
. .1680

128 PENTAX
MAGNAVOX CV2320 ..CALL RCA CPR250PvC15A

1299
1089MAGNAVOX VR9246Av 1649 RCA CRP350 1299MINOLTA CR1400 989 SONY CCDV5 49MINOLTA CR8100 1199 SONY CCDV9

. 10899OLYMPUS VX802.
. 1089 SONY CCDV30

. CALLOLYMPUS VX4055. CALL SONY CCDV220 NEW

 310051

AAVgCVME2.
CANON E70...
G&E 9806
G&E 9715
JVC GRC25
JVC GRC55

FAX/TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES

SHARP UX-80
 FM &WHINE
 DOME IONE
 SOFT /OUCH PA0 $899
BROTHERS FAX100 ..CALL
CANON FAX20 1249
CANON FAX8 849
MURATA F30 CALL
SANYO SF100 CALL
SHARP FD700 1799
SHARP UX160 CALL
SHARP UX80 899
SHARP F0300 1149
TOSHIBA 3010 1049
TOSHIBA 3300 CALL

ANSWERING MACHINES

CODEAPHONE 3530 ...110
FREEDOM 1700 106
G&E 2-9860
PANASONIC KXT1424 .78
PANASONIC KXT3880
PANASONIC KXT1423 .66

129

PANASONIC KXT1427 .99
.94PHONEMATE 8000

139

SONY ITA650 189

SOUND ROOMS  CAMCORDER VIDEO ROOM  7 DAY NO -QUESTIONS -ASKED DEFECTIVE
EXCHANGE  30 DAY HOME TRIAL SPEAKER AUDITION  DELIVERY & SET-UP AVAILABLE.

6th Ave. Electronics is conveniently located at 1030 & 1024 Ave. of the Americas, NY, NY 10018 (Between 38th and 39th Sts.)

RETAIL ONLY
212-391-2777

STORE HOURS:
MON-SAT 10am-7pm
SUN 11am-6pm EST

We carry a full line of Acoustic Research, Audio Quest, Bose, Celestion,
Citation, DBX Soundfield & Electronics, Dual, Harman Kardon, JBL, Kindel,
Marantz 94 series, Magnavox, Proton, Revolver, RH Labs, Sansui, Thorens,

Sony, B&W, Advent, Vintage, Teac, NAD, Luxman, ADS, Kenwood Car,
Infinity, and Nakamichi. ALL PRODUCTS WARRANTEE,/

ALL MAJOR CREDI
CARDS ACCEPTED.

[Elm-no 4M=1war
Consumer affairs license #805697. Ad represents small percentage of inventory. Price and availabi ity subject to change.

Checks accepted w/credit card authorization. Some sale items limited to availability & quantities.



STEM) REVIEW
MAIL ORDER MART

THE DU P
INCREDIBLE PRICES  IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

** BUY DIRECT & SAVE **
FEATURING THIS MONTH

ALPINE
Model Description Est Retail Dump Sale
7105 Removable FM AM CD Player
7110 Removable FM, AM Cassette
11/9 Removable F51,14 Camette
/156 Unwersal FM. AM Canada
3321 11 Bank Equalder
3530 4 a 40W Ondgeoble Amp

OAT L.)HT .,, 4 ;

DAT Horne Recording Decks IA1101111041 Copycode

900 00
40000
350 00
MO 00
250 00
480 00

NOW
AVAILABLE

cbuR
IN STOCK

561.00
279.00
24910
179.00
119.00
329.00

SONY PCM 2500 Protesstonal (Noel to Oval 14995 00 CALL
SONY DTC 50005 2nd Generat.on Full Featured 52895 CO 1171610
SHARP SIM 100 Prolmmonal Oualtty Deck $270000 CALL

YAMAHA, KENWOOD. °NKr°, DENON. AIWA 4 PIC (Maw)
Reconlvn Mao syMINMe vi SUPER savoy

DAT Portable Decks
SONY TCDSHO Full Femur. $3295 00

CALLF..

TECHNICS SVMD1 Sure, Compost Full Featured $349500 LOWEST
CASIO DAI Mon, Full Featured "95 M PRICESI

DAT Car Decks
ALPINE 5700 "6° °°

CALL
FOR

SENW000 11137911 92" 09 LOWEST
CLARION DAC 2000 3179) °° PRICES!

MATCHING AMPLIFIERS 4 SPEAKERS AVAILABLE UPON REVUES TI
DAT Recording Tape
120 MIN 1 29 95 5 11.75

10 MIN S 27 95 1 14 .50

60 MIN S 2495 S 13.75

Carl or write for Inlomallon on 1:14111411 Headphones, Hasa Cleaners,
SwIlchbollos $ Connecting Cables!

WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LIBRARY OF
PRERECORDED DAT TAPES AVAILABLE; CALL OR WRITE TODAY'

CALL
TODAY- (609) 259-0044

MR. RETAILER/DISTRIBUTOR. WE OFFER DIRECT WHOLESALE PRICIN,
ON MANY RESTRIC TED HI F irCAR STEREO r NE ...

et gnaw IN FAIP COMPETMONI
MSS CALL NOM PROFIT TODAY, UM

THE DUMP Or, Norlh W111 Sit,,,,I Medloid NJ 08055
CALL OR WRITE for °roaring 1 payment mlorrnabon Snlowng handling and Wes
YU saldllional. II op...*

ASSI0.4.1 ,Os ,,,POWisnoCAL. (MORS MC.C,S COSMO Is...40.4111..,-"{RSse
o.n.o.:. SLUM SEM. COWS., OVSKS0s......,

ATTENTION
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS
The CLASSIFIED MAGNET at-
tracts prime prospects for your
mail order products and
services.

Reach the readers (proven buy-
ers) of this and other DCI Mag-
azine titles through low-cost
Marketplace Classified
advertising.

To place your ads, or for fur-
ther information (including
rates, ad styles, sizes, multi -
title discounts) call Lois Price
Toll Free at:
(800) 445-6066

SL6S 769
SONY

097150
OLIO II 649 SLHE1000

409 SLHF860
Call XE8

PIONEER699 °Le 9

neN
00m,AMNL:AIRRR3IIIII0xxX321

629 0102201

1699
1179 =210 DGEMxAm200

629 3951

259 SL300

979 3851

490 09C555 new 230919

l

350 KRC2001KERW°°D

3000009100

KEH6050R

DL6 11 B&W 329 SLHF840 KEH9292new 559

549 DM110,
CANTON

43 99n

280 KRC757
449
319

KARAT20
new rn°dels'

579 10212

529

399

KARAT30

225 *team,

369 K.094140
KARAT60 1289699

MEIMM KRC959

1029 KDC9OR

499

649

699

259

279
9911°4139

270 KAG920 259

359 PLUS S
PLUS C

279 295

BLAURUNKT449 479 090 315
DENVER

279 K105/1012
ADVENT 0113 455 SEBRING/PORTLAND

279 469 350
LEXINGTON new

499 BABY

AMPS F. TUNERS LOS ANGELES new

YAMAHA SAN FRANCISCO new

LEGACY199
PRODIGY

MINI/SUB
MS5 769

0CR5520
DENON

409 M55 569

3222,93 PARTNERS AR 259 AX91)9
499

DC95425
DCR5220

ROCK PARTNERS 179
A0700 429

DCR3280399 C85 569POLK229 C65 439
169 SOA2B 1099

185 399
NAD MONITOR 106 599

5220 289 MONITOR 7C 499
TT XtrOR

249
O 199

MONITOR 5B 3895240 379 E01100 469

xLM600
JVC

229 5+J R 289
E0500 2695300

113MM:23133. ADVCSP510
749

xLM400
399

579 M45 349
YAMAHA

329
439

xLV250 189
LV444

MAGNAVOX
KX200

339
X

259
KXW500

249
KX400

608650 Specta1299
209

(540 299
C08473 269

K0800 469
606470 169

DENON606570 319

CDB472 229
ORM24HX 379

DRM3OHX 429
COB471 Special 139 DRIANH0 299
IMEMIESEM1 DRM12HR 289

DRM07
YAMAHA

599

DRMIOHR 239
179

RRX05 339 °'70 0
Social 399 NAD

00 379

901100 699 6300
110300 229 6240 259

729

DENON AIWA

509 ADWX909
ADWX808

499

DRA625 439
ADR30

279

DRA425 359 149

DRA35V 259 ADSI5 119

SONY

ADS460
ADWX707

129

STRAVIOOO 199

STRAV900
519

369
STRAV700 319

DENON

STRAV300 229
STRAV500 279

DP59L 479

349
STRAV200 159

JVC

DP47F

DP35F 239

9X222
DP7F 159

ArAlg M 111

4111` - ' rrif, ul

NEW YORK WHOLESALE

 Prices subject to change
 Prices exclude

shipping charges
 Not responsible for

typographical erors

FOR FASTEST (212) 684-6363 HOU
Monday

9AM-7PM EST
SERVICE CALL -Saturday

or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, New York, N.Y. 10016
We sell authorized U.S. branded merchandise and parallel imports. All products covered by

manufacturer's warranty or New York Wiolesaler's exclusive limited warranty.
Manufacturer's rebates may not apply. Ask for full details at the time of purchase.

CO PI AY1F11,

YAMAHA
CDX1110

CDX910

CDX610

CDX700
CDX5I0

DENON
DCM555
OCD1700
001500 11
DC01400
DCD800
DCD600

SON.'
CDP950
CDPC50
CDPC70

CDPC100
CDP750
CDP550
CDP350

PIONEER
PDM700
PDM600
PDM500
PDM400
P07100
P05100
P04100

90333 229
RX555 299
RX777 429
RX999 579

PIONEER
VSX93005 649
VSX7300 529
VSX5300 449
325X3300 279
55033005 329
SX2300 199

SXI300 169

NAD
7220
7240
7250
7175

7600

259
429
549
699
799

DUAL
CS505
CS5000

TECHNICS
SL1200 II
SLD033
SLBD22
SL0010
SLOD22

249
349

349
1C0

69191'

PORTABIF
CD Pt AYER:,

PANASONIC
SONY D4 189

SONY 014 219
SONY 010 259
PANA SLNP1O 239
TOSHIBA 099 199

TOSHIBA 9437 259
SONY 015 289

VIDEO RECORDERS

JVC
99570170
H110550

PANASONIC
PV4870MM.= PV4NO Calla

MISSION NEC
WNW 1249 mesas 629
FrwOorn 740 000500 699
Renaissance 560 COON 849
7W 409 RCA
700LE 269 W1390 329
70 . 199 VPI294 289

CRESTON VPI200 249

5(800 1549 W1185 969

889
599
299
339

SONY CF077 .. 429
SONY FH404 369
SONY 711606 479
AIWA V550 225
AIWA 5X2200 529
AIWA VX4400 849

349 SPP110 169

249 SPP300 219
PHONEMATE

299 9500 119

339 8050 125
279 9700 145
229 9750 165
779 7650 159

CODEAPHONE
3530 114

3100 109

3200 129
3750 139

POLK SPEAKERS
6902 199

MM1A 79

MM4A 189

MMI04 149

219 CONCORD CX
259 CX70 549
419 CX60 449
369 CX50 349
319 CX40 289

CX30 269
469 CX20 239
399 CXIO 199

299 FREEDOM PHONE
249 5000 229

OCC8920 699 4000 119

HIFOSICS 1700 109

NOR Please 1100 99
cal 1250 12000GEMININI

orPo 111=132111

PLUTOUU R°I.CAPA

tow CANON
' ' 44 558 129

GUIST° 4,,,e, TYPESTAR7 159

TYPESTAR6 139
539 TYPESTARS 129

549
DENON

SOuNDSTREAm

369
16305

X08500o
SMITH CORONA

399
PMA520 299

SF90

399 006600 269
PO42200 549

0200
XL2000 149

P056600 599
TC303

PRA1100 399

TC301

236399

XPWL6P21004

389
219

TU600
TU450

279
JVC

XL6700 319
169

0TUE87°00 389
379

KSF10618

KSRX518 32799
P

329
RWP6

449

8(155 379379
KsKS6941118

199
RKT45 special 279

ADS RKT400111.22== 229
CASIO RKT34320 389 258

916000 599 300 279 K%9250 199

249 P010 389 KX9210

HCCZZT2:030S 249
209

Poe
Nils

527:1998 991 U7600

312

185

167

429 F/S5 154913000
CZ5000 549 INFINITY BROTHER
FZ1 1425 RSA52K 399

SKI
SK5

69 95069211 149 229

SK200
109 RSA693K

199

IN COMP340 199

569

MT520 199 181

BOSTON
189 CX90 225

YAMAHA 751 179 C095 309

DX7 IIFD 1649 741 149 AX380 299

299 0799

PSR50 399
219

C793 259159 IMIEMIE=
ATARI

PSS560 239 69400 149
DRIVER

149
10405T/SC1224 909
Amiga 560. Col Sys 819

1349 69290 129
63952CNMMEMIM

11c621340

PS116300 POUNDERSCOMMODORE
439
269

03
10700 789
90450R50

349 SNOOPER D4 C

449 SNOOPER D6
64C 179

439

P6350TD400

429 SPECTRUM II

359 BEL 876 129
P5400

629 CCEIRA3170
789 COBRA3110

175 1000

50 IffalEtia=11
239
189

169

389 WHISTLER 2

TD500

MAGNAVOX

P6150 199
209 BEL 837 11499 VIOEOWRITER 459

BEL BROTHER WP500 579
SP300 Call UNIDEN RD9XL 159 5CM PWP6 BL 469
SP200 209 UNIDEN RD9 . 1399 =MAXON R01 ..
7907

7905
7385
7284
7280
7256
7156

3517
3505
3321

6394
6265

CDXA20
CD0R88
XR15100

097050
097300
096383
096150
096200
087200

ALPINE

SONY

699
649
499
469
359
309
219

169

69
Call

179

129

549
509
159

259
529
229
199

229
469

PANASONIC
1002321
ICO2325
1002342
10(73204
IC(73150
1C03160
IC(71423 69
F00142770 105
(337620(337620

vA8400/C(T2622 149

114

iiAsTA:°5

79

0TAS50 SONY

wmwkiwmF68F7D6c5 SONY

us ALL MODELS

WMF100 II

17P300

A/1114

r75503

194
59
ee

SPP100 149

HEWLETT PACKARD®HP1IC 41

HP12C 68
HP15C 69

as HP176 89
39 HP18C 99
43 HP28C 129
59 HP41CX 175

129 HP41CV 125

159 HP716 449

1'111 .1 'I/AI
' 1111111

299
129
109
89

Call

HSJ7130 169
HST1300 149
HSG7C0 109
HST700 149



STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED
FOR MORE ADVERTISING INFORMATION CALL I-800-445-6066

AUTHORIZED

GRAD°

140

audiolechnica

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
Manoginel =ammo'

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and orig-
inal replacement styli.

10 (800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N  STATE (516) 599-1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG

VISA
7

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR, Box 158

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am 8 pm

°ad -on SHURE

High -end and hard -to -find audio components.
Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia).
Call 1-703-745-2223.
HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the
widest selection of raw drivers from the worlds finest manufac-
turers. For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. MS
SPEAKERS. 3170 23rd St.. San Francisco, CA 94110. (415)
641-4573

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho 7pke , Commack, NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY
FULL WARRANTY

(516)499-7680

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS Guaranteed
lowest prices in U.S.. Jerrold, Hamlin. Zenith-many others!
Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours! Master-
Card-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog-call (800)
345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co.. Inc.. 7325 I/2 Reseda Blvd.,
1340. Reseda. CA 91335 All other information, call (818)
716-5914.

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1(800) 222-3465. DIS-
COUNTS! AR * AUDIOQUEST BOSE *

BOSTON ' GRADO HAFLER HARMAN
KARDON JBL * LAST * LIVEWIRE MON-
STER CABLE * NITTY GRITTY SONY STAX
* STRAIGHTWIRE * PLUS MORE. HCM AU-
DIO, 1600 BX MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926.
(916) 345-1341.
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS, Eton. Dynaudio. Fo-
cal. Eclipse. Catalog $1.00. Meniscus. 3275S Gladiola. Wyom-
ing. Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121

WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS
than anyone in the U.S. Free catalog:1 (800) 346-9183. AUDIO
CONCEPTS INC.

Fe

SHURE MONSTER CABLE GRADO

Wo 41e
A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES

TOLL FREE
(800) 342-9969

dl ylt .2444. 144taides
g Qcces444e4 u$ Slack.
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SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard

stereo records! Record with your voice or perfo-rn live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively b.
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.
LT Sound, Dept.SR- 3,7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE:14041482-2485

GET LOW PRICES ON ALL
types of audio equipment - including
nigh -end and esoteric products not nor-
mally discounted. Now we can SAVE
YOU MONEY on the equipment you real-
ly want. Extensive selection - no need
to settle for second choice. Thousands
of satisfied customers world-wide. All
products feature USA manufacturer's
warranty. Call us for price quotes or
friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1.00.
616-451-3868. Audio Advisor. 225
Oakes, S.W,, Grand Rapids, MI 49503
We accept VISA/MC/AMEX/DISCOVER.

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's best
kept audio and video secret, continues to
please...Five years and over 40,000
customers later, we still offer the best in
audio, video, and auto sound including eso-
terics at incredible prices! We sell and ser-
vice only U.S. warranty merchandise! Our
staff is not only knowledgeable, but helpful
and courteous in choosing the right compo-
nent for you. Become one of the ELITE! Call
(404) 436-5611. Direct Sight and Sound,
3095 Bolling Way, Dept. S, Atlanta, GA
30305. MC/VISA/AMEX. COD with deposit.

PHILIPS. AUDAX. PEERLESS. FOCAL. AND DYNALDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent
services. Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAK-
ER COMPONENTS. 8608 University Green. Box 4283.
Madison. WI 53711.1608) 831-3433

CALL TOLL FREE! 1 (800) 826-0520. NAD,
ACOUSTAT, HAFLER, HARMAN KARDON,
PROTON, AUDIO CONTROL. NITTY-GRITTY,
M&K, STAX, PROAC, DAHLOUIST, CELES-
TION, BELLES. dbx, FRIED, ORACLE, THOR-
ENS. MONSTER, CWD, ONKYO, 3D, GRADO,
DCM, CITATION, NILES. AUDIOQUEST.
SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN, MARINETTE,
WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.
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terns. We otter the best KLIPSCH  DL.
in high -end audio and ORACLE  GRACi
the best in friendly ser-
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able staff. From the latest BOSE MAGNAVO
CD player to a classic FONATE  WOREmega -watt amplifier,
you'll like our surprising-
ly
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affordable prices and AUDIOPRO  STAX
fast shipping. MOD SQUAD IZT
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Call Us... (213) 398-4205
(213) 391-2679

Member Better Business Bureau
18214 Dalton Ave, Dept. D,Gardena, CA 90218

Hours: M -F 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time



LOWEST PRICES
On over 150 brands
Car - Home - Video

For Catalog & Price
(503) 963-5731

HIGH QUALITY BRANDS -Car Home. Video including eso-
teric. Audio Unlimited, 1203D Adams Ave., La Grande. Oregon
97850 (503) 963-5731

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! AUDIRE, PS, CWD,
SONY ES, SUPERPHON, THORENS, MIRAGE, GRADO,
FRIED, MONSTER CABLE, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHT -
WIRE, more. Immediate, FREE Shipping! READ BROTH-
ERS STEREO, 593-B King Street, Charleston, South Car-
olina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

The Components Of
High Performance.

harman/kardon
High fldellty audio, video and automotive components.

For literature or the location of your nearest
Harman Kardon dealer write 240 Crossways
Park West, Dept. 9103, Woodbury, NY 11797

or call
1-800-525-7000, ext. 103.

"STEREO WORLD' IS YOUR DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER
SOURCE WITH SUPER DEALS ON AUDIONIDEO AND CAR
STEREO. LINES INCLUDING: TECHNICS. PANASONIC.
JVC, TEAC, MAGNAVOX. SONY. AIWA, BLAUPUNKT, PYLE.
PIONEER, PHILIPS. CLARION, SHERWOOD AND MORE'
CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG! FREE UPS IN
48 STATES! FAST SERVICE, CALL FOR CLOSE OUT SPE-
CIALS!10AM-6PM MON-FRI: WEDNESDAY TILL 9PM VISA
MC (MO CK MUST CLEAR),COD-ACCEPTED P O. BOX 709.
EDISON, NJ 08818 (201)-494-0099.

!NIL
HOME & AUTOMOTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS

PRO SOUND
COMES HOME.

For literature or the location of your
nearest JBL dealer write 240 Crossways

Park West, Dept. 403, Woodbury, NY 11797
or call

1-800-525- 7000, ext. 9403.

LOW PRICES!' Yamaha, Denon, Carver, Adcom, Boston
Acoustics, Luxman. Haller. A/D/S. B&K, KEF, Onkyo, Proton.
Bose, Snell, DCM, Counterpoint, M&K. P.S. Audio, AR & Many
Others, SOUND ADVICE: (414) 727-0071.

ATTENTION KEF CUSTOMERS. KEF's Five Year Warranty,
applies to the original purchaser only. Speakers imported by
non -authorized dealers and resold are not covered under this
or any other warranty. Technically. such equipment is sec-
ondhand. which both voids the warranty and reduces its value.
For your nearest authorized KEF dealer call 1-800-533-0035.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers. amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL
62702. (217) 529-8793.
FOR SALE
ARE YOU INTERESTED in Quality Preowned Audio Equip-
ment? Subscribe to "The Sound Trek," published 6 x annually.
your listings of items for sale or wanted. $10,yr. Call or write:
Play it Again Sam. 12611-R Madison Avenue, Lakewood. Ohio
44107, (216) 228-0040. MCN1SA.

CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET. 320 Old York Rd..
Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

Stereo ---f-1 Now 4110
xpressit--- (619) 578-9630

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA Al ,SE HAF LER HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY All SONY DEM JBL JVC AIWA

lECHNICS AKAI SAE ADCOM
STA% AUDIO SOURCE

PIONEER MAGNAVOX AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS, ALINE BLAUPUNK T CONCORD SONY
KENWC00 PIONEER CUFF ORD TECHNICS

VIDEO
SONY JVC RCA PANASONIC ZENITH GE

7697 Dunbrook #G. San Diego, CA 92126

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality audiu-videu with
money back guarantee! Send your name and address for
FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo, 2423 Morena Blvd. San
Diego, CA 92110. (619) 275-3632.

ACOUSTICAL MAGIC IS FLEXIBLE BOROSILI-
CATE CERAMIC COATING. A MODERN DAY
SPACE AGE PRODUCT, ADAPTED TO AUDIO.
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR SPEAKER EN-
CLOSURES. GONE IS THE MUFFLED,
BLURRED, SOUND OF CONE SPEAKERS. FOR
FURTHER DETAILS CALL: 1 (800) 654-4761.
DIAMOND STEREO NEEDLES. 1500 TYPES. REAL DIS-
COUNTS. CALL/WRITE FOR QUOTE. WEST -TECH SER-
VICES. 1333 MADISON ST., SUITE 9, HOLLYWOOD, FL
33019. 24 HOUR ORDERS (305) 920-2154.

IMPROVE YOUR HEARING with a pair of R.J.S. Pyramid l's.
FREE INFORMATION: R.J.S. Acoustics, P.O. Box 20757, St.
Pete, FL 33742.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of prime prospects for
your mail order products or services through
low-cost Marketplace Classified advertising in
this or other titles of the

DCI CLASSIFIED MAGNET
To place an ad, or for further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and multi -title
discounts, call Toll -Free:

(800) 445-6066

CONFISCATED CARS, trucks, boats, 4 wheelers.
motorhomes, by FBI. IRS, DEA. Available in your area now.
Call (805) 682-7555 EXT. C-1005.

CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT. Boom Boom Subwooler Sys-
tems, Electronic Crossovers. Power Audio Amplifiers. Stereos,
CB'S, etc. Whoresale Prices. Catalog Information, $1.00 (re-
fundable) Boom Boom Electronics, 2905 Las Vegas Blvd.
North #53SR. North Las Vegas, Nevaca 89030. (702)
399-3139.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN,
A.D.S., CROWN, TANDBERG, REVOX,
HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN,
N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA,
YAMAHA, LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH,
B&W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M., E -V, J.B.L., IN-
FINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFES-
SIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A.
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.,
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST, (818) 243-
1168.

AUDIO ALTERNATIVES HAS THE LOWEST PRICES ON TOP
NAME INTERCONNECTS! AT THESE PRICES YOU CAN
HAVE QUALITY CABLES ON EVERY COMPONENT.
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE. SAVE BY CALLING BE-
TWEEN 7-11 PM CST (713) 999-7950

HAFLER OWNERS, DYNA OWNERS, ALL MUSIC LOVERS!
Audio by Van Alstine custom builds new higher perfor-
mance circuits for you. Send $1.00 or call for 36 page
catalog describing our amplifier, preamp, CD player, and
tuner upgrading services. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. (612)
890-3517.

FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS

GOLD STANDS ARE THE ONLY STANDS GUARANTEED
TO MAKE AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE TO YOUR

SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK,"

"GOLDSTANDS"

ANGLED
STRAIGHT

TALL
SHORT
SAND
FILLED

SPIKED

CUSTOM STANDS NO
PROBLEM AND REASONABL t

TOO. FREE CATALOG

"GOLDSTANDS"
229 NASSAU RD., HUNTINGTON, NY 11743

(516) 427-4813

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 (800) 622-HiFi YAMAHA: RX1100U
$799. RX700U $479. PF800 $479, DSP-1 $799. KX8000
$469, KX5000 $319, CDV1000 $699. CDX700U $349,
CDX1110U $959. CDX910U $559. SR50 $279, AX9000 $599.
CDX5000 $1799; DENON: DAP5500 $1249, DCD800 $329,
DCD1400 $419. DCD15001I $579, DCD3300 $1349, DCM555
$469, DRA425 $369. DRA95A $529, DRM12HX $279,
DRM14HX $319, DRM3OHX $409, TU500 $329, TU800 $419;
LUXMAN: R117 $959, R115 $599. R113 $369. D117 $729, 0109
$1249; 1390 $369. K106 $489, K112 $449, LV117 $899. LV109
$1249; NAD: 1300 $399, 1700 $639, 2600 $679. 3300 $489.
4300 5499, 5300 $699, 6300 $699, 7240 $399. 7250 $529.
7175 $689, 7600 $1299. 6155 $369; NAKAMICHI: CASA°
$929. RX202 $639, CR3A $679. CR5A $929, CR7A $1359,
PA7 $1569, SR2A $379, SR4A $849. RD350 $339, RD450
$449, TD700 $809, SP1010 $169. SP65C $279; CARVER
4000T $999, AVR100 $1039. CI $499. DTL20011$559. M1.0T
$499, M1.5T $729. M500T $529, TX11A $589: KYOCERA,
KEF, MISSION. ADCOM, Harman Kardon, dbx. ADS, INFINI-
TY & more. Manufacturers USA warranty. Factory fresh. Most
equipment shipped within 24 hr, received in 1 to 7 days.
Immediate damage exchange. 14 days defect replacement.
VISA, MC, DISCOVER. AMEX, DINERS, COD. More info call
(206) 774-9999 TASKAMICHI AUDIO, P.O. Box 25583, Seattle.
WA 98125. Prices subject to change.

RECORDS

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC CATA-
LOG: Features a tremendous selection of remaindered LP new
releases at discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels
offered. Prompt delivery. Rose Records. Dept SR,214 SO.
Wabash Avenue. Chicago, IL 60604.

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP'S 78's, 45's etc.
Visit or mail -in wants. The Olde Time Music Scene. 915 Main
Street, Boonton, NJ 07005. (201) 335-5040. Tuesday -Sunday.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES, REPLACEMENT
JACKETS. inner sleeves. 78 RPM sleeves, opera boxes, etc.
COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212, Room 640, Colum-
bus, Ohio 43201.

SOUND TRACK & ORIGINAL CASTS. LARGEST SELEC-
TION of in print, out of print. Foreign and domestic records. In
business 15 years. Discount and free bonus records available.
Send for free catalog. SOUNDTRACK ALBUM RETAILERS,
Dept SR14. Box 487. New Holland, PA 17557. (717) 656-0121.

IN-PRAlT & OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS ALL CATEGORIES &
NOSTALGIA VIDEO TAPES.... Spectacular Catalog!! $2.00
USA14.00 Foreign. Serendipity Records. 4775 Durham Road,
Guilford, CT 06437 USA.

DISCONTINUED, SEALED LP's (ALL CATEGORIES) 60's,
70S 80S. As low as $4.99. 6 catalogs annually. Send $12.00:
RAMPAGE RECORDS, Box 24-S, Camden, AK 71701. Visa/
MC accepted.

DIGITALLY ENHANCE albums, tapes and CD's for a GUAR-
ANTEED improvement! EXPERIENCE THE TRANSITION!!
For newsletter send S.A.S.E. to PJ Sound P.O. Box 75, West
Seneca, N.Y. 14224.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 8000 USED CD's MOST $7.49 to $9.49. Boy/Sell,
monthly catalog, $2.50 shipping per order UPS. Fast service
for over 3 years. Visa/MC. Audio House CD Club. 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, Michigan 48473. (313) 655-8639.

COMPACT DISC CENTER
P.O. Box 6165. Pito Perk, NY 12065

NY Ole) 064-2550
Outside NY -To Order Only

Cat 1-800-232-3687

STARTING DISCS AT $12.99
Dumbly Discount Pricing.
$2.50 Cont. U.S. Shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

LOW COMPACT DISC prices-Schwann CD and COLOR
CATALOGS $6.00 -Mini -Catalogs $1.00-DUWARS, P.O. Box
6662-D, Greenville, SC 29606.
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COMPACT DISCS -At low warehouse prices. Now in our 5th
year. FREE catalog! OZ ENTERTAINMENT, 1575 P Highway
29, Lawrenceville, GA 30244. (404) 962-6180.

USED CD'S $6.95, UP. Free catalog: CCM. 1105 Webster,
Sandy, Utah 84070-3151. (801) 571-9767. "JAZZ AT THE
PAWNSHOP" (1 -CD) in stock. $15.95.

TRY ULTRAPHON FOR THE BEST SERVICE AND THE
RIGHT PRICES.. DOMESTIC. POP & ROCK -$13.00. JAZZ &
CLASSICAL -$13.50. IMPORTS AVAILABLE. THOUSANDS
OF CD'S AVAILABLE! VISAVCCHECK:MONEY ORDER.
ULTRAPHON COMPACT DISC, 10956 NORTH 56TH -SUITE
206. TAMPA, FL 33617.

PRE -OWNED CD'S! Buy. sell, trade. Free catalog information.
THE CD LINK. PO Drawer 5596. Greenville, SC 29606-5596.

WE'VE SLIPPED OUR DISC PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET,
PRICES START AT $8.99! WRITE: LASER LOCKER, BOX
8611. SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876.

NEW COMPACT DISC HEADPHONE! Japan Ferrite Magnet
Speaker. digital ready, cushion ear pad, volume control, only
$39.50 $2.00 s/h or send $2.00 for catalog. PACIFIC MAIL
ORDER, 2401 Hitchcock, Alhambra, CA 91803. (818)
284-4551.

COMPACT DISCS DISCOUNTED!! ROCK TO CLASSICAL
IMPORTS. FREE CATALOG. CDDiscount P.O. Box 1498,
Campbell. CA 95009.

$250 CD'S/LP'S/CASSETTES/BLANK VIDEO TAPES
FREE! IF AVAILABLE FROM RECORD STORE -WE HAVE
IT TOO! ORIGINAL ARTISTS/LABELS/ALL MUSIC CATE-
GORIES! YOUR 2ND SELECTION FREE WITH COUPON
FROM 25 COUPON BOOKLET. FAST, RELIABLE SERVICE]
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! GREAT GIFT IDEA! BOOK-
LETS $10.00 EACH-NORJAC ENTERPRISES, SR3, BOX
462, MANSFIELD, MA 02048.

SAVE MONEY ON NEW CD'S. TAPES, VIDEO. FREE DE-
TAILS: WILBUR TANSTAAFL COMPANY, Box 308A. Mid-
dlefield, CT 06455-0308.

CD's -CD's -CD's -CD's 18,000 titles at 18,000 unbeatable
prices. Call Digital Encounters at (312) 759-9565.

CD'S COST TOO MUCH! But we at COMPACT DISC-OUNT
offer over 9,000 titles at lowest possible prices. For complete
catalog send $2.00 to: 9895 Brunswick Way, San Ramon. CA
94583.

FREE CD/RECORD OFFER! FREE CATALOG! "World's Best
Brass Catalog" (Fanfare). CRYSTAL RECORDS, Sedro-Wool-
ey, WA 98284.

-CD, CASSETTE STORAGE.- Elegant Wood Cabine-
try..FREE Brochure!! GIFT OFFER!! CWCO, P.O. Box
747-F4, Nutley, NJ 07110. (201) 759-4939.

USED CD'S! Buy, Sell, Trade. FREE Catalog. MEDIA EX-
CHANGE, 1-(312) 649-9582. P.O. Box 11057, Chicago. IL
60611-0057.

TAPES
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AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE -USED ONCE, 1800' OR 2400'
BOXED- 10 Reels: $25.00. Sample: $2.50. FOUR 3600'
1011" REELS: (Boxed): $25.00. SAMPLE: $6.00. Also : New
MAXELL reels/cassettes.AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-R,
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555 VISA/MC.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home busi-
ness without experience or capital. Information Free. Mail
Order Associates, Inc., Dept. 624. Montvale, NJ 07645.

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable, licensed/un-
licensed, transmitters! Broadcasting: Box 130-R6, Paradise,
Ca 95969.

99 PROFITABLE home businesses! No experience/capital!
FREE list. "Bentley -I8," P.O. Box 824, Miami, Florida
33233-0824.

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from govern-
ment from $1 without credit check. Your repair. Also tax
delinquent properties. Call (805) 682-7555. Ext. H 1094 for
repo list in your area.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Call for information. (504) 641-8003 Ext. A-9542.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the US govern-
ment? Get the facts today! Call 1(312) 742-1142, ext. 4670.

INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your idea? Call
AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free informa-
tion. Over a decade of service. 1(800) 338-5656. In Mas-
sachusetts or Canada call (413) 568- 3753.

INVENTORS!! Call the INNOVATION CENTER in Washington
D.C.-For FREE into call in U.S. & CANADA: 1 (800) 628-2828

WANTED TO BUY

WE NEED QUALITY COLLECTIONS. "TOP
DOLLAR PAID" for LP's, Compact Discs, and
Cassettes: Classical, Rock, etc. USA's
LARGEST USED AND COLLECTOR SHOP.
PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane
Street, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609)
921-0881.

MOVIE FILMNIDEO TAPE
CABLE N CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold, Oak.
Zenith, Hamlin. Many others. "New" VIDEO HOPPER "The
Copy Killer." Visa. M/C and AmEic. 1 (800) 826-7623. UB Inc.,
10517 Upton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, REMOTES. ACCESSORIES -
FREE CATALOG -ARIZONA VIDEO, 3661 N. Campbell.
#310-C. Tucson, Arizona 85719. (602) 323-3330.

CABLE DEALERS WANTED -Best Quantity Wholesale
Prices-Tocom, SkOak, Zenith, Jerrold. remotes. ARIZONA
VIDEO (602) 323-3330.

SERVICES
Attention GENESIS Owners: Repairs & Upgrades are
possible!! Original Specification & Improved Parts by LRS.
(603) 749-1904, (24 hr.)

INSTRUCTION

FREE CATALOG. Institute of Audio/Video
Engineering. 1831 Hyperion (SR), Hol-
lywood, CA 90027. RECORDING SCHOOL.
(800) 551-8877, (213) 666-2380. Approved
for International Students. Member of
NATTS.

RETAIL DISPLAY ALLOWANCE
ATTENTION ALL MAGAZINE RETAILERS: DCI
Marketing, a service of Diamond's Communications
Inc.. is pleased to announce a Retail Display Plan
available to all retailers interested in earning a display
allowance on STEREO REVIEW. To obtain further
details and a copy of the formal agreement, please
write to DCI Marketing, Fawcett Place, Greenwich,
CT 06830. Under the Retail Display Plan, in consid-
eration of your acceptance and fulfillment of the terms
of the formal contract, you will receive a display
allowance on each copy sold by you. This plan will
become effective with all issues delivered to you
subsequent to the date your written acceptance of the
formal Retail Display Agreement is received and ac-
ceptance of the formal Retail Display Agreement is
received and accepted by our Company. This offer is
valid in the U.S. and Canada only.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
You can reach millions of prime prospects for
your mail order products or services through
low-cost Marketplace Classified advertising in
this or other titles of the

DCI CLASSIFIED MAGNET
To place an ad, or for further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and multi -title
discounts, call Toll -Free:

(800) 445-6066

THIS MAGAZINE IS
AVAILABLE IN MICROFORM

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO.
MICRO PHOTO Division

EIELLBHOWELL
OIL MANS1 IF I. D ik,A1
wOOSTER 0" 44691
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

More on Movie Sound

AST week I took my daugh-
ter to see Willow, even
though my favored filmJ critics advised against it. I

defied them because the most en-
grossing sort of film often over-
whelms your critical faculties with
senses of wonder, joy, or despair,
and I really wanted to find out how
good the film sounded without any
emotional irrelevancies in the way.

The verdict? Not so bad, within
limits we'll get to shortly. In fact, I
have never heard Manhattan's Par-
amount Theater sound so good, per-
haps because the house was practi-
cally empty (those critics again).
When the sound -effects guys were
given something to do (mostly just
ominous rolls of thunder, but there
are a few choice episodes of sheer
bedlam) they worked up a convinc-
ing sweat, and often the music was
professionally and even quite effec-
tively integrated with the action.
Overall sound quality was as high as
I've heard recently in a movie
house, and the dynamic range sug-
gested that Lucasfilm's celebrated
digital -processing complex was on
the job during postproduction.
Why, then, am I not babbling with
enthusiasm?

While cinema sound is of natural
concern to many audiophiles and is
rapidly becoming a pleasing adjunct
to high -end systems, it remains
troublesomely difficult to deal with
in terms of established audiophile
criteria. The reference for high-
fidelity reproduction is a live mu-
sical experience, and although many
little mental adjustments are neces-
sary along the way, an experienced
listener can usually derive some
feeling of "liveness" from well-
chosen equipment and recordings.
The reference for cinema -fidelity re-
production is, I suppose, a "live"
theater experience. But to me there
is very little "liveness" in a cinema
experience.

Cinema sound is big, as befits a
big screen. It is mixed big and equal-
ized big, and if by any chance one of
the elements doesn't sound suffi-
ciently big, it is cunningly "fixed"
by application of arcane audio arts
that have evolved over generations
in secretive corners of the Holly-
wood hothouse. The resulting big-
ness is such that it can often be
sensed even through the crummy
loudspeaker in a drive-in theater, as
you will know if you've ever been to
one of those fast -disappearing insti-
tutions. In Hollywood, the unbreak-
able rule is: The sound must fit the
picture, never the other way
around.

The movies' oversize aural di-
mensions frequently seem to be
achieved through nuances of equali-
zation and compression, especially
in dialogue. They are distortions in
the strictest sense of the term, and
they sound like distortions when
one listens to them with a dispas-
sionate ear.

There was, until recently, some
justification for these distortions,
principally in the contexts of over-
coming noise in optical and magnet-
ic film media, and in making sure
that a film could play with intelligi-
ble dialogue in a wide variety of the-
aters, some of which had primitive
sound equipment. Today, however,
noise -reduction techniques have be-
come routine in the preparation of
soundtracks, and theater owners
have come to realize that they must
be competitive in audio as well as
video to survive. Movie producers
are now at liberty to make thor-

oughly honest soundtracks. Why
aren't they doing it?

First of all, of course, they still
want their movies to sound big, and
that will always be an overriding
factor. But there are many people
in postproduction operations who
have learned their trades so well
that they find it difficult to unlearn
them and adjust to changes.

Take, for example, the matter of
"Foley," which is the lifeblood of a
motion -picture soundtrack. The Fo-
ley folks are the people who, while
viewing the picture, march around
in gravel pits, slam doors, jangle
keys, cock weapons, and otherwise
attempt to inject sonic reality into
the film through the recordings they
make. It is a highly specialized art.

According to Chuck Campbell,
the supervising sound editor, Back
to the Future involved at least
twelve Foley experts. Add to that
three people working on location
dialogue, six or so working on re-
placement dialogue, and another six
or so out in the field recording
appropriate background sounds.

So we have, at minimum-and
we haven't discussed the music
yet-about twenty-four people di-
rectly influencing the sound a film
will have. For a high -budget film,
most of these people will have the
best reputations, meaning that
they'll be older than average and
accustomed to the old ways.

Eventually the ultimate mixer
and his staff receive the recorded
bits and pieces and start trying to
put them together. Ordinarily such
an assignment would take weeks,
but on a big -budget film the mixer
may have only days, because the big
stars have moved on to another pro-
duction and the release dates have
been posted and advertised.

Some films are conceived with
the .dea that the audio must be
exquisite-Amadeus, for example.
The soundtracks of these films are
so coddled that the production ex-
penses often outrun the box-office
receipts disastrously. Amadeus
worked out, but only as a result of
the astonishing courage of its pro-
ducers in recording the soundtrack.

And if we want good film sound
at home, we need astonishing cour-
age too. Amadeus will be wasted if
you hear it through a TV speaker. 
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Two decades ago, a
small group of music -obsessed
physicists and engineers working
on advanced aerospace problems
discovered they shared an abso-
lute dissatisfaction with existing
speaker technology. They decided
to put their knowledge of elec-
tronics, audio and music to the
task Could they expand existing
technological boundaries to
create the kind of speaker they
could live with?

The result was the Infinity
Servo Statik 1, immediately ac-
daimed by leading audio critics
as the State of the Art in the
reproduction of music.

In the ensuing years, this absolute
obsession with music, this passion for
perfection has continued to drive us. And

to please equally fanatic music
lovers and audiophiles through-
out the world.

Today the benchmark 71
foot tall $50,000 Infinity Refer-

ence Standard V is
the embodiment of
Infinity's obsession.
It is also the source of
much of the state-of-
the-art technology
used throughout the
entire Infinity

9 Kappa 6
product line.

Kappa
(optional pedestal) Every Infinity

speaker at every price point-our IRS V,
our IRS Beta, Gamma and Delta, our
Kappa Series, our RS Series, our Studio

Monitor Series and Kappa Automotive
Series-shares a 20 -year tradition of tech-
nological innovation.

This Infinity dedication to develop-
ing some
expensive high -end products has enabled us
to offer the audiophile speakers
of unprecedented value and
musicality.

The rich velvet timbre
of a French horn with all
its overtones; the crisp,
gutty attack of a Fender
bass; the clean, delicate
swish of a brush on a
Ziljian cymbal; nowhere
but through an Infinity
speaker will you hear
with such warmth and lifelike presence.

Unless you're at the live concert.
Which, as we've been saying all

along, is what it's all about

Infinity

RS 4000
RS 62k2 -way driver

RS 693 k 3 -way driver
CS -I component system

20 years of technological innovation in the love of music.

For the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call (818) 709-9400.
C1986 Infinity Systems, Inc 9409 Owensmouth Avenue. autumn* CA 91111 1818) '09 94181 A I iarman International ompam In ( Spada II Roy Gray lad 14 Lakilaw Blvd. Markham. Ontano Canada L3PI W7. (416) 294-4833
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